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PREFACE

The Etigineering D)esigni IHandbook Series of the Arny Materiel Command is a
coordinated series of handbooks containing basic information and fundamental
data useful in the design and development of Army materiel and systems. The
handbooks are authoritative reference books of practical informiation and quanti-
tative facts helpful in the design and development of Army materiel so that it
will meet the tactical and the technical needs of the Armed Forces. Several of
these handbooks give the theory and experimental data pertaining to interior,
exterior and terminal ballistics. The present handbook deals with the interior
lballistics of guns.

This handbook, Interior Ballistic8 of Guns, presents fundamental data, fol-
lowed by development of the theory and practice of interior ballistics, with appli-
cation to rifled, smooth-bore and recoilless guns. Included in the presentation are
studies pertaining to heat transfer, temperature distribution and erosion, together
with standard and experimental methods of measurements. Finally, ignition, flash
and other special topics are explored.

This handbook has been prepared as an aid to scientists and engineers en-
gaged in military research and development programs, and as a guide and ready
reference for military and civilian personnel who have responsibility for the
planning and interpretation of experiments and tests relating to the performance
of military materiel during design, development and production.

The final text is the result of the joint writing efforts of I. N. Jones, H. P.
Hitchcock and D. R. Villegas, of the staff of John I. Thompson and Company,
for the Engineering Handbook Office of Duke University, prime contractor to
the Army Research Office-Durham. Many valuable suggestions were made by the
Interior Ballistics Laboratory and Development and Proof Services at Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Picatinny Arsenal, Frankford Arsenal and Springfield Armory.
During the preparation of this handbook Government establishments were
visited for much of the material used and for helpful discussions with many techni-
cal personnel.

Elements of the U. S. Army Materiel Command having need for handbooks may
submit requisitions or official requests directly to Publications and Reproduction
Agency, Letterkenny Army Depot, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 17201. Con-
tractors should submit such requisitions or requests to their contracting officers.

Comments and suggestions on this handbook are welcome and should be
addressed to Army Research Office-Durham, Box CM, Duke Station, Durham,
North Carolina 27706.

I-L4
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CHAPTER 1

DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM

1-1 INTRODUCTION propelling gases is an important part of the total
energy of the process. The study of motion of a

req inpartiing of high velocities to projectihers projectile inside the gui tube is not a matter of

c suppir ies trem endous force. t he source of the energy simply applying Newton's laws to the motion of
which supplies these forces must be readily nianu-

the projectile regarded as a point maass, but a
factured, easy to transport, and capable of being complicated study of the rate at which the high

N safely appliedl. At various tinies, proposals have
+• )(eumae orutliatonofenergy prvddb tepate gas is evolved from the propellant; the

eupmotion of the gas so produced; and the effect of
V4 means other than explosives, such as compressed this gas oU the motion of the projectile itself. Tine

air, electromagnetic force, and centrifugal force. passage of the projectile itse Te

'fhis arhowver noresltshav ben ataiied passage of the projectile stresses the( tube mechan-*Ths far, however, no esults have beaptp attained ically and subjects the interior of the barrel to siding

creal y om chemical explosives, friction. The passage of high temperature gases, in

realized from ballistac explosives, addition to the high pressures generated, heats the
Interior l)allistics of guns (that branjch of ballistics barrel to the extent that chemical interaction with

(leiig with motion iipartedl to a projectile by a tile metal itself occurs.
gun) comprises a study of a chemical energy source, Interior ballistics is defined as tile branch of

S a working sul)stanice, and the accessory apparatus applied mechanics which deals with the motion and
for controlling the release of energy and for directing behavior characteristics of projectiles while under

the, activity of the working sub~stance'. ()f allied the influence of the gases producedl by tile propellant.
interest is the iiiechanical functioning of guns and As an applied science it is still much of an art

accessories. (eea information the types of guns and largely empirical. The phenomena with which
and their coistruction and functions is given ii it deals are explicable *i terms of well established
i(,ference 1. Refereinces applicable to each chapter physical and chemical principles. Unfortunately, the
of this I landbook are given at the end of the chapter. phenomena are complex and related in subtle and

Since unnecessary weight is an unjustified logistical obscure ways so that considerable experience and
extravagance, weapons are designied to operate under judgment are necessary in the application of the
greater extremes of teimlperature and pressure thai principles if trustworthy theoretical results are to

are usually encountered in tit(h use of nonmilitary be derived. There occur in the formulation of the
enigines. Because the time cycle involved is quite theory quantities which are difficult to determine

small, there is not suflicient ti iie for the consuniai- by independent measurement because their proper
tioti of slow processes such as heat transfer. ('omi- values for particular cases depend in obscure ways
sequently, it is necessary that the chemical energy on the particular circumstances of the case con-
source also furnish the gaseous products which l sidered. They have the nature of empirical correction
themselves constitute the working substance. This factors whose values can frequently be estimated
S energy source may lbe a solid propellant, as in most only from the results of numerous examples in-

guns. or a liquid fuel and oxidizer source, such as volving comparison of the theory used with tile
is soilietillies lised ill rocket propulsion. records of actual firings. The beginner is, therefore,

I'ropellamits are studied from several aspects. forewarned to he on his guard. All theoretical results

Thermodynaiic properties indicate tile release of should be as firmly backed up by comparison with
ais much energy per uinit weight as may be con- actual firings as is possible. In this sense the theory

sistent with other demands. Studies of the mech- serves as a means of interpolation between, or

"allisill of (hecolipositiou, indicate the effects of uneoii- extrapolation fromn, existing designs.

yollhlble parailleters such mis ambient teillperature. The subject of interior ballistics of guns has been
D)yunic's of tlihe gases are necessarily a subject of investigated through more than 200 yeatrs, starting
iiivestig tii Io eemiasi, theii, Iietie emlirgy of the with the invention (If the ballistic pendulum in 17-1:3.

1-2
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Avt'I,,v t'Xtt'iisivt' Iitt''atti fill hs belle' Illilt, lip, atid Zoll'd ('iItI'g('S, I hatt is, 'I IrtlgVN WhiiCh it-(E loade-d
iit1iiv excellen vI t, te.Xts an.~ available. h"ol g('i''a f eprt ii'''it'i5 it 'ail('vre wlii
lwaekgi'otiiid, I lie text's bypa~~ l U(oi'nlr'~ anid liimits by f~lit' giliiiier. Molortitis opi'i'tc ait high Itligh-4
I l1i1d,' arev recon ill ('iid('(. \ lo' sp'ecific t i'atliiieit s like liowitze- xc'sIit. opera1,1te at stll lower Velocities
Iliaxe beeit Ilmbu 1)' lv lBeiiiiett" and~ Taylor. aind 'agi". auth are genvine'afx loatlei ri'oii theV IIItIZZle. TluY 10re
A coii lidatted NDIW )l rpor-t, wr-it ten 1 vy (-t iss siinph' iii dlesigin andu(-till bv br-okeii downi andi trajis-
aimll WI-i'eii "('h' overs the( wor~k (oloti tItIi-ing W~oi'l polled('( by foot. 5oIlhiei'.s
WVai' II. A geltieral 1 reatiliit'it of t lie pr-oblile w~iI Ii
app)Jlicationrs to gius is given ii lb'fe''t'tit' 7. 1-2.3 Action Inside the Gun

A giiii is t'ssit'iitall~ * v heiat ('ligilie. ItIs artioli

1-2 GUý!2 r('s('itllbts thle powei' strokeW Of 111 LlhitOiuIIOIile' ,.tgiiie

121 Dt-'inwith t.li(' expaimsioum of hot galses dlriviiig the( pr-o-
1-2. ei~ionjr'ct~ile iui-steatl of it pistoim (F l'gire 1- ). Whelme the

Tlle t.-1 er/1111u ill thlis baumdlnmok, iiiiless, othlewist' ('liar1-e is ign~ited(, gases aren ole fi'tiiii the( surlface
iniiciated, uiiav Ime t k('ii ill its, get'iieal setise, thlat, is, of each gr-aiii of' pi'opellillilt, ail lie dw estr ill

a Ipi'iU((t ile-t~luiowiiig d(wIve( coiisistinig essentit ally thle cliatilibei ilicreass r-apidly. R~esistanuce to iiuitial
of a pr-oje.t ile-gImiidiig tube, withI ail iuit'orpor-ate or imot ion of 0ie pr-ojectile is grevat .1iid rela~tively high
co0iiiu('t('( i-vactioti ch'lailiber ill whichl the clietiticaf ('altib('r pr-essijies ai'e. attaiietl before imuichi I;Iotioiu
e('tt:'i'gN of a1 p1)pI)Jtlant, is I'ipidlYclv ')iv(rt~ed into bevat. of' thli pr-ojectile takes place. III tlie( solution of tIt(e

anld flu' hlot gases pr-oduiced e'xpand~ to exp-I t lie iiiter-ior. ballistics jpi'obluiti, fictitious star-tiuig prt's-
pr-ojectile at a hligh velocityv. stires ane asstimiii', which wor-k well iii practice.

lTrn cliat111itt volttiittw is iiicevasedf by *tihue mlove(-
1-2.2 Classification miitiit of' thlit pm'ojectile, wvhiichlilhas t'lu efec of

Vl. ot' ('t l'tittitele of' (Iis('tissitin giiis ai't' classifited (I '(''(asiiig flthe )tessitiel-mv; oev'm', tit(e u'a~vt''ofiiirniiig

attortflitig to thrln'i salienlt fevatmiii's, f'imiet ionls, titodes of th clit' tiatgt increvast'S. Tlme ii't e.flect is a i-apitl
of op'i'at ionl, e'tc.'. 'Flu' f tntlali'its of' flest' classifica- iticteast' inl thle pr1op'laii. 11It pl-isstii'e 11tiui i t it(' poiiit

itiisl arv niot alwa 'v. cleai'lv tlefinetl, atiui t lie classi- tof iitaLXitittitii fpi't'ssiltt is reacelld. 'I his occurls ait a

hecat ions andiul otli'iliat'hIttiii ai't of teii t t'adit~iotill. reclat ivel ,v sltoi-t tljstaiit't fr-oiii I li o,'igiii of' r-filhtg.

'f'll' c'lassific'ationis arev tls'f iii, fitmwt'ei'l, antd ait inl Ht'vo)it t hat. potiiit, p)i'tsst''t (li'ofs anld, at thel
'OtIIIIIOiI tIsi'. 'T'ile p-i'incipal otte is based t-olughly lintiz','lm, u'('aelits a vahivi coiisid(It'afblyv.les thllu

otil size, antI portability and classifies guns as simall itiaxiiiitiiiI pu'esstire. pr-obably* of' tlie( order-I of' I 1.
al-uls anld art ilh'i'y. Sni11al arnis at'.( ili general ltess to wlý; therecof, dept'i~ling. tiptui thle weaponl (htsigii

d iatt 3Iot1imit ill calilu'u' anld are( lislally pol'tabllt by and thlit pr-opellan3 t. This liliuz',h lpi'(ssuir(' ('(tiltilmues

foot soldier~s ..\rt iflim',v v'ittsists of' flit' la1get' we'apotns tom act, oil t~l ple-toj('(t ilt f'or a shor-t (listali't ev l iyid
lisulialy limiiontt'r Ol tt cat'li'iagt's atitl miov'td by oflit'i' thle nitIizzht. 'hl'lts, thle pi'ojtectilt' conitinuieis to I(,'-
than fitimtiati I~\.. Simiall anti11s arev itiolre v'ariabfv le t't't'ttt hevoittl the' nituzzle.

ill clsigit andi fuittitioul. fI'll'x i,('Ni, t sti('l wt'npois A special f'orii tof' t his Iliet hod of' propulsionl is
ais t-itles, iuiat'liiiu guiil" p~ist ols, t'c. Ai't ilt'i'y w\'tUl)iis i'epi'esvt'ittd by flt' i-ecoilless systemin t l"tigr 1-2).
iii('llidlt gl1uts (specific). hiowit zeuIs anld tilltai'.ais. ( tkis ~iv It'te icoil forceTs a1,r1 ('uiltviiit'ed bN the dischalu'gu'
(specific) ilitt'lidI( those fir'ing tistially at lowt'r eleva1- tif' gases thuloluughi a iiioyzle lit the( b eel. herte.
flout atitd Itiglltet Velocity, and liow~itzt'i's illiitfitt t host' of' (ischl-tv't of' gast's canl be t'olt rolled by voimt r-olling

which ojt't:t( itt gt'tit't'l illii a owN'' VVeOeity u'auige. pi'opollatit. btit'iiiutpg. thuits It'rituit ting .1 fulhilev Of'
'llt ltter, call be. fii'ed at hligh- 11tgles andl itst' thev iioliviiettiliul of the( giiu-pi'opeilanit gas-pr~ojectile

Recoiling Parts ourns PrecttM
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Gases
-/470 s Rearward Forward ip

PiAPPLIEED TO MOUNT j.

- RECOILLESS RIFLE

FIG URE1 1.2. Th'coilless Gun Systfem.

system. The interior b~allistic probleia here is not factor is the amiount of clearance between the
only one( of combustion but of balancing thc orifice projectile and the tube, as this determines the
diameter against thrust required to miaintain a mean leakage of gas around the projectile. The principal
recoil velocity of the weapon tit zero. The propellant weapon having this pr'oblein is the mortar. Here,
weight in this case exceeds that foi- a comparab~le with muzzle loading, the clearance must be suflicient
recoil gunu ly a factor of 2 to 3. The pressure-travel to permit the escape of air so that the projectile
curve is designed for- minhimum muzzle velocity will slide down the bore and strike the firing pin
consistenit wilh satisfactory exterior b~allistic pcr- wvith the impact energy required to initiate the
fori Ian'l er, thus perniittitg the use of a thi ii gulli primer.
tube which is niecessary to maintain the charac- Only one other characteristic of the projectile need
teristie light -.%eight of this wveapon. The subject bvi mentioned and that is the axial moment of inertia
of zecoilless weapons and othier leaking guns is for- spie-stabilized pi-oject'n--. And hierc the efTect
COVVIered 11101e fully inl Chapter 2 of this handbcok. onl interior ballistics is quite small, as the energy

1-3 POJECILESof rotation normally represents only a fractional
1.3 POJECILESpercent of the energy of translation of the projectile.

P~rojectiles, like gans, exist ill a great v'ariety of -DIT BU ON FEkRG
designis, depending upon the intended use. Stince
miost of the dlesigni characte:-istics do iiot affect the As anl indication of the relative magnitude of the
interior bal listics, we shall consider only at few. The factors involved inl utilizing the energy developed
most important of these fac-tors is the mass of lby the burning of the propellant inl a medium caliber
lie projectile. Th is niust always be taken inito recoil gun, the following possible d ist~ribu tion is given:

account inl the formulation of interior ballistics Eeg bob~ ;o oa
theory, as it has at major effect onl acceleration and~ Traslt~iy.on/e of proecil :2.
%.eloe.i ty of the projectile, as well as onl the propellant Frictional work oil projectile
lpvs-sltir titt all p~oinits. (Du)ie to engraving or ro t ating

Atnot her veryI~ impor~) tant it a raeteristic is the de- b ands anod wall friction) 2.0
sigin tof' thle rotat i hg band Otil thios,2 projectiles which Tranluati~on of prop~ellant gasesq 3.0
are to be spinl stabil izedl. The hatid is slightly Sensiblto gi nd Intent jeat lose" 20ll
lartger that thle tube (diamnetet and must be swaged propellant gases 1.
to the tube)( (iatti~et and engraved by the rifling. Rlotation of p~rojectile andl translaticon
The result of this process is a high itiitial resistatnce of recoiling parts (eatch about 0. 1
to mtot ion of the prtojectile, which mneatis that the andic residuials inl approximahtions total) 1.)

'gases tm ust butild uip a relativ~ely large starting pres- jotutiI.

surle before the' projectileý has moved appreciably.
''l'htis has atil imtportant, effect oti the itnterior ballistics, D~istrib~utioni of the available etiergy of the
paryt icul arly oil the t ta.i mtuini pressure reached and propellant charge is dliscussed( inl Chapter 2, its
tlie t iil(u atlit, hic it occurs. '1'hlis %vammalle is largely bsct h ouit fteiieirblitc rll n
eliminlated itl recoilless we.(aponis .inl whicht tille rotatitng bsct h ouino h neirblitc r (il

Ibatil of, the l projectile is Ipreetlgrave~l to fit thme rifling. 1-5 PRESSURE-TRAVEL CURVES
It, is also elittlitiated ill stitootli bore wveapotis whicht In order that~ the projectile may13 acquire the
fie fit -staitl Iizedl projectiles. H ere lilt imt tportatnt designated tiittlzzle velocity, and that the prtessurtes

1-4
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developed to accotttflisli thuis do tiot dlamtage thle place. Iii additioni to pr-oduchig vxce~s-,ivc etiosioll
Sweaponi, till tubes ar-e designied iin accor-dance withi (a factot- whichl would muater-ially decr-ease tlie

at desirab~le plessutte-trav('l curve for- the proposed accur-acy life of thie guuii), Ibi-iliaitt flashies and iioii-
wcapll.,uidnifo i velocities due to hidgh muzzle pr-essure would

Tilhe pr('sstire-t ravel cuirves (1-1gure 1-3~) inldicate resuilt. M~oreover, the clialttler would hiave to be
ilie pr-essuitr (or- for-ce if pr-essuit is m5ult tipl ied b~y materially ii icreased anid t1 is would affect the( weight
het( cr-oss-sectionial areva of thec l)ore) existing at thle and henice tiue itobility of thie gnul. As a r-esuilt of

I ase of' the pr-ojectile at ally poinit of its mitotionl. exper-i(mlev, thie velocity pr-escrilwA: for- a particular-
If[('ice, thie ar-ea tunder anly of the curves represenits gtiui is always soanwhlat b~elow the mtaximumuu whichi
the worký done oti thle Projectile Pei' unit cross-sec- it is r.Silsile to obtaini; anid thie propellant graini

iotl ra lyte xaniggae.most suitable for pr-oducinig thlis r-esuilt is thle oile

If the areas under curves A1 atid B ate( equal, whichl Nvill give thle prescribe~d velocity uimifrotuly
theni the wvork per-formed ini eachi of thiese cases will fr-omi r-outid-to-r-otuid withiout exceeditig thie pertutis-
b~e equal, and thev muuzzle velocities piroducedl 1)y Sible pr-essure at ally poinit ini the b)ore.

eae o tes prpelaut wil e hesam, itee 1-6 CONTROL OF INTERIOR BALLISTIC-

1 VOIK = KE = 41/VI PERFORMANCE

Th'le fact that curve :I exceedls thie pernulssilble (onisider-atioti of thle desired reclationshiips betweenl
pr-essure curve cattiot be tolerated. gas pr-essur-e awtl pr-ojectile velocity niecessary to

Shiould it be desired to it icr-ease the muzzle velocity meiet thie denuatuds imtposed for- tile ach ievetnemm t
of a pt-ojectile, thle wokperforuuted, or the(- area of desir-ed b~allistic per-fotiuuatcev has beeni discussed
utuilder sonuec tuew~ cautve, nmust b~e gr-eater- thiat the iii a genercial seiise; hiowever-, it r-emuaiiis a fuuudatuuetutal
areva iitudet' a cur-ve givitig a lower' mu1zzle velocity. pt-olbletuu of iiiter-ior- ballistics to deterniltue and

Suc anit crese i vloctyis tthictedby urv ( evaluiate thie ituflutuiev of all variablies of thie pi-obleuu.
whoseial ini-axuuiut, pressure is equalto tatv of cur-ve C, T1'ie soluttioti may b~e l)ased ott thevoretical anialysis,
but whos, e arxil111lea is g reat se qua tha that u fnd i-er B, establishied e mtpir-ical telatio iishuips, or- detailed,
appe'ars thiat. the idea! ptessur-c-tiuvel cuitve would tueicuou va pri tnles ntasctio tlwpi.vi iilie
be otue whlich would coittcide withi tile curlve of, h aibe bsct h rbln nld h
Permuissib~le pressurte fhowever, if' it were Possible to foloit
designi a pr-opel laiut capah-!i of producinig suchi a a. Var-iatiot t iit chuetimical uolt positiot t of t lie
.est It., mu tat y oh jkýP-tioltablwl occutrietices would take pt-opellaut.

A Projectile velocity

Oct

doo-- _, ea'

> h~b
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I ~..Rapid change in surface area (degressive)
small web thickness (many holes or small

grains)
Strong Ignition--

(Hg initia surfce O ( N -Less rapid change in surface area.
(Hg intil/urac Larger web thickness (fewer holes

area) or larger grains)

Pressure, P jZ -More rapid chamber expansion
/ (lighter projectile, less resis-

/V--Weak Ignition ara'.tance, etc.)
11fwinitial surface ara9-v

/ Less rapid chamber expansion

Travel, u

1). Var'iat ionis ill rate of ivLa('t oll. exposedI to bi~n-iiig. Thle region (:3) to (4) will be
c. \aria tio0'is ill igniutioln elialactelist ies. governled pri ii arily b~y t he grain Iconlfigur iat ion. The
d. Var'iat ion ilg~ ill grain l goictry (sur face factors). inethods of 1 lantufacturi ng propel lants and doterinin-
c. Variat ion ili Charge Welight (denlsity of loadlillg.). lug and illailltainiuig the dlesired configuration of

EI' wuiv oni i'O Ii dtal factors. the propelltant grainls are (overedl inl leferences 7
and 9).

1-7 EFFECTS OF PROPELLANT GRAIN
CHARACTERýISTICS 1-7.1 Grain Configuration

A.Msil Ill ii1"? Proiper ignititoll of all priopel lanit gra ills, E~xposed lburnling area as a frizict ioiu of ''percent,
tile echaracterist ic shiapinig of pu'essui'e-t ravel 01' pres- gralin coIsullied'' (l-'igtu'e 1-10) offers a kýey to tile
811 ic-tililie relations1hips~ for tile g-illi systeu ii is depel 1(- effects of configu ratio o0101 pi'essure-t ravel relationl-
ei t on stich va l'ialbles as grin ilconi posi tioll (qtiický- ships. As indicated ill Fi1gure 1 -.i, changing coil-

i ess), grailn size, grail i (Onlfigtura tion, and~ dlensity figuu'ationl to a niore pr'ogressive buirning design
Of loadin1g. AIt hoighi ili a finial (lesigi i all factor~s (enllploying" grain s of the saine inlitijal surface area,
nllay be involved, it is of' basic illiportailce to liote colilpositioll, and total charge weight) results in
first the ind~epenldellt (effects of suich variablesý, lowered peak pressures (with peak pressure oceurring"

h -opol lai t coil posi tiolis (sinlgle-baseý, double-base, later in the cycle) an~d ill higher itiuzzle pi'essui l,
Ilit roguanidille, etc.) and~ definlit ions of collfigura- when coulpared with degressive grainls. For idlentical
tioi Is (degressive, iieuitral~ anid progressive bulrnling charge weight, areas under tl~e curve are approx-
prop1 ellanits) ale (lisctissedI ill suzbsequenit paragraphs inllately (e(ual1. Ini order to ineet reqjuirelllelts foi-
of' thIis Chapter. 1 'erforlulallee of guili systellls is equal initial surface areas for the total charge,
uisually delliolistrated using pressuire (/P)-travel (ii) tile degressilve grains illust be tile 'sniallest of tile
coord inIates, althIotigli pressuine-t Iinle irelaiton0ships are designs conisidei'ed.
of tell uised ill experiullelltal illvesigatioll."-

ill (,,tll case' (Iiseissed ini t his paragiraphl, initial 172GanSz
bulllning rates are dlirectly related to area exposedi For a fixed w~eight of' charge of' sinlilar Colliposit iol
foir tile- total i111 liler of grainls per chiarge ; hence, an~d conf igurationi, shaping of pressul'e-t rav'el rein-
it is difficuilt to Consider tile i Ilfhnilele of sinigle tioliships miay be uccolllplishied by varyinlg the inlitial
fuctous witilout niakilng allow~ance for tile total area area exposed to b~urnling by valryinlg gri'am A1ze.
iniit ial ly e'xposedl to k i~ldIing telilperatuires. l-or- anly 'Siiunlar effects illustr'ated inl Figure I -o- result as
pressu re-t ravel cii rye, tile shlape of tile (1ii re is grainI size is increasedi (Figure 1-6).
affectod by thle variables showlI inl ligiire 1 *4. I'or Sundlaily, colliparat ive resuilts of illdependelt l\

a iV ll pessi u ic-trlaveol eive( l'igiire 1 -4) tile slope Varying (voullposit ion (quiickIliess) or' web) t hiekiness
of' thle cii iv( ill thl e region (1) to (2) is dietatedl (it eou ibililat-ioll of size and1( Configuratiloll pi arumliet ers)
b~y igilitioll ('l11ial'ctel'ist ies ailld totill area i iiit ial lY call be1 (dell lolstra11t e(l. Ill adlapt ing suiel r'elation~shlips
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to specific gun systems, a compromise of their char-
acteristics must be utilized. Hand and shoulder
weapons require pressure-travel relationships that -,--.Medium Grains

minimize muzzle blast at the expense of reaching P Large Grains
high peak pressures and, characteristically, utilize
" quick", degressive, sniall-grained propellant de-
sign. High peak pressures, avoided in larger guns
because of design prol)hems of the gun tubes, are
innimized by propellant designs b)ased on "slow," u
progressive or neutral burning configurations of FI(;UIE 1-6. Effe*f., of !nh'pcmdenfly Varying Grain Size.

large size. (Charge weight is equal in earh case.)

1-7.3 Density of Loading pressure attained and causes it to occur sooner in

The various typos of guns, with different calibers the travel of the projectile.
and lengths, and each with its own muzzle velocity 1-8 BLACK POWDER*
requirement, present special problems for the pr'o-
pellant designer. The lengths of travel of the pro- Black powder, once the only available propellant,
jectile in the bore and, consequently, the times of is no longer used for that purpose. It is still of
its travel, differ greatly. Iii addition, the volume interest because of other military uses. It is nianu-
of the chamber andil the weight of the projectile factured as small, shiny black grains. The ingredients
introduce elementts which mnust enter into the selec- are usually finely pulverized potassitum or soditunl
tion of a propellant for a guil. nitrate, charcoal, and sulfur which are incorporated

Since muzzle energy is directly dependent on into an intimate mechanical mixture. The charge
the amount of charge .burned, it becomes necessary is pressed into a cake and pressed or extruded to

S to consider feasible means for increasing the total the desired grain size arid shape. The grains are
amount of energy made available to perform useful glazed with graphite to prevent caking and ac-
work done on the projectile. It is possible, by cumulation of static electricity. The potassium or
choosing increasingly large charges of slow pro- sodium nitrate (about 75%) acts as an oxidizing
pellants, to obtain increased velocity without ex- agent, while charcoal (about 15%) and sulfur (about
ceeding the maximum allowable pressure. Efficiency 10%) are combustibles. Sulfur also lowers the
will be correspondingly lowered; hence, it is not ignition temperature of the mixture from 3400C
advantageous to fire slow propellant in a gutt not to 300 0C.
designed for it. Irregularity in muzzle velocity is Black powder is no longer considered suitable as
closely associated with overall efficiency. If the a propellant because of its many objectionable
burning rate is lowered enough, unburned propellant features and because of the development of newer
is expelled in varying amounts, increasing irreg- propellants in which the undesirable qualities have
ularity, muzzle blast, and flash. With slower pro- been overcome or improved. It is difficult to control
pellants, lie point of maximum pressure occurs accurately the burning speed of black powder. Con-
later, thus demanding stronger, and therefore sequently, the range of a projectile propelled by it
heavier, construction over the length of the tube. may vary. Black powder is too easily ignited, being
Conversely, increasing the weight of charge of extremely sensitive to heat and friction, and there-
propellant of given quickness increases the maximum fore, must be handled very carefully. It is hygro-

scopic, which requires that sealing precautions be
DEGRESSM •$ taken to retain stability. Its strength is relatively

low and the large amount of solid residue which
• UTR&. it leaves makes smoke reduction difficult. Flash

reduction is also a problem with black powder.
Black powder, in its several grades, is still used

for the following military purposes:

a. Propellant igniters in artillry ammunition.
U b. Delay elements in fuzes.

F"I(GUIRE 1-5. Effects qf Grain Configyu'ation on P'ressure- * Additional information on blaek powdter will e 3miond
7'rWr'l ('i'r'es, ((hmr-e ir'right is eqr(l in rach rase.) in ll f'rene 9.
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BALL SHEET STRIP CORO

PELLET SINGLE PERFORATED MULTI -PE[RFORATED ROSETTE

FIGUIt{E 1-7..7"ypie,1 Shape8 of Propellanit Grains.

c. Saluting aud blank charges. various diameters and lengths, depending on thed. Spotting charges for practice ammunition, size of the gun. Figure 1-8 shows, to approximatelye. Safety fuse (burning rate, I ft in:30-40 seconds). I full size, grains for various calibers of guns. Thef". Quickniateh (burning rate, 9-120 ft per second). gmains for a caliber .30 cartridge are 0.03:2 inch in

diameter and 0.0835 hich long, while those for a1-9 GUN PROPELLANTS* 16-inch round are 0.947 inch in diameter and 2A1-9.1 Present Gun Propellants inches long. The perforations shown in Figure 1-7
are for the purpose of controlling the rate of gasPresent gun propellants are forms of nitrocellulose liberation as well as burning time.

explosives with various organic and inorganic addi- 1-9
tives. They may be divided by composition into .2 Burning Timeciasses of which two, the single•-base and doubl,-base, The burning time can be controlled by tie follow-
are the most common. Both classes are manufactured ing means:
in quantity in a variety of shapes including flakes, a. The size and shape of the grains including the
strips, sheets, pellets, or perforated cylindrical grains number of perforations (Figure 1-7).
(Figure 1-7). The cylindrical grains are made in b. The web thickness or amount of solid propellant

*Additional information on gun priqjwIlantm will Ib between burning surfaces; the thicker the web, thefund in Reference 9. longer the burning time (Figur 1-9).

I,.--J .t

16.IN.,-d il• I-IN. P¥110 *-IN.. '' ' "1S$SM 105-AMM

FR(;UII{E: 1-S. Shes of Some Typical Groin,.
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WEB SLIVERS
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0 0
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A-UNBURNED GRAIN I -

FIGU( ;1U-I: i-u. Iri 'J 'hicknes and Route of Burning Progress throutgh a P'rogressirvey Burniny Grain.

c. The quickness or rate of burning of the pro- and grain geometry may be made quicker by de-
pellant. creasing size, thus increasing burning area.

d. The percentages of volatile materials, inert
materials, and moisture pres.nt. A 1% change in 1-9.4 Degressive Burning
volatiles in a low volatile content propellant may The total surface of a propellant grain changes
cause as muich as a 10% change in burning rate, with burning, and on cord and strip forms the

1-9.3 Burning Action surface area of the grain decreases. The burning

Unconfined smokeless propellant burns with little action of these grains is classified as degressive.

ash or smoke. Wheu confined, its rate of burning 1-9.5 Neutral Burning
increases with temperature and pressure. In order
not to exceed the permissible chamtber pressure of As a single-perforated grain burns, the outer
the weapon, the time of burning of the propellant surface decreases and the Hiner surface increases.
is controlled. At constant pressure the time of burn- The result of the two actions is that the net burning
ing is proportional to the amount of exposed pro- surface remains approximately the same. The burn-
pellant surface. Therefore, a propellant charge is ing of this type of grain is known as neutral.
made up of accurately sized grains of specified shape.

Since the grains burn only on exposed surfaces,
the rate of gas evolution for a given propellant will
depend upon the area of the burning surface. For a
given weight of propellant the initial burning surface
will depend upon the form and dimensions of the U
grains. As burning continues, the rate of combustion C

and of pressure variation will depend upon how the
area of surface changes, that is, upon the rate of _
area increase or decrease. l'igure 1-10 shows, for Z
typical grain configurations, the relation between
percent of grain consumed and area of burning

0
surface.

The rapidity with which a propellant will burn

depends upon the cheinical composition, pressure,
and area exposed to burning. Thie quickness of a o o 0
propellant is a relative term only, expressing its PERCENT BY WEIGHT
rate of burning compared with others. A (quick OF GRAIN CONSUMEO
propellant will burn more rapidly and produce a I,'Ij(.URI.• 1-10. ilahitw Areas of Burnl .. As a Function of
higher pressure in a given gun than a slow one. Percent of Individual Grain (onsumed, for sewral, Typical
lPropellants of fixed weight, chemical composition, Grain Shapes.
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1-9.6 Progressive Burning c. Stability. Thc propellant is unstable, but this
Whleit the niultiperforated grain burns, the total call bc controlled to within acceptable limits by the

surface area increases since the perforated grain additi')n of stabilizcrs.
burns front the inside and outside at the same time. d. Residlue. There is some residue and smnoke.
This type of burning is called progressive (Figure e. Manufacture. This is complicated but safe.
1-1)). Wh~en a imultiperforated grain is not completely Raw materials are plentiful.
coistinied, as may he the case when a reduced f. AErosire action. Single-base propellant erodes the
charge is used], portions of the graini remain inl thle bore, but not quite as much as black powder. Its
form of slivers and miiay be ejected as such front the isochoric adiabatic flanie temperature is 2400*K
weapon. Th'le rosette graini (Figure 1-7) was designed to 30000K.
to reduce thle formnationi of slivers. g. F lash. This is caused by hot gases which ignite

1-9. SigleBaseProellntswhen they come into contact with oxygen at the
1-9. SigleBaseProellntsmuzzle. It canl be controlled by adding cooling

Siiigle-base propellanits are essentially gelatinized materials to the propellant.
ikitroc(vlluloseý to which various organic substances Single-base propellant canl be produced in a form
are adlded either to prodticý, improved qualities or- lacking most of thle objectionable features.
for special puirpo.-ets. Siiigle-base propellants are Th'le propellant grains for small arms are usually
allnber, brown, or black inl color, depending oil thle glazed with graphite to facilitate machine loading
adlditives- presenlt. and to prevent the accumulation of static electricity,

Simigle-base prop,'llait is rather insensitive. III fact, and thus present a b~lack, polished apper nce. Since
it is dlifficult to igli ite, req uiri'i i a powerful primter thel grains are!s mall, they ignite more readily and
andi add~ition~ally, ill large. aiiiiuiiitioii, it black burnu niort freely than caiiiomi prope'llant. Whenl

pode iiite.It, ign~iteS at 3~15'C. InI the open, moisture i:- present or abnormal temperatures pre-
sigl-bsepr-olellaiit burns very niuch like Celluloid, vail, they are subject to more rapid deterioration

Seem iiligly, tiliis e-xplosive( is Very Safe but thel, fact than the larger grainis.
should iiot bev overlooked that., although it is used 1-9.8 Double-Base Propellants
as a low explosive, it is anl orgainic nitrate and may
dleton ate if burn1 ed iii large quan t ities. It mnay also Tb is form of propellant is essentially a comubina-
detoinate' symipathiet ically from tillt! detonation of tion of nit roglyceriii and nmitrocellulose' with certain

th(.'rxplosives-., althlollgh iii actual practice this additives to give sp(ecial properties. The niitro-
-arl-Cy occurIs. Sii i9lC-ba"O' l)1roP('Illuit is mor DOWCer- glycerin mincrease's thle pote!ntial and reduces hygro-
fill tliamla ck powderl, giving off 1000) caolories and scopicity, thel latter immpr'oving the stability. Thle
900 cubic~t ceimtilineters. of gras IWI' grain, comnpare'd color of the graiiis is gray-green to black, aiid t1he
with 700 caloriesý and 30(0 cuibic cenim ti etvi's per graint forms are the saimie as for single-base propellant.
of black Powder. It has a bmiriiiimg. speed of 0.1 to lDouble-base propellant is nIore sensitive th~an
18 ceiitiineters per, svecoiil at pressiures up to 60,000 single-ba~se, propellant, igniting at 1;500 C to 160'C.
,poiliolds per squar11e inehi. It (detoniates more readily thamisimigle-base propellant

Sa~lre-base propeliaiit is umu1stable and~ decoiiposes and call be made to yield at higher potential and
ill hot Il mist stor-ag"e. It is hiygroscopic, al tholigh nlot Iliberate more heat, hut produce at smnaller volume
as.- hygroscopic- as black powder. Nitrocellullose PiiI of gas. The burning rate, generally faster than that
theo presen'ice of m imoistu re hyd rol izes to free acid, of simigle-base propellant, call be co;ntrolled similarly.

whin ici takes the form ii of oxid1es of liiitrogei. Th'lese The characteristics of double-baseý propelJlamits are,
oxides acce'lerate! tIill decom positioni, bu ildin g tip inl su inmiary:
heat to anl ignmit ion temIi)Jratture, and~ spoiltane(otis a. (.onl,'ollcd btirning. Burniniug canl be controlled,
('0111b)1ist iol Ii may restl t. Add it ion of at chemical as with single-base propellanits.
stabi Iizer brinigs tille stabl i ty to acceptab le liminits. b. Se~znsit!ivt. T'his is greater than for single-base

TIo suiminni'aixe, tillie ('liai'zl(' ist ies of si I gle-I ase priopel lanit, slightly increasing hazard.
piA'opellauitS ai'(" r. ~Stability. I ouibl-lnmse pr'opellanits calhl b~e mad~e,

ai. (½1,vle'dd biu:nili/. TI'me bium'-Iniig tiiiie of siiigle- stable by thme adlditioni of stabilizing ingredients.
base propelflaimts canl he coni rolled to at point wlicre d. lesidinw. silceo there is not. so Iiitih inlert
tilie Iliaximlituli propelling (fvect is obtained, material, there is little solid residlue. Smoke call

b. Sru'nitirit/. I giiit ion is dilhlicumIt, a iid till' piVO- he conitrol led.
lpellamilt is rva'4oimably sa~fe. e. Alaniu/arbirc. Not ais sarle ats s,-ingle-baseý pro-
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"pellaiit (lite to presence of nitroglycerin. lawv When the volatile solvent is renoved by evaporation
, materials are readily available, the globlules solidify, and when coated, dried, and

f. Erosi'c action. High temperature and heat of graphited, become balls or spheres, A wide variety
explosion from the higher potential double-base of double-base and siigle-base compositions may l)e
propellants cause more erosion than results from produced by this technique. Because of the economy
use of single-base propellants. and speed with which this powder can be manu-

.. Flash. As in the case with single-base pro- factured, this propellant has promise in future
pellaits, flash can he controlled to a certain extent applications not limited to small arms.
by the use of additives. The presence of nitro- 1-9.11. Characteristics of Standard Propellants
glycerin accentuates the tendency to flash by in-
creasing the flame temperatur.. The compositions of some of the standard and

l)ouble-base propellants have limited use in experimental (M and "f designations, respectively)
artillery weapons and in small arms in the U. S. propellants, and some of the thermodynamic and
They are widely used in mortars, %%here erosion is calorific values of them are given in Table 1-1.
not an importait factor. However, they are used The practice, as illustrated therein, of specifying
as the standard propellants in most other countries, certain additives, coatings and residues as percent-
The 1'. S. Army aid Navy both evaluatedsingle-base ages of the total of the privcipal constituents.
and double-base propellants in guns prior to World resulting in over 100(7 total contents, is standard
War I and decided in favor of the forrmer due to in the explosives field.

their lesser erosive effect. 1-9.12 The Rate of BurniLg

J-9.9 Nitroguanidine (Triple-Base) Propellants Since the burning of a propellant occurs only on

A propellant containing nitroguanidine in addition the exposed surfaces, the smallest dimensions be-
to nitroglycerin and nitrocellulose as principal in- tween the exposed surfaces become the critical dimien-
gredietits is commonly referred to as a triple-base sions, as it determines in general when the propellant
propdllait. This type of propellant was developed will be completely consumed. This critical dimension
in( Great Britain during World War hI as a result is called the web. As was explained in discussion
of research directed toward obtaining a propellant of the progressive, inultiperforated grain, burning
with desirable properties such as cool burning, low through of the web is followed, in this case, by
erosion, and flashlessness, without decrease in burning of the slivers. A corrected form or inulti-
stability or potential. The British have designated perforated grain is the rosette, illustrated in Figure
their nitroguanidiie propellant as Cordite N. The 1-7. With the exception of multiperforated grains,
nitroguanidine propellant, designated M-.15, de- all forms of propellant grains are completely con-
veloped by the United States, represents an interim sumed when the web is burned through.
solution for selected rounds of ammunition where In the multiperforated grains, having seven sym-
the flash or obscuration problem is critical and metrically located perforations, Figure 1-9, the web
where its special properties are particularly needed. may be calculated front the formula

The M-15 propellant has a ballistic potential
comparable to single-base propellants currently in W = 0.25(D - 1d) (1-1)

use but with a lower erosive effect and less tendency where

to flash. w = web thickness

1-9.10 Solvent Emulsion Propellant (Ball Powder) D = outside diameter of the grain
d = diameter of the perforatioiis.

A radically different manufacturing process uses

a volatile solvent to form propellant in small grains Experimental measurements show that the rate
of spherical shape, designated Ball Powder.* The of burning of a propellant is primarily dependent
sizes of the grains are appropriate for use in small on the pressure under which the reaction proceeds

arms. The propellant is produced by dissolving wet and this dependence may be expressed approxi-
nitrocellulose in a solvent (ethyl acetate) with mnately by the pressure to some power.

additives. When a protective colloid is added and The mass rate at which gas is produced may then

the solution is agitated, small globules are formied. be expressed as

* Tra(demark of Olin MNLthieson Chemiral C(mur'aiti. dc, = pS '" (1-2)
lM(*-ren'e 9 e iontain. .addlitional information. e-
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wlieie the igilit iou is 511 liiiltWi(SIiiM over all StiCfflc('5. '1'his
pract ice. l'or t li(' sev('uI I)erfOrtlted

e* ist lie iim�s ol J)roJ)ellfl ut I I is ii�vt'r t lii' (�.i5(' 01 of tIne "divers '

I the tiiii(' ('I irges the (iegr('ssive l)uriiilig r('uiiZtuII-

I' tIi(' J)fl�51irt' hug fiftel' tI t(' �V('lI iS lIiIi'ule(l t hroiigli t('uids to reduce
II the luiruiiuig rtit(' coelliei('uit 1114' fg ('lifli'flcter of t lie early I nirnilig. Also

the hiiruiiuig rate is itifliteuiced tiot only by the
a t 114' lIlirul log rate J)rt'5511r(! ('xpoIiieuIt Pr('�1irC hut alSo i�y th(� flow of the gas ov�'r the
� I I n�' sPecific II i�t55 Of lit' j; grain flhi(l witliiui the p(rf4Irat 141215. 'J'lie shizipe of the
."� I lii' art'fl 4)1 the lltlrulilig stirtace �i'fluii5 is hot oxactlv iiitiuiitaiiieol 'lon'iiig liiiriniiig.

'1', 14' tlept'i ideui('i' (It the I �iiruiiu�g si iziace ar4'a on l'Acept, tltet t'for(', for highly (l('gr(ssive graulis sizeli
tim ro'iiiauiiil ig well as the charge is couisunietl ('flit :,s cords, the :155(11111)1 iOu 411 ii eouistauit lIon i� iig
III' c:p.leii lateol from t lie geoiii''trv of t lie grai; by surface iS fld('4 p uate.
asswmung that this geol�ietry does uiot cli:� ii we diiii og �Vitli this assizuiiptio�i, the burning surface of the
luiruiiuig. i.e., that the liuieau' lu:niiiuug rate is thu4' ('hiarge may be calculated by the loniiuula
Salula' at :ill points ott the horning surface. For

* pr411)4 'I l:un it iii th in sheets, the area of the edges is (i-I)
uio'gl igible flul(i t 114' SIIrta('(' is (Sluistflhit (Ilinilig I nunuiiiig. PW

For siogli' p('1'f4)l'flt4'd cylinders, it S� is the iii it ial where
511 Itace auid f t lie fract �f Ill of t he web buuied t lirough ( ' is I lie ui iass of ci iarge

S = 5,, - 2w.VJw( I)., + � Iii practiee, thi(' nato' at which gas is evoiv('(1

where N is 1114' IiouIilI4'r 01 grains III tii(' charge. (Iepcii(ls oii the oletaileol cilniohit ions isuider �vlnieli
* The sec4liid t4'riil on t lie right arises front the the charge is lniui ned. A statudard ii tel 1141(1 1411' (14'-

c4Iuull)iuio'd o'lie�t o�' I lie cliauig4' in t hc area of thic' tenniii iiiiig horn iiuig rates is to I narni the charge iii

('lit! surfaces auih die r:'duzctioui iii ht'uigt hi (If tii4' ZI (!loM('(I ohai iuhier at (!4,'Stauit �'Ol1iii1(' aiiol uii4'asiir4'
graiu. I �t hierwist', the oleerease iii tile outer diaiiieh'u' simultaneously the pressure atid its tii uie (l('rivativ('.
u�; eiiiiipe uisflt4'(I I y I lie ii i'('a54' iii tIn' inner dianieter. '1'lii'ii, if the relatioji lI('tW('('it C tiuiol I' is known,
If t he 54'c41Ii4I teniii can be ii('gi('ct('d, the honiti iig a val lie for the ho iii ing rate Co(f!iei(iit., I?, can 1w
suriace is c'oiistai it. Ion single perforatt'tI grailis (If (I('nive(1 I y the iiso' (If l'� �iuatiouis 1-2 aii(I 1 -I. 'I'lie

hue usual proportionis, the n4'gl('ct of this seconid colefhicieiit, II, so dcteruiiined, is also cii lIed the
tent ii gives a surface area, at bontiout (If the charge, closed chiaiiiber bonuiing rate coeflicio'iit, 1111(1 it is
which is apj)roxiiilat4'ly t4'ni percc'iit too high. That is, used iiiainly for coliiiparativ(' pilrpos('s atid for
the cliii rge is actually somewhat olo'gresswe. For statidardizitig �)rop('ilaIit lots. The (I('tails of tli(!
�eV4'Ii perforated grainis, the charge a4 progr('ssivl' an i4't 11(1(1 are given in l�eferei ices 3 ai 1(1 7.
until the web is horned through ; after �vhicli it is The c1054'd clanlx'r burn lug rate coefficient rarely
(I('gressiv4'. Vi('i(ls good agro'o'iiio'iit with ollservatioli if used in

A r4'latnIn such as l�4 tuatioul 1-3, which takes interior Ilallistic calculations for gliuis. 'I'lie cond I-
aecoiiiit (If the ('ifeet (Iii tlio' rati' of gas c'voltitioii tioiis iii the gun are very d iffer('ii t, and die 1111 i'm ing

(If the chiauigiiig horning surface area, is called the rate �oeffici('nt iiiust be deterni med by adj iistuneiit
form functioluu (If the graniuzlation. This function is to th� results of actual firings, fly observing the
simple for sheets, cou'ds and long single pcnforut('d results of iii!uiierous firings whieni fitted to) a giv('ii
graiuis oz tubes. For so'ven perforated grains, it is formulation (If the theory, the user cant estimate
�oiiipit'x, o'spccially after splinterinig. For the sinnpl4' a 1)uiiiiiig rate cO('flici('iit for a particular case i�'lnelt

* shapes it is t'xprcsscd as a polynomial in the 1'('iilaiil- tli('ii caii lIe adjusted to the actual case iii (hIi('Stioii.
jog W4'l), but for sev�'ii p('rfolrat4'(1 graiiis it is oftt'ii 1'li(' hiui'iiiiig rate pressure index, a, Vaii('5 for

given in tabular form. i'oriiiuilas for the surfaces (I illei'o'iit pr(IpelhIiitS, but the hat('st ('xperiufleiits
for coluiipleX shapes are giv''ni iii Reference 10. 1(11' indicate that it hi('s between 0.8 and 0.9. A figure
other foriutulations (If the forn i funict ion see I tefo'r- as low as � has been ius('d Ily solile an tliors, 1111(1
('iie4'5 2 3 and (. frepiently it is asso med to be cojual to uiiii ty. lii time

lii pra('tic(' the (Iifl'('reuice in the iuitenior flaIl istics latter case, t lie sohirtioui (If thl(! o'ojiiatiomis (If the
f4Ir single aui(1 in oltiple perforated grains is u not as theory cant 1w gi Veli analytically, otho'rwise this is
great as theory iii(licat('s. In calculating the surfaces not possilIle auid imuanerical unethods ii must be tmse(l.
from the geoniio't n'y, the assumptioni is uiiadc that With the developuneuit (If high sp('('(l coiiiput lug
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TABLE 1-1 CALCULATED THERMOCHEMICAL

VALUES FOR STANDARD PROPELLANTS

(INCLUDING RESIDUAL VOiATILES)

(Located in the back of this
handbook)
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iaelhines, this is not the disadvattage it once was. does not appear explicitly in the equatioi. le so
The value of aY may be determined from closed defined is not constant unless n is also..

iamnber measurements. The ictl:ods are described If 7' is the adiabatic flame temperature, tih,
it Reference 3. energy released by the decomposition of unit weight
1-9.13 Energy of Propellants of propellant, called the "force:' of the propeilaut,

although it has the dimensions of energy petr x•nit
Thie propellant gas is a complex mixture of several weight. i.e., length, is defined by

,ases and for the mixture to have the same properties
of independence of energy from density) all changes F = nR1' (1-6)
ii equilibrium which occur must be equivoluminar The force can be determined experimentally by
Ltld independent of the density. This in effect burning a charge of propellant in a closed chamber
estricts the theory to "cool" propellants,* that is, (i.e., at constant volume) and measuring the maxi-
o those foir which the temperature is not high 11uim pr(ssure produced and using Equation 1-5,
.nough to produce significant dissociation of the along with suitable cooling corrections. To do this
nain constituents of the gas mixture. To the approx- requires a knowledge of 17 which can be determined
mation of the assumed equation of state, each simultaneously by firing a series of charges of dif-
aropellant formulation has a definite explosion tern- ferent masses anl measuring the corresponding max-
terature. Thus, the decomposition of a unit mass imum pressures.
.f propellant always liberates the same amount of Table 1-1 includes values of the force for a
nergy which then heats the product gases to the number of standard and experimental gunl pro-
ame temperature independent of the density. For pellants. Force and other thermodynamic parameters
,lost propellants, the most important equilibrium of propellants can be calculated theoretically if the
i the water gas equilibrium and since this equilib- inecessary therinochemical data are available. He-
ium is equimniolar, the assumed equation of state suits of extended calculations of this sort are given
Ssufficiently accurate for usis in the interior ballistic in Reference 11. The subject is also covered briefly
heory of guns. Tihe use of a more accurate equation in Reference 9.
f state would greatly complicate the theory and During the operation of the gun, the gas is pro-
:ould not be justified in view of other simplifying duced at temnperature, 7', and falls to a lower

6 ssumptions and approximations which are always tentpeiatur(, T, due to the loss of heat to the tube
'art of any formulation of the theory. In treating and the performance of work during the expansion.
lie thermochenmistry of propellants, however, a more The change in internal energy per unit mass of gas
ccurate equation of state nmst be used. Extended can be expressed as (0,(7'0 - T) where (0, is an
reatments of the therlmochenmistry of propellants average value of the specific heat of the gas at
re given in References I and 5. constant volume averaged over the temperature
It is standard practice in the formulation of range, (To - T). This energy is used in heating

iterior ballistic theory to assume an equation of the gun and in imparting kinetic energy to the
tate of the simple covolumne type. This is an equa- projectile, the gas, and moving parts of the weapon.
ion of state of the Van der Wraals type with the The quantity (-0,T( is called the specific energy or
a" ternI oniitt(l but not the "b" termi and is potential of the propellant.
nown as the Abel equation of state. For a gas It is assumed in interior ballistics that the average
beying such an equation of state, the internal specific heat at constant volume, (C, bears the same
nergy depends only on the temperature and not relation to p, the gas constant, as the specific heat
t the density. The Abel equation is expressed as at constant volume for a perfect gas does, so that

1(" -- 1) = aRT 1- it may be stated n? = 0,(-y - 1). However, v' is
not now the actual ratio of specific heats, but is

ii interior ballistics it is usually writtei, in termis analogous to it, its value being adjusted for best
f a unit weight of gas, so that V and 17 have dimem- fit to the theory used. In effect, C, is replaced by
ions volume per unit weight and it is the number nRl/y - I. Then, from Equation 1-6, if B
f moles per unit weight. Many authors also define denote. the potential, 0J,T
) as the gas constant per unit weight so that n 1

* "Comol" lr(oj'llants m', he defined roughly Im th.•, 'y - 1()
)r which the unv'm,hed exph,.•ion temixwrature i.4 not gre aterha. :e)h K. t Er represemnts effectively the total energy available
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from unit mass of propellant. It is equal approx- tj and n are also variable, but less so, so that average
imately to the internal energy of unit rmass of the values can be used.
propellant gas at the adiabatic flame temperature, If it is assumed that the internal energy, I, of the
T,,, which is given by f re C, dT. gas can be represented by ciO,T with sufficient

The equation of state of the gas in the gun is accuracy, then
written as I=p(U, - c,) (1-9)

P(U, - c,•) = cnRT (1-8) - 1

where c is the mass of propellant burned, equal and the general energy equation of interior allistics
to the mass of gas, and U, is the actual volume can be written
of the gas. Actually the pressure is not uniform cF P(U, - en)
throughout the mass of gas, nor is the temperature, - = (U - K (1-10)
so both P and T are unknown average values 1 - 1

consistent with the equation as written, and P, U,, c where K is the energy expended by the gas in the
and 7' are rapidly varying functions of the time. doing of work and in heat conducted to the gun.
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CHAPTER 2

LIST OF SYMBOLS

.A Area of the cross section of the bore, ij12  Q Heat loss, in-lb
A Area of tile cross section of a nozzle, in2  q Quickness (Bennett), dimensionless
A1  Leakage area, in" q Rate of flow, lb/in2-sec
a Acceleration, insece q1 Empirical quickness factor, (in'/lb)l
a Throat area of nozzle, in- I? Weight of gull and recoiling parts, lb
a,, Sonic velocity in gas, in/see R Gas constant, in-lb/lb-0K
B Burning rate coefficient, in/sec-P" r Linear rate of regression, in/sec
B Momentum index, dimensionless r Ratio of actual to tabular velocity, dimen-
C Weight of the propellant, lb sionless
C0  Weight of propellant for ideal rifle, lb r Ballistic parameter, dimensionless
C, Thrust coefficient, dimensionless r. Empirical velocity factor, (lb/in3 )l
c Weight of propellant burnt, lb S Surface area of the grains, in2

c. Specific heat at constant volume, in-lb/12 s Space ratio (expansion), dimensionless
slugs-°K '1 Energy of the fraction of the charge buried,

d Caliber of the gun, diameter of the projectile in-lb
body, in 7T Temperature, *K

E Specific energy of the propellant, iu-lb/lb T' Ratio of the gas temperature at any time
E, Standard., specific energy of the propellant, after burnt to the mean value during burning,

in-lb/lb dimensionless
e Ballistic efficiency, dimensionless 7T0  Adiabatic flame temperature, 'K
F Specific force of the solid propellant, in-lb/lb t Time, sec
F. Engraving force, lb I Reduced time, dimensionless
Fr Thrust force, lb 1 D1imensionless time
f Similai-ity factor, dimensionless U Free volume, in3

J M\omentum factor, dimensionless U Volume from nozzle throat to base of pro-
f H-eat loss ratio, dimensionless jectile in recoilless rifles, in:'
g Gravitational acceleration, in/sec U,,, Chamber volume, in"l
I Internal energy of the gas, in-lb U, Volume of the propellant gas, in:'
1, Axial moment of inertia of the projectile, u Specific volume of the solid propellant, ih 3/lb

lb-in-sec2  u, Specific volume of the gas, in3/lb
K Work done by the gas, in-lb u,, Specific volume of water: 27.68 in3/lb
k Axial radius of gyration of the projectile, in V Velocity of the projectile, in/see
k Leakage factor, dimensionless V, Leakage velocity coefficient, in/sec
t Reduced chamber length, dimensionless V, Velocity of the recoiling parts of the gun and
if Effective mass of the projectile, 12 slugs carriage, in/sec
.1!, .Modified effective mass of the projectile, V. Sonic velocity in air, in/sec

12 slugs V7 Dimensionless projectile velocity
m Log. 10 (approximately 2.3026) f Average projectile velocity after burnt, in/sec
i Momentum of gun, lb-sec v Velocity of gas, in/see
NT  Angular velocity of the projectile, rad/sec JJT Weight of the projectile, lb

N Proportion of the propellant that is in a IV, Effective projectile weight (Strittmater), lb
recoilless rifle in gaseous form, dimensionless IV' Effective projectile weight, lb (Mayer and

n Lead of rifling, dimensionless Hart; and Bennett)
1' Space average pressure, lb/in-2  IV Web thickness, in
p P/7r, dimensionless X Travel of the projectile, in

R Reduced pressure, dimensiomiless X Axial coordinate of the projectile, in
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X I)imensionh-ss travel I, Differential coefficient: (wOl'),/(P'Ow), di-
.'a' Volume expansion ratio: ( ,," :, diinel - 1IenisioaIless

sionless X, Differential coefficient: (1,V,,,)/( ,,,OE), di-

Rlatio of muzzle pressure to peak pressmre: mensionless
1),,, 1j,,, dinwimsionless X, ] Differential coefficient: (EIOP,,)/(POE), di-

"* I iCtzomtic efliceieicv, dinienlsioless ensiomless

,a Biurning rate expoient (assumed = 0.8) p(w) Pressure function, dimensionless
D )ifferential coefficient: (('0! ,,,),'(I ,..OC), di- .u Ratio of throat area to bore area: A,
imeisioiless dimensionless

Ck, Escape spec(l of gas, in. see v'(w) Travel function, dimensionless

y, I)ilferential co(eflicient" (COP',,) (I',OC), di- D e),penhdent variable: w/,!(d 1idT), dimem-
in emesiohoilss sionless
13 tBrnimtg rate coefIicient (limiear law), i t'/, lb-sec r Pressure factor, lb,'iuL

3 1'~ifferemntial coefficient: (U.,,,01'.) '(V ,,,0( 1,,, p Specific weight of propellant, lb/im:'

dimensionless 0 Ballistic parameter: FpSBI..I(,y - 1), di-

3i, 1)ifferential coeflicient: (( ,,I',)/(1 U A), mensionless
dintilesionless r(w) Time function, dimensionless

y Hatio of specific heats of the gas (assumed r Time unrit, see
effective 'al-ue: 1.30) Independent variable: log (T/E), dimem-

y/ I)iffereintial eoelficient: (X,,,OI .)'(I ,0X,,), sionless

(dimiensionless Proportion of the propellant burned, dimen-

Ratio of specific heats of the gas, adjusted to sionless

take account of loss of heat to the gun, •' Ballistic parameter, function X, dimensionless

di mensiomiless w D)ependent variable (K!T) ', dimensionless

.l)emsity of loading. specific gravity of loading, ts
dimensionless p

D)ifferential co(ffi(cient: (_X0l',,,) (I',,,o_), di- 0 Initial value: whCen t = 0

S mimemisionless 1 Characteristic of fast propellant in dual

Pi'idduck--emt constant, dimensionless granulation charge
, IDifferential coefficient: (.•OI',,)/(l',.A), di- 2 Characteristic of slow propellant in dual

memisionless granulation charge
SInterior ballistic parameter, in-lb a Of atmosphere

Interior ballistic parameter: #awu,/3CXh, di- b At end of burning: "but''lt" valte
imensionless c Chamber value: at breech
Specific covolume of the gas, in'ilb C At nozzle exit

} Differential coefficient: (lV°V,)(I'•,IU, i Either 1 or 2

dimensionless M i[uzzje value: when base of projectile is at

lDifferential coefficient: (If'0Ph)/(I',,01I), di- muzzle

I mImensiomless u Nozzle opening

Factor accounting for rotational energy and p At peak or theoretical maximum

frictional resistance (assumed value: 0.05) r In reservoir

Fraction of total energy available to pro- r Spacet maximum at any instant

jectile: Katsanis factor, dimensionless s At base of projectile
I)ifferential coefficient (wOI ,)."( V,,Ow), di- t Tabulated value (Bennett)
mensionless t At nozzie throat
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CHAPTER 2

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF INTERIOR BALLISTICS

2-1 INTRODUCTION reacting surface. The form of the equation used

There are numerous systems of interior ballistics, here is given in Equation 1-2.
Different ballisticians have formulated the theory If the reacting surface is not constant, it is
in various ways. Their systems, if they are not necessary to introduce the form function to account
purely empirical, do not differ essentially since they for the effect of the changing burning surface on
are treatments of the same thermodynamical and the rate of generation of gas in the gun. Except
mechanical phenomenon. They differ in the sine- for very degressive granulations, the assumption of
plitying assumptions made, that is, mainly in degree constant burning surface is generally sufficiently
of complexity and sophistication of treatment and accurate and this assumption is made in the explicit
in the details of the mathematical procedures. For treatments which follow.
many practical problems, very simple formulations
are adequate and these are much used. However, 2-2 STATEMENT OF THE EQUATIONS
with the widespread and increasing availability of 2-2.1 The Energy Equation
high speed automatic computers the more com-
plicated formulations can be used without too much There is presented here first the formu!ation due
expenditure of time and effort. to Taylor'. The fundamental units used in the

There are five general equations which are used Taylor system are the inch, pound (weight) and
in the formulations of interior ballistic theory. They second. This makes mass a derived unit with dimein-
are: (1) the equation of state of the propellant sions weight over gravitational acceleration. With
gases; (2) the equation of energy; (3) the equation the length unit the inch, the unit of mass is equal
of motion; (4) the burning rate equation; and (5) to 12 slugs.
the equation of the form function. The first two The energy equation may be stated simply as
of these are related, as the first is involved in the T = K + I (2-1)
formulation of the second; therefore, only four equa-
tions are basic to any particular formulation of the where
theory. T is the energy released by the amount of charge

The form of the equation of state of the propellant which has been burned
gases generally used in interior ballistics has been K the work done by the gas, plus energy lost by
discussed in Chapter 1 and is given in Equation 1-8. heating the barrel
The equation has been shown, by experience, to be I the internal energy of the gas
sufficiently accurate for the purpose.

The equation of energy has also been discussed By Equation 1-10
in Chapter 1 and its form is given in Equation 1-10.
The equation of energy is a statement of how the T -c (2-2)
energy released by the combustion of the propellant - 1
is distributed during the operation of the gun. where IF is now defined as the energy per unit

The equation of motion is the formulation of weight of propellant (specific force) and by Equa-
Newton's second law as applicable to the interior tion 1-9
ballistic problem. It relates the forces due to the
gas pressure to the acceleration of the projectile. I P(Uo c1) (2-3)

The burning rate equation takes account of the '- 1

rate at which new gas is being generated in the gun where U, is the volume occupied by the gas. K, the
by the combustion of the charge. This rate is assumed work done by the propellant gas, consists of several
to be a function only of the pressure, under which parts.
the combustion takes place, and the area of the a. The principal part is the translational kinetic
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energy of tile projectile, equal to 1'1 21/29g where The axial moment of inertia may be expressed as
It" is the weight of the projectile, V its velocity
and g the gravitational acceleration. . V k 2 W (2-6a)

b. Treating the gases and unburned propellant g
as a fluid consisting of the gases and burning solid where
grains thoroughly mixed, and suppo.sing the tube
to lbe cylindrical (that is, neglecting chambrage),
an approximation of Lagrange in which the density The angular velocity is
of the fluid is assumed independent of position may
be used for ordinary velocities. Then the velocity N = 2w V/nd (2-7)
of this fluid increases linearly from 0 at the breech where
to V at the base of the projectile; the average
Velocity is 1/2, and tile mean square 'velocity is n is the lead or twist of rifling in calibers, that is,
1,2/ . Hence, the kinetic energy of the unburned the number of calibers in which the land makes
propellant and the gas is CV1/(4j, where C is the one complete turn and
weight of the propellant charge. d is the caliber

c. The projectile, propellant, and recoiling parts
of the gun and carriage may be considered a system By substitution, it is found that
whose initial momentum is zero and remains so IN 2  [27rk.2 IVV 2

providing there is no recoil mechanism or shoulder 2 - n)d 2g (2-8)
of the user to prevent free recoil. Under this assump-
tion, if It is the weight of the recoiling parts and F'or most guns, n is between 18 and 32 calibers,
- V" their velocity, the momentum equation is say 25. For a solid cylinder, (k/d)2 is 0.125; but

for high explosive projectiles, it is about 0.14. There-

1 (l"T + (V!2 - RV,) = 0 (2-4) fore, the factor (2rk/nd)2 is approximately 0.01.
g e. The work done against the frictional resistance

whet, to the motion of the projectile, including the en-
graving of the rotating band, is equal to a small

(11' + C/2)V proportion of the translational kinetic energy, say (
S /R (2-5) OIV 2

Therefore, in free recoil, tile kinetic energy of the 2g

recoiling parts is If 0, is taken to be constant, this is equivalent to
assuming that the resistance i.3 proportional to the

(1 + C/2)2 V2  (2-5a) pressure. The value of 0, is usually of the order
2gR of 0.04.

I'or standard weapons, the ratio (I1° + C/2)/R is /. The heat transferred from the hot gas to the

of the order of 0.02. The energy of recoil is, there- gun is denoted by Q. Adding the contributions a. to f.
fore, a very small fraction of K. The recoil velocity WV 2  CV 2  (W + C/2)2V2

is much less than that given by Equation 2-5; as K ± 6g 2gR?
the energy is absorbed in cannon by the recoil (2rk 2 ;7VVV O +WV(-
mechanism. In nonautomatic small arms fire the + + Q (2-9)
energy is transferred to the body of the man firing
tle weapoin. The energy of recoil canl bc neglected Equation 2-9 is complicated but can be simplified
without serious effect. in the following manner. Drop the third term on the

d. The rotational kinetic energy of the projectile is right as negligible, and let

IN 2  (2-6) 0 = (2rk/nd)2 + 0, (2-10)2

In the calculations, 0 will be taken equal to 0.05.
where Also, let an "effective" mass be defined as

I, is the axial moment of inertia and 1 (I + O)f + C/3 (2-11)
N is the angular velocity. (
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Then, if Q is neglected or accounted for in some where
other taner, K takes tihe simplc form -A is the area of the cross section of the bore

K =3:1I V2" X the travel of the projectile
(2 ) U,A the chamber volume

It i cutomry o tke ccont f te lcit los i the specific volume of the solid propellant and

Q by adjusting the value of -y upward so that the 17tescic ooln OLtleg.

estimated total available energy of the gas is reduced. Initially X = 0, the free volume is then
The effect of the hecat loss is to reduce the kinetic U0 = U~h -- CU + c.01 -- q) (2-17)
energy produced by the gas and has anl effect similar

to anl increase in the effective mass. Assuming that where c0 is the weight of the small amount of charge
the effect can be taken account of by simply in- burned before start of projectile motion. Substituting
creasing the effective mass by a constant factor, U from Eq. 2-16 in Eq. 2-15 the equation for the

internal energy of the gas is

Q= =1 [AX + Uh - Cu + c(u - t)] (2-18)-- 1
Thenl, oilitting" tile covolunle terim foi- simplicity The specific volume of the propellant (u) is about

11 .V" 2  17.5 in:'/lb. The specific covolumc (I) (the volume
-1 (el" - 1'U,) - 2 (1 +- ), apparently occupied by the molecules in a unit

weight of gas) is approximately 27.7 in'/lb. The
aid if "7 is the adjusted valtie of y specific covolume of the gas is thus about 1.5 times

1 .IIVO the specific volume of the solid propellant. It is

"7- 1 ( - PU.) - 2 assumed here that they are equal, n = u for the
sake of simplicity. This assumption is often made

so that in interior ballistics, but its validity becomes ques-

S 1 1 +(tional)le for high ratios of charge to chamber volume.
I + f (2-14) With this assumption, Equation 2-17 becomes

Inl practice f is about 0.15 but may be considerably U. = Uh - Cu (2-17a)

larger than this especially ia small arms. To take and from Eqs. 2-16 and 2-18
account of heat loss thenl, one simply substitutes U U +2U = U+ AX(2-16a)
the value of -j for -y wherever thiv latter occur-..
Taylor assumed an adjusted value of -y equal to 1 = ( X + U,, - Cu) (2-18a)
I.30. lii what follows it will be assumed that -y- 1 (
has beeni adjusted so that, in the subsequent text, Substituting from Equations 2-2, 2-12 and 2-18a
"y rcpresents the adjusted valuw, unless the heat in Equation 2-1 the energy equation becomes
loss, Q, occurs explicitly in the equation. lor moore
detailed discussion of the heat loss problem, see 11c 1; V P1J

Rheferemnces 2 and 6, also orter', page 141. - (A + U, - ) (2-19)
The initerna! energy of the propellant gas is then 2-2.2 The Equation of Motion

expressed as
'1mThe equiation of motion expresses the relation

- I'( --J 1 -c) -- IU (2-15) between the acceleration of the projectile aid tim
S- 1 -Y IIpre.ssure. ott its basc, 1',. Since the unburned pro-

where pellat-t alid the gas are bwing accelerated along with
the projectile and there is also friction at tite bore

I" is ait average pressM'tt co,,sistenit with the surface, there is a pressure gradient itt the gas.
equation of state and '[Ite result is that the average pressure, 1', occurring

I " thte 'Volhum(' occupied by tme gas in l.:tuation 2-19 is not the same as the base pressure,

'Tlue complete expression for thlie free volume is 1'.. Furthermore, it is customary to measure the
pressuren ill a gun at a location at or near the breech.

U = A X +4- (',, - (+I ± cu - en, (2-16) To solve the e.qluationis theoretically and to express
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the result in terms of the measured pressure, PI, be uniform over the entire surface. Propellant gas
some assumption must be made concerning the is evolved at a rate
relations between the different pressures. An assump- d S
tion commonly used is that =(2dt- SP 2-7

C CI 2(1 + I 0)W :1 where

(2-20) B is the burning rate coefficient and
a is the burning rate pressure exponent, which is

This relation is an approxination based on a here assumed to be 0.8.
special solution of the I.agrange problem which is
discussed more fully in Chapter- 5. Its use is re- B should be determined for each type of propellant

stricted to artillery weapons firing at moderate under actual conditions of use; that is, by adjusting

velocities. When applied to treatments of high its value for best fit of the theory to actual firing

velocity weapons or to small arms, it yields poor records. B is frequently determined from closed

results. Using Equations 2-11 and 2-20 chamber measurements but these values usually
yield poor results when used in gun calculations

(1 + 0)V p= (I + +))V because the conditions in the gun are very different
0" +from those in the closed chamber. The closed

If the friction of the bore surface is neglected, the chamber values are, however, of great value in

equation of motion of the projectile is determining relative burning rates of different types
and lots of propellant.

A -. (1 + O (2-22) 2-2.4 Elimination of Variables
9 dt

Sub~stituting Eq. 2-21 in Eq. 2-22, gives The preceding equations involve about a dozen
variables. By straightforward manipulation, they

d-1 .1 (2-23) can be reduced to three equations involving only
four variables: K, P, X and T. T will be treated

which expresses the equation of motion in terms as the independent variable. Differentiating Equa-

of the average pressure and the effective inass, .11, tion 2-12, gives

given by Equation 2-11. dK = M V d V (2-28)
Sin)ce

!X (By substitution in Eq. 2-25.
dt dK = AP dX (2-29)

the equation of inotion may be written Since AdX = dU by differentiation of Eq. 2-16a

I) ./ dV dK = P dU (2-30)d-X (2-2 ,5)

Finally, since dX = I' dt by definition2-2.3 The Burning Rate Equation
dK = APV dI (2-31)

The burning has been described in Chapter 1.

The area of the burning surface, which is here The right menibers of these four equations are all
a.ssumed constant, may be calculated by the formula equal. Furthermore, by differentiating Eq. 2-1,

S = 2(2-26) dT = dK + dI (2-32)

Pw Now, by Eqs. 2-2 and 2-31,
where dK APVdt(

S is the surface area of the propellant grains dT = F dc/(3" - 1) (2-33)
w the web thickness and
p the specific weight of the propellant, that is, which, by Eq. 2-27, may be expressed

the weight per unit volume. dK = (Y' - 1)APV (2-34)

Tei rate of regression of the surface is assumed to dT - ,lpSBP"
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l)efining a constant (T - K) 7 - 1)Uo + AX (T -p)- (2-42)

bill h~I'pSB(23)1
A.= (- 1) (2-35) In order to obtain solutions which are compatible

with observed results, initial conditions must be
andsgEq. 2-12, Luatlol 2-34 becomes imposed that represent gun conditions as closely as

dK 2['2K P'" feasible. The resistance to the motion of the pro-
dT 1 jectile during the engraving of the rotating band

is much greater than it is at any later stage. Closer
Comb~ining Iqs. 2-32 and 2-36 agreement between computed and observed results

F2K- P1 - dfu is frequently obtained at small cost in added coin-
1 (plexity by imposing an added resistance correspond-

ing to engraving resistance, which prevents the
Substituting Eq. 2-:30 in the differential of Eq. 2-15 projectile from moving until the pressure reaches
gives a certain value, P(, called the starting pressure.

dK U d1P This has already been taken into account in that
dI - 1 + U (2-38) a resistance proportional to pressure varies some-

- 1 + -what like a combination of engraving resistance and

Combining the last three equations yields later bore friction.. being large in the early stage and

2_K P`- U dP small later.
"-Y N = or- -7,-T (2-39) The initial conditions are then

Eliminating I from Eqs. 2-1 and 2-15 V = 0, K = 0, P P,,, X = 0,
U=(T -- K)(-y - 1) (240' = T#1 U,)P,. U U (-3

p - ,- PU=U (2-40))'

Substituting this in Eq. 2-39 and rearranging

produces U[ is the initial free volume as given by Equation

dP J) [--) P 2-17a nanmely,

(- - 1)(T - K) U- a- U,, = U,, - Cu and T,, (the adiabatic flame

(2-41) temperature) is derived from Equation 2-43.

Eliminating U from Eqs. 2-16a and 2-40 gives In order to facilitate the solution of this system
by machine methods, three new variables, 0, w and •

U, + Ax = (T - - 1) (242) are defined by the following relations:
T = dO' (2-44)

Equations 2-36 and 2-41 form a system of two

first order differential equations in K and P with -v= /iK/1 (2-45)
T as independent variable, and Eq. 2-42 relates X
to these variables. (2-46)

SdT'
2-3 SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS where e is a constant to be defined later (Eq. 2-61)

2-3.1 Reduction to Normal Form and 0 is the new independent variable.
In accordanmce with these definitions,

Let the system of equations that was just derived

be rewritten: dw=nm /1de 2 -- ) (2-47)

dK _ 2 P '-1

dT - - (2-36) where t = log. 10 (approximately 2.3026).
Eliminating dK/dT from Eqs. 2-36 and 2-46, and

dP I) [2K P:- differentiating logarithmically, produces
dT (-y 1)(T-- K)L- - dw_ d( = (1it dP 1 dK

(2-41) (2-
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Using Eqs. 2-41 and 2-45, this may be expressed = log (2-GO)

- ' y- +1 [" 3,- 1J [ Identifyi.-g this with Eq. 2-58, produces, from

(2-49)

Fi,,ally, using E1s. 2-36. 2-46 and 2-4-1, this becomnes n Uo - l;S(6ly 3 - I - T - 1\ L ,. TU-J(-!
1 +% = +___a I ' (2-50) or, from Eq. 2-35

1) -2 1/ 3 I --. ) 12/ -2

I-'rom Eqs. 2-46, 2-36 and 2-45, there results (2 -62 )
(2-62)

1 1- K PT - 2K¢ 2Ki= , f~ . (2-31) Also from Eqs. 2-56 and 2-58 it follows that
WW 1-7 7 W 7 .1= -3 -a K

Let 7 - T,, amid . -z : when w -- 0; then ) -P, log -, = - 1 log 2 (-y- 1) - 3 2 (2-63)
anld

Thus the system of Equations 2-36, 2-41 and 2-42

" (2-52 has been changed into the normal form

St 1). Lý w 1! 0 w)(2-47)
SuIstituti,,g T,, from Eq. 2-4:3, this becomes d4, 2 -- (d: + , 1- o[ ld• = /.I a:• Vý- 1 .' (2,50)

%,/' 1N2 o (2-53) de = 1 - a' I - (2-1I)

Since, by deftinition, log },, = log 2(y - 1) -r 23 - (2-63)

S1)pSB Here, the independent variable is

this may be written 4) = log (Te) (2-44a)

1 -I' F I1(•-�~'" ,where e is defined by Eq. 2-61, and the dependent•" ~ p/("1 1 SBI" F,,l--2./,/ (2-54) variables are

1) A N t2( -- LWJ (,4=aibeT (2-45)
Let

dT
I=' (2-55) K(2-46)

T-() JThe nuineical solution of the normal form and

and- substitute in Eq. 2-54, its use in computing trajectory data will be dis-

___u____-_,, F1  cussed next. After that, some simple methods of
"- "( 1) (2-56) estimating trajectory data will be given, and the

ueffects of variations in the parameters will be

Next dleinu! explained.

1 oPat (2-P57) 2-3.2 Numerical Integration of the Normal Form

andI' 1h The system of equations in nornmal form represents
aid let a one-parameter family of trajectories. The paramn-

eter is the initial value 40, of the independent variable
4),, log p,, = log i- (2-58) 4,. This system has been integrated numerically by

computer for values of 0o ranging from - 2.5 to + 1.8.
l*roni Eqs. 2-44 and 2-43, It was observed that the set of curves for 4ol less

than -2.5 tends asymptotically to the solution for
7,, = 10 _ UP (2-59) the case of zero starting pressure, which may be

called the "limiting trajectory". From the solutions
This gives working charts have been constructed.
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2-3.3 Interior Ballistic TraJectories During Burning For a = 0.8 and 3y = 1.30, this becomes
The principal problem of interior ballistic theory 1.6968(1 -U (2)"10s'• U

is to determine the pressure history and the travel X =A M"l -A (2-68a)
of the projectile in the gun. To obtain this informa-
tion, the pressure, P, and the velocity, Y, as func- E11!ations 2-64 and 2-68 give V and X as functionsof . These quantities can be obtained by routine
tions of the time, t, or travel, X, are needed, and clai. h oee the c om tain of reure
also X as a function of 1. This may be obtained calculation. However, the computation of pressure
from the trajectories, which are conveniently divided and time can be facilitated by the use of a reduced

into two phases: (1) during burning and (2) after pressure and a reduced time.

burning. The first phase will now be considered. 2-3.4 Reduced Variables
From Equation 2-12, the work done by the gas The reduced pressure, p, is defined by the formula

K l'i" P, = (100/2)'/('-) (2-69)
'2 Then Eq. 2-66 becomes

Combining this with the definitions in Eqs. 2-44 1 / (1
and 2-45, yields (2--0)

V/e V/27i11100/2 (2-64) or, using the definitions of a and e, Equations 2-35

From Eqs. 2-36, 2-46 and 2-12, and 2-61

(2-65) P= 2 1/(12c1) (,y - )(I-2a)/12(l-) (2-71)

ti givs For a = 0.8 and yv 1.30, Equations 2-69 and
Equating the right membe and simplifyingIves 2-71 become

PI- 10`2 (2-66) ( /o"2)' (2-69a)

If the value- of 1) are calculated for a fixed , an,, d

"trajecto:'y, the point at which the peak pressure, P,, 6(2-71n)
occurs can be located. By taking values from all = 7(7
the trajectories, P, can be obtained as a function
of the normal variables w and ý. By ELquatioII 2-2 the released energy is

hI Elquation 2-40 the free volume was expressed as cF

C (T-- K)(-y- 1) '- 1

P and by Equation 2-27 the rate of burning is
Substituting the values of T, K and P from Equa- ic
tions 2-44, 2-45 and 2-66 mnakes L = pSBP"

(I - W2)(&, - 1)geO (2-67) Substituting the derivative of 7' from Equation 2-2
0 U - 01 10-,/2 and using the definition of a from Equation 2-35

Ji leads to

.s can he s•-,n from nEquation 2-16a, dT = AUP' dt (2-72)

U - U,. By differentiation of Equation 2-44

dT = melO' do (2-73)
I fence, where i = log. 10

X = (- - - O •_) -) Equating the right members givesA 0A
Nd = (dI (2-74)

(2-68) A P"
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Th'Ie reduced time is defined b~y the formult e from 1Equations 2-17a, 2-11, 2-26, 2-35 and 2-62,
e ~ 0(2)/L(1n ~ /~ 2...5) respectively. Setting -y =1.30 and a =0.8 the

(275 latter two eqiuations bCcomet(

ThenIý With the help of Eq"(. 2-66 the itstegral of a = T (2-35a)0.3AEq. 2-74 may b~e expressed and!

t L, [~ 2 1 (2-76) -[0.027 UO.IY"] 1/
7  (2-62a)

A* ThIlen comtpuite
1-o.ra =0.8, 

01=lg(4a

I fI0"%'(o(2-75a) =lgO.3;e(2O)

(76) This identifies the P, tajctr (the set of values
of4tw1 of and .0 aln=h oi ]t rmo

- A&.1/~Chart 2-2a) which is applicable until the end of

buIrning. If ''burnt'" values are dlenoted1 by the
2-3.5 Pressure Ratio Chart Subscript b, 0k becomes

Thie ratio of initial pressure, PD, to peak pressure, log F (2-77)
ats a funict ion of 0.3e

fil Th ''e inter-section of the O-curve for .0 = 0, (dotted
fu line onj Chart 2-2a) and the O.-trajectory indicates

thle Point on thme trajectory at which the charge
where 11 is defined by Equation 2-5.5) is shown Iin was all burned, that is the point (w,,,, )

(Chart 2-1. T1his chart permits a determiniiation of 1,, The initerse*ctions of the fl-curves and the T-cinves
the thmeoretical maximum pressure, to b~e expected wvith time O&-trajectory give the values of the reduced
for any choice of starting pressure for any given pressure and reduced timme. (To do this using the
gun, Propellant and projectile systeii;. three (Charts 2-2a, 2-2b and 2-2c requires that the

0., trajectory he tranisposed fromn "Chart 2-2a to
2-3. Inerio Balistc TajecoryChars (hart 2-21) for 1, and to C'hart 2-2c for 1).) (The three

On (Charts 2-2a, -21) and -2c several sets of curves charts have been comblined into one so that this
give (data from the interior ballistic trajectories, transposition is not necesary. T1he combinedA chart
The ab-zcissa is w and the ordinate is log t. however, is complicated and hard to read unless

O.-trajectories are solidl curves, startiulA with the mtade very large. A combined chart was produ~ed
labeled values of 40 and showing the coordinates oni a large scale at Ballistic Rtesearch Laboratories
along each trajectory. (Chart 2-2a) and copies can be obtained. A reduced copy is

0-ctmrves are dashed curves joining the points of published in 14eference I.) Theun the pressure and
toristamit 0 on all trajectories. The value of 0 on timue can be computed lby E'quations 2-71a and 2-76a.
1-achx of these curves is the labeled value. (Chart 2-2a) In particular, the "burnt" values, p, anid 1,, canm be

P,--curve crosses all trajectories at the po~ints founid. Also), the peak pressure, I',,, can be calculated
.where the pressure is a maximum. (Chart 2-2a) fronm /),, which is thc value of p at the intersection

1I-curves join points of constant reduced time on of the P,,-curve (Chart 2-2a) and the 0,-trajectory.
i-ach trajectory, and are so labled. (Chart 2-2b) P', is the theoretical peak pressure which is niot

p-curves join po;at ofcntanit reduced pressure necessarily the samne as the actual miaximnum pres-
omi each trajectory. T1hey are labeled with the values sure. It will be the sanme only if the charge does riot
4) log p). (Chart 2-2c) burn out before P, is reached, that is, the time to

'rThe charts reproduced here are for illustration reach tL theoretical peak pressure imust be less
jmrposes only. For use in calculations they should thati the timme to burnt. If this is not the case,
h)e reproduced on a much larger scale. thme actual nmaxcimuum presure is the pressure at

The use of the trajectory charts is as follows. burnit, I,,.
E*stiniate a starting pressure, which depends- on the After 4', has been calculated fronm Eq". 2-77, wt.
; uni anid projectile. Bennett' assumed a value of has been obtained fromt Chart 2-2a, and P,~ has beeni
250 psi for his tables, but it miay be anywhere copued teeevlmUheral, X, and
from 1000 to 5000 psi. ('omupute U`%, .11, S, a and( the velocity, V,, at ''burnt'' can beC calculated by

2-10
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CHART 2-2a. INTERIOR BALLISTICS
TRAJECTOR IE S

(Located in the back of this handbook)

Preceding page blank 2.13/2.14
2-13/2,1
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CHART 2-2b. INTERIOR BALLISTICS

TRAJECTORIES

(Located in the back of this handbook)

Preceding page blank
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CHART 2-2c. INTERIOR BALLISTICS
TRAJECTORIES

(Located in the back of this handbook)

P,,eding page blank
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the formulas I Hence

U, -= 'C (2-78) 2( - U -, [1 - wI]""-,) (2-10)o

X - -=, (2-79) Substitutinfg lIqs. 2-90 and 2-81 in Eq. 2-87a, gives

2n1 = [1 - w ] " ' -' F [1 - J1'] C" - " (2 -9 1)
11 (S By E(Is. 2-82 and 2-86,

2-3.7 Conditions After Burnt 12 - ( -2(-Y 1)31 . j (-2
After all the propellant is burned, c = C. With - 1) (nd - pru c (-

this substitution, Equation 2-2 shows that the Using Eqs. 2-81, 2-871 and 2-90, produces
released energy is V 212V3

7 F - constant (2-81)"-The travel is, from Equation 2-16a
As before, the work done by the gas is, Equation 2-12 U - U.

K - j e1 ""X

K 2 lFrom Equation 2-23
and the internal energy is, E(luation 2-15 d l d1

I)U~ AP
. =- IWith 4, and V,, as initial values, the integral of

IHenee, the energy e(quation may l)e expressed this is (294)I.Y .1[1, (9-94)
FC = PU + - 1 MV' (2-82) A lb , ,"77

Taking differentials produce,% Substituting Eqs. 2-91 and 2-43 in Eq. 2-94, gives

0 = P dU + U dP + (-Y - 1).11IV daV (2-83) 4 lb .t U 2 ]/y -/]{I)
By Equations 2-28 and 2-30 A ( (2-95)

.11,V d = P dU (2-84) [1 - o/er-I) (2-95)

so that - dU (2-85) 2-3.8 Time, Pressure and Travel Functions
P U To facilitate the determination of time, pressure

Integrating with P1, and t, as initial values, yields and travel after burnt, Chart 2-3 has curves of the

PU" = PLU:b (2-86) following functions of w:
Since the right member is a constant, the expansion r(a) I (1 - 02)-13 3 do (2-96)
is acdiabatic; actually, the value of -y is adjusted to 7 f

account for the loss of heat. p(W) =(1 - 2)1•/ (2-97)
l'romn Equations 240 and 2-45, the energy equa- = (1 - 2)-lf/3 (2-98)

tion may also be expressed
PU =( - 1)1 -2)7, (2-87a) Using these functions with y = 1.30, Equations 2-95,

2-91 and 2-90 may be expressed
At burnt, I b (y W2 U)( - -I ( (2-U92

"P=g-0 ,)EV (2-871) t= + [r(w) -- r()] (2-99)

But after burnt, 7' = T5b, so that FC,(wý)
W~~2 - (2-88) U6 A(w) (2-100)
__ U UbW1 - w• - ,,Uh ,

TheI, by Eq. 2-86 U = -)(o) (2-101)

1-o9f (2-81 -Then X can be calculated by Eq. 2-16a and V byU6 - Eq. 2-93, with -y 1.30.
Preceding page blank
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These equations apply from the position at burnt, 2-3.9 Examples
(ldenoted by the subscript, b, to the muzzle, denoted a. Determine the maximum pressure; the time,
by the Subscript, in. If X,, is known, U,, call betspressure and travel at burnt; and the time, pressure
found, and velocity at the muzzle froi: the 1051m 1 IHowitzer

I = U,, + A.XY (2-102) M4, firing the High Explosive Projectile All, pro-
amid then pelled by 10 ounces of multiperforated propellant

U.vo, (2-103) M.lt- *
6 * A "lIt" of propellant, is the product of one set of

then w, call be deternined from the chart. manufc'turing operations such that its characteristics are
essentially uniform, or a combination of such products ob-

Finally, t,,,. P., and V., can be calculated as tained bN- blending so that the grains are thoroughly mixed
explained above. In practice T,,. is divided by 12 .ro(ad statistic:d uniformity among charges may be exl)ccted,even though slight variations exist among individtmal grains.
to obtain the muzzle velocity ill feet per second. The nmanufactu ".r furnishes the characteristics of each lot.

Characteristic Symbol Value Unit Remarks

Area of bore .1 13.4 in2 Given
Chamber volume C,, 153.8 in' Given
Travel (to nmuzzhl) X., 80.4 in Given
Weight of projectilh It' 33.0 lb Given
Starting pressure P, 4000 psi (liven
Weight of lpropllant C 0.625 lb Given

in/st
Burning rate coefficient B 0.0011 ((psi. 'Given

(psi)o~s
Force of propellant F 3.73 X 106 in-lb/lb Given
Specific weightt p 0.0571 lb/in' (iven
Web thickness w 0.0140 in Given
Friction factor 0 0.05 (given
Adjusted ratio of specific heats I 1.30 Given
"Burning surface S 1564 in, Eq. 2-26
Initial free volume f 6  142.9 in3  Eq. 2-17a
Effective mass 31 0.0)03 12 slugs Eq. 2-11

Constant u 9.115 X 10' Eq. 2-35

Constant 5.384 X 106 Eq. 2-62a
0,-trajectory 0o -0.451 Eq. 2-60a
o-curve b 0.160 Eq. 2-77
Abscissa of intersection &b 0.323 Chart 2-2a
Ordinate of intersection log E,, 0.056 Chart 2-2a
Reduced time curve 1b 1.87 Chart 2-21)
Reduced pressure curve log fib 0.670 Chart 2-2c
Reduced peak pressure curve log /,, 0.660 Charts 2-2a, -2c
Maximum pressure P, 8870 psi Eq. 2-71 a
Pressure at burnt P6  8665 psi Eq. 2-71 a
Time at burnt lb :3.91 X 10-3 see Eq. 2-76a
Free volume at burnt Ub 240.9 in Eq. 2-78
Travel at burnt Xb 7.31 in Eq. 2-79
Free volume at muzzle U, 1220 it) Eq. 2-102
Travel function v(Wb) 1.435 Chart 2-3
Travel function a(w,,) 7.27 Eq. 2-103
Abscissa 0.670 Chart 2-3
Time function r(w,.,) 1.970 Chart 2-3
Time function r(wh,) 0.380 Chart 2-3
Pressure function A(w.,) 0.075 Chart 2-3
Time at muzzle 1,. 14.02 X 10-3 see Eq. 2-99
Pressure at muzzle 1-,,. 1040 psi Eq. 2-100
Velocity at muzzle V,, 8789 in/sec Eq. 2-93

Velocity at muzzle 1", 732 ft/sec Eq. 2-93

t The manufacturer customarily gives the specific gravity of the propellant. To obtain the specific weight in pounds per cubic Inch, this must be divided
by the specific volume of water, which is 27.68 in, lb.

2-21
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If de-sired, thl- fore-going- process call be repeated Since P, 4,000 psi, P,, 'P,, 0.400. Enitering
for scle-cted values of 0 less than 0,, and selected Chart 2-1 with this ratio, finid p,, 0.2935.
valuies of w. b'wce(ii w, and w,_, Interpolatedl values -Nowt, a trial and error method Should be used.
of timue, pres-stiie, travel and velocity corresponding U.sing anl estimated v-alue of C, compute U0O and
to the seleetedl points call thenx be determineiid froml .11 as inl the first example then calculate e, a and
which pressure-tiiiii, pressure-travvl and velocity- C by the formulas above, If the two values of C
travel curves canl be drawn. Figure 2-1 is thev pre-s- are not the ýaiiie, use the calculated C as the second

sIir-'lle CurIVe foi- the preceding exeiiple. estimate, and~ repeat the calculations. If necessary,
b. D eteriuliiie the weight of the Samle lot of pro- repeat again. W~heni both values agree, this gives

pellaiit that wvill give a niaxliniun pressure of 10,000 the desired maximium pres-sure; the inuzzl'Ž velocity
psi iii t he saline gunl, firing the Sallie projectile as can thenu be fouind as inl the fir~st exanmple.
inl the first example (par. 2-3~.0a), and compute the Since 0.62.5 pound of propellant gave a mnaximunm
resulting' mullzzle velocity.

Fo hs xmile oeoftefrmls I pressure of 8,870 psi, C must be greater inl the presentYor hisvxamlesom of he ormuas eed problem. Paragraph 2-9 will explain how this ini-
revision. I irst, equate the right mnembiers of EIlqua- crease canl be t-stimiat'd ; however, for the present,
tions 2-18S anid 2-60, anl(I obtain a charge of 0.800 pound will be assumed.

(2-104) The following tab~les give the results of the
OE 1P,, 214 computations.

Also, Eqiuatioil. 2-62a muay be expresse*d Thus, a charge of 0.709 pound1( will give a maximum
r 7 /1)pressure of 10,000 psi and a muzzle velocity of 780 fps.

Lo12.115~ (2--)10) c. D)etermine the weight and web thickness; of a
I'Mlly cobinng ~qutios 221;and2-3 vilds charge of All propellant that will give a maximum
l'i~alv.e'~aabimiig quaioms -2 an 2~5 ieds pressure of 15,000 psi and a muzzle velocity of

C .0. 15wA 10006) IO fps inl the Same gunl, firing the Samle projeýctile
( F(21B as inl the pr-eceding examples.

C' (est) 0.800 0.704 0.709
U,, 139.8 141.5 141.5
M1 0.09047 O009031; 0.00039

11.331 X 104 6.428 X 101 6.424 X 104
1.027 X 10' 1.0.34 x 10. 1.0.33 X 10',

C('(tle.) 0.704 0.701) 0.700

-0.532
0.137
0.3 19

log j"' 0.69

U, 2:38.0

U,,, 1220
b~wb)1.43

7.33
0.670

,'./12 780
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Solviing JrEquiation 2-106 for w gives The results of these computations are given below.

w 0. (2-106a) Symlol Value Ilemarks

Entering Chart 2-1 with the ratio l',!/,, = 0.2667, It 13.4 Given
find p,, = 0.170. tU• 15:1. Givenl

Adsume a series of values of C; calculate e, o8 (8iven

and u by Elquatins 2-104, 2-105 and 2-106a; and IV 33.0 Oven

compute the muzzle velocity as in the fint example. C Given

The value of C that will produce a muzzle velocity '.70 (Givvi,
of 1000 fps and the corresponding web thickness 1 3.731 X 10(iv(,n

oUMfsaith o r3P 0-0571 (livenl
can then be found by interpolation. The results of I.V (-)HO (;ve

such a calculation are talbulated below. P,, 14,20() (livn
V1 ,I0-l (mive(l

- -- - - .. . . ./1,, i0.2817

('h:rrgi, lb Web thickniess, in Muzzlh Vetlovity, fpls p0 0.183 Chart 2-1
0,, --0.738 ]'q(1. 2-58

LIM .0137 927 136.3 Eq. 2-17a
L 9..59 X l0o Eq. 2-1014

I.1I4) .0152 !) 9 , 0.0975 Eq. 2-77
1.2I0 ) .0167 I(X)-I 030Cat22

W b 0.320 Chart 2-2a
log th 0.102 Chart 2-2a

SM o.0165" IX) g fb 0.7-17 Chart 2-2v
log fpi, 0.7:17 Charts 2-2'a, -2v

. 1nt..rl..late,)" )Pp -1,360' Eq. 2-7 Ia
!b I-1,0-10 Eq. 2-7 1it

(. Wh'len the lIE Projectile MI was propelled by 2',, 2:1 E'q. 2-78

I pound of propellant Al with a web thickness of 121.1 Elq. 2-10)2
),(•,) 1-12Chart 2-:1

0.0140 inch in the 105iin lowitzer M4, a maximum L.-12 Char 2-:3
7.21 Eq. 2-10:1

pressure of 14,200 pounds per square inch and a 0.670 Chart 2-:1

muzzle velocity of 920 feet per second were observed. Al 0.()16 Eq. 2-107

Adjust the values of the factor 0 and the burning 0 0.0H;2 Eq. 2-111)

rate coefficient, B, solthat the calculated results 1.402 X I(YO Eq. 2-101)

will agree with the observed ones. 0.00106 Eq. 2-1061)

With the known values of P, arid P,,, Chart 2-I --

can be used to find p,,. With this value of p,), e can the assumed vclue 0.050; the burning rate coeflicient,
be computed by Equation 2-104. Then co, and log A' B, is 0.00106, which is practically the same as the
can l)e found with the help of Chart 2-2c, and w. closed chamber value, 0.00110.
with the he!p of Chart 2-3. With the known value

of I'., the adjusted value of M can be computed 2-3.10 Dual Granulation Charges

by the formula In some guns, especially howitzers and mortars,

M - o.F(' (2-107) two or more charges are used so as to obtain various
0. 15V nmuzzle velocities and thus vary the angle of fall.

The lowest velocity is obtained with a base charge;
Solviig Eqaition 2-1 1 for 0, gilcs and the higher velocities, by adding increments.

0 MIg - C/3 1 (2-1ll) The same velocity can be obtained with different
IV types of propellant or different web thicknesses by

Using the adjusted values of e and 1/, a can be adjusting the weight of charge. A charge with a

calculated by Equation 2-105. Finally, solving Equa- faster burning rate or a smaller web thickness will

tion 2-106; for B, yields produce a higher pressure along the first part of

the travel, and therefore a higher maximum pres-

B 0.Awu (2-1061)) sure, and a lower pressure along the latter part
of the travel, including the muzzle. It has been

Thus the factor 0, which accounts for rotational found that the round-to-round dispersion in muzzle
energy and frictional resistance, is 0.062 instead of velocity for a given charge is large when the max-
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jituin pressure is very low. Then fore, it is desirable (FpSB), + (FpSB)., (2-111 a)
to use a fast propellant for the low velocities. How- - O.3A
ever, the use of such a fast propellant at the high and
velocities is likely to make thc maximum pressure e,= (0.027uo"'• 2. 11,ln1)1' 7  (2-112a)
exceed the pressure that the gun can stand without The trajectory starts at
damage.

This difficulty could be solved by using fast , log (2-113)• 0.3f,
propellant throughout for the low charg'es and slow
propellant throughout for the high charges. However, At the burnt position of the fast propellant,

it is more feasible to use fast propellant for the base F,o , I + (IpSB)J(FpSB)J (2114)
charge and !ow increments, and slow propellant for = log0.3
the additional increments. For howitzers, it is cus- On Chart 2-2a, at the intersection of the 0,,-trajec-
tomary to use small, single-perforated grains for the tory and the q5,,-curve, the coordinates wb and
low charges and add increment charges of large, log • are found.
multiperforated grains for the high charges. More While only the slow propellant is burning,
than two granulations could be used, but this is

not customary. _. - (FpSB).. (2-11l1b)
The fundamenta, theory is the same for dual 0.3A

granulation as for single granulation, but some of The second phase starts at the coordinates W•b and
the equations have to be modified to make them log .,; and
applicable to 'dual granulation. It is here assumed log /, = log (%a0/,-o') (2-115)
that both kinds of propellant are ignited at the On Chart 2-2a, the O.,-trajectory and the €.-curve
sae time, but- the faster propellantt is burnt soone that cross this point are found. Then, since the

The subscript 1 will be used to refer to the char- weight of burnt propellant and the pressure are the
same at the beginning of the second phase as at

acteristics of the fast propellant, or to the trajectory the end of the first hase
during the simultaneous burning of both propellants.
'The subscript 2 will be tescd to refer to the charac- e2 = f(10"'/10*') (2-112b)
teristics of the slow propellant, or to the trajectory At the burnt position of the slow propellant,
during the burning of the slow propellant alone.
The subscript i will denote either 1 or 2. 02b = log F 0C, + F2C2  (2-1141))

The characteristics of the gun and projectile are 0.3E2
the same as before: the area of the cross section On Charts 2-2a, -2c at the intersection of the
of the bo:re, A; the chamber volumne, U,,; the travel, o-'-trajectory and the &6b-cuirve, W2b and log P,, are
X (X.. at the muzzle); weight of the projectile, found. At all burnt, then, the pressu~re is
II; and starting pressure, P0 . The characteristics 1.076et,
of the propellants are: the burning rate coefficient, P26 = UoP21, (2-116a)
BI; the force, F,; the specific weight, pi; and the and the free volume is
web thickness, w,.

Obviously, the total charge is 2 (1 - )F 2C) (2-117)
C = C1 + C2  (2-108) Pb

The surface area of the grains may be calculated If the reduced peak pressure curve crosses the
bythe sufaerea oused part of either the 0,t-trajectory or the 0.,-

by = forua (2-1W trajectory, the intersection indicates the value of
S• = -C,/p~w, (2-109) pf,,. Then, the maximum pressure can be calculated

The initial free volume is by the formula

U= Uh + (2-110) -= 076ti (2-116b)

As before, If the p,-curve does not cross either trajectory, P2b

1.05V +- C/3 is the actual peak pressure.
386 At the muzzle, the free volume is

While both propellants are burning, the constants U. = AX. ± U, (2-102)

2-25
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Al.ter lildil"g 1'(w.,,) from Chart 2-3, coinimte sure, velocity, and travel at arbitrary values of w

; are obvious; they will not be given here.
) 21, 2-3.11 Example for Dual Granulation Charges

and lind w_, from the chart. Then the velocity atthe muzleisDetermine the na~ximiun pressure and muzzle
t1:110 Itt~izzl is _velocity for the 105mam Howitzer -[4, firing the

1". = 1- 2 (2-119)2 HE Projectile MI, propelled iy 2 ounces of single-
perforated propellant M8 lot --- and 8 ounces

I'llh, ,modilications of the formulas for time, pres- of inultiperforated propellant MI lot

(Chara:teristiv Symbol Value' Unit Remarks

\nAa of blore 13.1 i.2 (Given

(Ch:niler volume I ,. 153.8 inl (liven

Travy.! (to muzzle) X,. 80.4 G (liven

Weight of projectilh It' 33.0 lb Given

Starting pressurI, a 400 psi liven

Charge: I8 C, 0.125 il, Given
.MI 0.50:) IIh (Diven

"!':!::! (' 0.625 lb 1E. 2-108

Mimring rate c(oeflivient B, 0.0W25( Given

B.., 0.0011 Civen
Fiorce 'lF 4.60 X 10' 1-lb/lb Givewn

F=. 3.73 X 106 in-lb/lb Given
Specilic wcight P1 0.0571 Ib/in3 ( iven

A- 0.0571 lb/in3  ( ;iVen

Web thickness w1 0.0"i) in ( iven
u 0.01401 in (liven

Burning Surfac' St 1095 in' ' Eq. 2-10)
S2 1251 in' Eq. 2-109

Initial free volmv U 0 142.9 in3 Eq. 2-110

Effective Iliass .11 0.09031 12 slugs Eq. 2-11 I
Constant (t 2 518 X 10J Eq. 2-11 li
Conmstant el 2.299 X 10 Eq. 2-112a.
.,,,-trajeetty 0.1 -- 1.081 Eq. 2-113

*oj-curve 0b -0.930 Eq. 2- i 1l4a

Abscissa (jib 0.023 Chart 2-2a

Ordinate log f,,, 0.782 Chart 2-2a

Constant a! 7.29 1 X 10' E'(q. 2-1111)

Ordinate log t.,, 0.244 Eq.(I 2-115
0,-.trajecto*,ry -0.225 Chart 2-2a,
0!,.-eurve 0.,' -0.1•) Chart 2-2a

Constant f 4.184 X I010 7-*q. 2-1121,
€,-b-curve O,, 0.29.. Eq. 2-1141)
Abscissa W: ,, 0.36v Chart 2-2a

lReduced Preýssure log J ;, 0.616 Chart 2-2!
Reduced pleak pressiur log x:, 0.567 Charts 2-2a, -2v
Maxinmun pressure 854V 1)Si ":Al. 2-1161)

Pressure at burnt P.h 7630 psi Eq. 2-11
Free volume at hurnt U26 277 in3 Eq. 2-117
Free volume at nitizzhli 1 1220 in, Eq. 2-10Q2
Travel function 1.00 Chart 2-3

Travel function gw,,) 7.05 Eq. 2-118

AbscissaI 0.665 Chart 2-3
Veloc'v at muzzle W, 8924 in/sec Eq. 2-119
Velocity at muzzle V7,,44 ft/sec F(q. 2-119

"2-26
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2-4 THE HIRSCHFELDER SYSTEM (2) the covolume of the gas is equal to the original!• r th: lli'scfehh" i ischarge volume, that is, 17 = it;
r11 tlx;- Ifirschfelder System it is assumed that ct

the buiring rate is linearly proportional to the pres- (3) the burning rate is linearly proportional to the
sure, that is, a = 1. With this assumption the pressure, that is, a = 1;
ejuations are solvable analytically. Ilirehfclder does (4) the burning surface is constant throughout the
not assume 1i = u nor that the burning surface is burning;
constant. If the burning surface is not constant a (5) all ternis in the kinetic energy expression are
fourth equation, the form function equation, is negligible except those for the kinetic energy of the

introduced into the system of equations to be solved gas and the projectile; and

simultaneously. The form of this equation depends (6) energy losses due to friction and heating are

on the shape of the grains and in effect takes account also negligible.

of the change in the burning surface as the web Assumptions (5) and (6) do not affect the form
burns away. The system also assumes a starting of the theory, since the neglected energies are taken
pr'ssu'e taken as the pressure produced when one account of in practice by adjusting the values of
percent of the charge has been consumed. This the weight of the projectile and the specific heat
can be obtained from closed chamber data since ratio, -, to some effective values. Consistent with
mntil the projectile moves the burning is at constant the practice of other interior ballistics methods, the
volume. The Hlirschfelder System is covered corn- kinetic energy of the propellant gas is accounted
pletely and in detail in Reference 6 of Chapter 1 for by adding one-third of the 9harge weight to the
(Report No. 1) and is presented together with charts projectile weight, producing an adjusted projectile
and working tables for use in gun design problems. weight, If', equal to projectile weight plus C/3.
There is also included a discussion of the thermo- The symbol i1' will be used in the remainder of
dynamic properties of propellants. this discussion for the adjusted weight. The value

of -y may be adjusted according to the judgment
2-5 "SIMPLE" INTERIOR BALLISTIC or experience of the user. In the preceding method,

SYSTEMS according to Taylor, an, adjusted value of -y of 1.30

2-5.1 General is assumed. This value may not be valid in the
Mayer and Hart method, because of assumption

, By neglecting all, or most. secondary effects which in the latter method of linear proportionality of the
are difficult to evaluate, such as heat and friction burning rate to the pressure.
losses and starting pressures, and by making all In the following, the original notation of Mayer
or miost of the usual simplifying assumptions, a very and Hart has been changed to conform to that
simple analytical treatment can be given. Examples exhibited in the List of Symbols at the beginning
of this are the British RD-38 System (Cf. Corner') of Chapter 2. Mayer and Hart also introduced
and the Mayer and Hart System5 . These systems numerical factors in their., formulas to adjust for
result in simple analytic formulas for the variables the units used. These have been omitted, leaving
and, if the adjustable parameters are adequately it to the user to express the quantities in a consistent
evaluated by numerous comparisons with firing set of uuits.q
records, can yield results valid to a few percent The three fundamental equations are then
for standard guns, especially for the larger calibers.
They are also useful in that the interrelations be- dc 2CBP (2-120)
tween the more important parameters are more (i w
obvious than in the more involved systems, so that TV, (2-121)
they allow a more direct feeling for the interrelations PU C - (=, - 1) -(2
to develop. aid

2-5.2 The Mayer and Hart System IV' d - PA (2199)

The Mayer and Hart System employs the follow- g dt

ing simplifying assumptions: Mayer and Hart define two ballistic parameters

(1) the starting pressure and engraving pressure having the dimeisiois of pressure

are zero, that is, the projectile starts to move as (2BCIFv'(I(1
soon as the propellant begins to burn; P A" = U'"\ / (2123)
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and Teie energy of the projectile up to burnout is

(2-124) given by

'i 2 - 7 - )" -- \UF (2-132)

S Where (') is tlhe initial free volume, equal to the 2g W

cliamber volunme minus the volume of the charge. The conditions at burnt can be obtained by setting
P", is tlih pressure which would be developed in c C in Eq. 2-126 to derive U at burnt, and

the chamber if there were no motion of the projectile.If it is assumed that tile pressures occurring ill substituting U at burnt in E(qs. 2-128 and 2-132
Equitions 21suend th121 ate the psaestha ouing mto derive P and V" at burnt. The travel at burnt
th)atth s 2-12 an 2-12o ta e h e, tlete derived from U" = U,, + AX.
that the presure drpintg neghected The corresponding values at burnout are

(() I)~~~[l - (2-125) - -i()]( )
"aU (1 El l -. 1 (2-13211)

and ak (2-1:32b)I

IwI A, .

I. I- 1( ,0"(2iyb

i"121 GO- ( (t',2 PL••,,//. (2ý2- , u )'"
(212 - El, = ",w,, (2-132d')

which state tit. relations between the fraction of After brinout the gas expands adiabatically so

the charge bin'ed anid tIme expansioni ratio. Since that, when the projectile is at the muzzle, the
I' = 1',, + .AX, .I.iIation 2-126 yields also the pressure is given by (Ti./l,)'I'&. The pressure when
relation bet ween tle fracti'mi of charge bun'r:'d the projectile is at the muzzle is therefore given
a1nd tlie travel, from Equations 2-132a and 2-132b by

11 Eqs. 2-125 amid 2-127

Y=p.U,, 21 - 1- ) (2-133)

r=;~----~-)1 (2- .28) TG1.zze
- -11 The muzzle energy is given by

' The. pressure is, theoretically, a ,maxinmumu w : ii -" f -U.)-T'FI - 1v- ,'T
2)g -Y -1 \U, .L '' ,J)

- L+-iJ (-129) (2-134)

an11d 2-6 THE EFFICIENCY OF A GUN-AMMUNI-
TION SYSTEM

S_ 1,,(2-130) There are two "efficiencies" comnnionly used to
C -, estimate the effectiveness of a given gun-propellant

aId has the theoretical value system inl imparting energy to a projectile. These
are thermodynamic or ballistic efficiency and the

= l,,((, + i)"' " -"l) 2-( *f -1) (2-131) piezometric efficiency.
The former is defined as the ratio of the transla-

tional energy of the projectile at the muzzle to theThis value will be reacied only' if !,,,,'I , T' total energy of the charge as defined by Equation

that is, if the theoretical maximum pressure is t.e, that is

reached before the charge :s .!- burned. Otherwise -,

P.,. occurs when c/C is equal to unity and the Thermodyiamiic E'ffieiency = - 1)VV (2-135)
maximum pressure is then the pressure at i)urmit. 2CFg
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I'lie piezoinetric e'iic sdfined as the ratio design suich as the so called light gas guaxns or other
of he eanbas pefhcirenc wish dcthgdri h ii prtn usd h silrneo rsi

trvf t the iw n tbae resue, w hidprdch a ting duingthe gand veoperyatigroutsier th eneuulnge ofl preosry e
velocity to thle muzzlewoud prodsue. Itheis uzzlaed aonde neocitsay. A grater dependecelt on theoryn hieh
teoctil, fltnsof the l maximum rcaessr.ti relat edn c ih pronresnecesaun. Atc majiordificltn tra ti gng hig h
tieotmeltnies offithen presnsur-tave eain highermzl rs peropritratmtco gtsuhe aresur gdrnadinktun is the gs
pilezandetricltiinyiuai ihe uzep- properil treatmeatbunt ofrtherTi prolmidscsedilssure grdientai in Cather ga.

toward thel mu1lzzle. This will resuilt inl increasId 2-7.2 Experimental Evaluation of the Parameters
imuzzle b~last and greater rouimd to round variation 2

ill mulzzle velocity, a. Genecral )Prtviiceltirs. Thle interior ballistic (luau-
A high ballistic efficienicy resuilts wheni thel charge tities that call be inuasuired with modern instru-

is colimplet-4ly ltirIned as early as possible inl the mnentation are (described inl Chapter 4. To try to
projectile tr-avel. Thlats a high thuerimmodynaniic or* furnish data onl all of these would not Ibe warrantedo
b alhist ie efliciellcv cor-respoamlls to a low piezomletric except possib~ly for firinigs carriedl out ill conmnection
('flicit'IieV. with research~ inl the subject. Usually the (data

supplied will be mullch less extensive anld complete.
2-7 COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT This will influence the complexity of thle theory

ised to analyze the data and the procedures followed.
2-7. Genral onsieratonsIf all that is available are crusher gage values of

Whatvver svsteam of interior ballistics one mnakes thle peak- pressure and the muzzle velocity a very
itse of, when faced with a practical probletm inl the simple theory- such as that of Mayer and Hart umay
analysis of inlterior ballistic umleasuirenlients or- ill thel be adequate.
dlesigni of a guil, one( imi~st assign valuies to certain For a inore detailed rituahysis of thle interior ballistic
of the( paLraiileters occurlrinig inl the theot)Iy whichl trajectories, tilt firing records will furnish breech
vaUliot be (telmie by inidepeaudemut inanets. Thel( pressutre and projectile travel as functions of the
iiiost i iiiJor-taiut of these par-amleters is the burn~linlg time. The records will he- provided with a common
rate citelliciemit whichl will clcuir inl any fornutilationi time scale and fiducial marks to adjuist the tilitw
of thet fi mory. O thuers are thel heat loss ratio which scales to a comunnon zero time (see Chapter 4).
deteriuiimies thet adjuisted valuie of -y, the starting These records are readl by ineamis of anl optical
pressiutre, an d thle luarimiiig rate pressure- exponient. comamparator capable of mneasuin-hg both horizonital
I 'moper values, of these paramneters inust be de- aii(l vertical displaceinents onl the record. Usuially

*.iimuivid byv toJ~5  ,~ ti 'f-----v to irvq,&dv 0wm ii~t-LJ]I-is data are derived froma ami hitter-
of acttintl gini firin-gs. To match the theory to fe-roineter record which furnisheds valutes of the thi te
oblservatit on byi si imIintaneotis a(Ijutst iemiit of all suchl for equtal intervals of distanice. By interpolation ,
utiaet-rtaimi para wtvietes wotildl be very~ tedliotis, ammd, these (data are converted to intervals of dhistanice
ill View of tlie. si maiplifyizug ;Issu naptions made inl the for equtally spaced intervals of time so that one
tolIizmihlttion of the tle(oay, umvarmtcd. One nitust, finually has the breech pressutre amid projectile travel
nitake a jitidgnez(Ilt as to the( Iliost utimertaimi param- presented oil a coninmomi timme scale. Thle travel data
Metrs :umto those. to which thle soluition is Ilmost is themi differemiiated twice' to provide valuies of thme
sonsitive and assign approximate values to thel least ve'locity and acceleration of the projectile also as
iiiiportaiit one(s andl adjust the others for best fit." funictions of the tinie. TIhis will requidre conisiderable
By a proce'ss of trial and( error one arrives at the sminoothtiig and other mathueiiiatical mmaiiipuilatiomi.
best se.t of valuies to fit thel theory to the- esperi inemital For details anid referen ces to the mathematical
data. It is often possible to estimate approximnate literatuire uinderlyinig thle process see Iteferemace 7.
or limnitinig v-alues of certain paramieters theoretically To reduice the data inl this manner and to inmake
Or 1w iii(lepeiimdeit mtu'astir('imteits. Vor exaintple-, timl, comm parisonis with the theoretical formutlas ill detail
thtermuodyniamic valuie of -y canl In' calculated anid for muaity records, is a ve'ry tinu' consuminihg process.
till- effe'ctive value will be greater thiam this. Th'e( T1o anialyze the records front a single fir-ing mlay take
hevat loss couild lbe calcuilated approximiately by the two or- more ittaii wee'ks if carried out with desk
iiietliod of ('Imapter 3. Itelat ive valuies of thie I~lnmrmiimg calcuilators. WVhere th'' necessary automatic record-
rate' constant cail be determinimed for differeiit pro- mumeasuirilig anid comtpuiting eqtidpineuit is available,
pellaimts fronm closed chamnber mneasuiremmient. the procedutres call be auitoliiAte( anid coded for

If one( has to deal with gumias of mimcoimventtioiial high speed commuptiters so that thme data from a guimi
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FIG( URE 2-2. Rlesult of the Analysis of a Firing Record for a 105mm Howitzer Round (Measured Values of Pressure and Dis-
placement. Velocity and Acceleration Determined by Numerical Differentiation of Displacement)

firing can be processed in a matter of hours.7 A plot not sufficient to show it. This is usually the case
of the result of such a record analysis, for a typical unless special methods are used to study the motion
ease, ik shown in Figure 2-2. during engraving. A description of one such method

b. 7'he Conditions in the Early Stages of Burning; is given in paragraph 4-4.3.
the Starting Pressure. From such a record, the pres- If the acceleration is adequately determined, the
sitre at the actual start of motion can be read effective pressure, P,, on the base of the projectile,
directly. From the record shown, it is about 750 psi. that is the difference between the actual base pres-
It s"-ould be emphasized, however, that the time sure and the pressure necessary to balance the forces
of start of motion is difficult to determine accurately of engraving and friction, can be determined from
because it is difficult to determine from the record the relation
just where the displacement actually begins. This Wa

would be true even if the graph were precisely P, A- g (2-136)
determined. Error of reading and reduction will
increase the uncertainty. If a measurement of the base pressure, P., is

The "starting pressure" used in the formulation available or if it can be calculated by the use of a
of interior ballistic theories is a quantity quite formula such as Equation 2-20, an estimate of the
different from the actual pressure at the start of engraving and frictional force can be calculated from
motion. Immediately after the projectile starts to the difference P.A - P.A. A graph of this forcemove, the rotating band engages the rifling and a for a typical 105mm Howitzer round is shown in
large resisting force is developed. After engraving, Figure 2-3. The observed maximum force of about
ihe resisting force drops rapidly to a much lower 45000 pounds, divided by the nominimal bore area of
i'alue. One might expect this to show as an ir- 13.4 square inches gives a starting pressure of 3350
regularity in the graph of the acceleration in Figure pounds per square inch. This compares reasonably
2-2. It does not do so because the resolutio:n of the well with the value indicated on Figure 2-1 of
apparatus and the data reduction procedlires are 4000 psi.
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,OvRIn assigning starting piesrssm vrg value produced in a closed chamnber under similar loading

"I P of the engraving forcc should determine the assig~ned conditions.
value. The engraving force will evidently be quite c. "he Rate of Charge Con~sumption. The, amount
variable from round to round. It will be sensitive of propellant burncd up to any specified timec can
to manufacturing tolerances in the size of the rotating he dletermined from the energy balance cquation.
b~and, how closely the band fits the projectile and This equatioil, as developed in paragraph 2-2.1, can
possibly in the thickness of the projectile wall, be written as

When comparing their theories wvith experiment, cE- P_ AjX + U,, - C11 - ci-q U)]
mnost authors, assign a starting pressuire in an ar- -Y 1 - 1
hitrary manner. It is hardly possible to do it in any IV
other way. The experimental values of engraving +± 217
forces can serve only to set some limits onl it. In the 2

llirschifelder system, for example, the starting pres- where -y is the calculated thermodynamic ratio of
sure is assumed1 to be the pressure existing w~hen specific heats and P' is the average pi-essure consistent
on(! pereent of the charge has been consumed. Since with the equation of state. Q is mainly heat loss
the projectile has presumnably not moved up to this to the tube, but may contain other losses not taken
time, the starting pressure is that which would be care of by the definition of the effective mass, il!.

50
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P cali be converted to breech pressure by the use using the same ratio of P to '1. (tile adjusted value
of the Pidduck-Kent solution for the pressure ratios of P) as was necessary to make c equal to C at
determined from paragraph 5-1.1 or by the use of burnt. This is in accord with the usual formulas
Equation 2-20 for the case of low velocity weapons. which state that the pressure ratios are constant
The value of the effective mass, .11, may also be during burning. This, however, is hardly possible
determined more accurately by the use of the at the start of motion where the ratio ought to be
Pidduck-Kent solution for the kinetic energy of the equal to unity. A procedure which has been used
unburned propeliant and the gas. in practice is to adjust the ratio linearly with time

Assuming that P is correctly related to the breech from its e:.perinimental value at burnt to unity at
pressure and that 1! is determined with sufficient the start of motion. A graph of c versus t constructed
accuracy, c can be determined from Equation 2-137 in this way, for a 3711m gun firing, is shown in
provided some knowledge of the value of Q is Figure 2-4.
available. Once the graph of c versus t has been constructed

Q is often neglected entirely because of the dif- in this way an experimental value of the time to
ficulty of incorporating it in the analysis. This may burnt can be read off immediately and experimental
lead to error, as the heat loss can be a considerable values of the travel and velocity at burnt will be
fraction) of the available energy, especially in smaller known from the associated values of X and V.
w(apoiis or when hot propellants are used. The use The graph can also be differentiated and the rate
of a nominal value of from 5 to 20 percent of M3V-/2 of charge consumption determined as a function of
should improve the analysis; the lower value to be time. The surface area, S, of the burning grains
used for standard cannon, and the upper range for can be calculated from the geometry of the grains'
high velocity guns and small arms. and the linear burning rate, r, at any specified time

Allowing for Q in this manner and substituting determined from the relation
measured values of P, X and V in Equation 2-137
c can be calculated for specified values of t and a 1 dc (2-138)
graph of c against t plotted. This graph should pS dt
approach a limit wheV c = C since the charge does
not burn out discontinuously, as the charge is rlot Since the pressure, 1J, at the same instant is also
ignited simultaneously over its entire surface and known, a graph of the linear rate of burning versus
the burning rate is not the same everywhere. The P can be constructed. In general this graph will not
burning surface, and therefore dc/dt go to zero at be a straight line when plotted on a log-log scale
burnout. This may not be obvious on the graph indicating that the burning rate dependence on the
depending on the shape of the grains and the pressure cannot be represented by a simple power
effectiveness of the ignition as well as the time relation. This is to be expected bccause the burning
resolution of the data. in the gun takes place at different pressures in

Because of erro,'s in the values of P and in the different parts of the tube and the average burning
assigned value of Q, c will not, in general, equal C rate will depend on the pressure distribution and
when dcl(lt becomes equal to zero. Since it should also on how the unburned propellant is distributed.
do so a further adjustment must be made in P or Q The rate at any time during the burning depends
or both to bring it about. As Q is a correction term also on factors other than the pressure, such as
its value does not affect the adjustment as strongly the velocity of the gas. The graph, however, can be
as does that of P and since the formulas for the used to estimate an effective value of the pressure
pressure ratios are admittedly uncertain the adjust- exponent. A graph of linear burning rate versus
ment should be brought about mainly by changes pressure contructed in this way for the 105nim
in the values of P. Howitzer is shown in Figure 2-5. The closed chamber

After burnout, the right-hand side of Equation burning rate for the same propellant is also shown.
2-137 should remain constant, equal to CF/-y - 1. Above about 1700 psi the pressure exponent for
As U and X increase, P declines, as the gas continues the gun burning rate is lower than that for the
to do work and lose heat to the barrel. The graph closed chamber and below 1700 psi the exponent
for c should, therefore, remain at the value C. This for the gun is considerably larger than for the closed
can be brought about by continuing to make the chamber. It is also considerably greater than unity.
necessary adjustments in P. There is no theoretical reason why this should not

In the interval before burnt, P can be adjusted be possible.
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thieory such as that of :Mayer and Hart and that iables such as maximum pressure and mutzlc velocity
their specification does not involve a knowledge of so that the latter can be determined once the proper
unknown quantities such as starting pressures or values of the parameters are known.
burning rates. Charts or nomograms are then con- Such a scheme is that published by Strittmnater"'
structed showing the relation between the chosen which is presented in a single working chart (Chart
parameters. The charts or nomnogranis are adjusted 2-4). The theory used is that of Mayer and Hart
to their final form by fitting to numerous firing supplemented by a further assumption that bore
records. In solving a practical problem the given friction is proportional to chamber pressure. This
data will permit the evaluation of certain of the assumption is used to improve the agreement be-
parameters and from the charts or nomogramns the tween the chart and experiment by adjusting the
proper values of the others can be read off. The effective projectile weight.
parameters are known functions of the desired var- The resulting effective weight is defined as

TABLE 2-2. VALUES OF %, , 7,, AND #1 FOR STANDARD WEAPONS

Coefficient

\Val, oi, 1Proijectiile ProlwJaIht Crush4er Velocity Pressure
Gul I I --- -- -- _ Vel. Press,- . . ...

Mh31 T.ypCe %Vt, 1It, Lot Type Wt Zone fps psi , # 'a 43X! W ell, ill1 0 '1 6

.MI2AI HIE 12.80 60105-S .MI, MO .0365 55.72 oz 2700 371(M) -. 31 -. 21 .65 -1.17
.;,,,itk MI M62,1 APC-ir 15.40 17636-R MIP, M6 .0419 61.17 oz, 2(0 4230M -. 35 -. 22 .69 -1.18

M352 lIE 15.00 60105-S MP, M6 .0365 55.01 oz 24(M) 28400 -. 318 -. 19 .69 - .82
M6inm M32 M339 AP-T 14.50 63848 MlP, M17 .0565 85.40 oz 32tM) 44800 -. 30 -. 21 .66 -1.18

W111 M I N71 IlE 23.40 117665 NIP, M6 .0-4% 115.1:3 oz 27M) 36600 -. 30 -. 22 .68 -1.01

90hm M36, .M71EI i IIE-T, 23.40 63439 Mi', MI .0M40 85.38 oz 2-tM) 358(M) -. 39 -. 21 .67 - .90
.M- I TM19 1 IIE-T 18.00 38740-S MN I, NII .0"267 72.46 o. 241X) 265(M) --. 38 --. 21 .66 - .78

MISA-I AP-T j 24.10 38714-1 MP, N117 .0784 141.58.z M(X) 44000 -. 2-1 -. 23 .65 -1.22

120rini MI. M73 HIE 50).00 38470-S NIP, MG (X071 23.38 lb 311(M 372(M) -. 30 -. 2-1 .66 - .97

M3O lie 50.40 :18723-R SP, MI5 .0344 12.24 II 25M0:385(M) -. 39 -. 21 .57 - .82
120nina MN58 81 A-58 N 5 33879-S8 MIP, M17 .1140 29.4:1 lb, :5(M) 448(M0 -. 23 -. 25 .62 -1.21

20.68 II)
155ram N,2 ",110 1 1I!1. )5.00 [10348-S Ml', M(; .0559 Reduced 2100 1731(0 -. 35 -. 21 .64 - .69

:30.86
Full 2800M 3860M) - .37 - .24 .67 - .90

16697-S IP. N16 .0839 80.89 lb
I Reduced 26(M) 293:M -. 31 -. 25 .66 - .80

M 10 Charge 92.27 lb
Normal 2850) 37600 -. 2 -1.26 .88 - .86

ill Ml .I N 1103 IE 240 8501-S MP, M6 .0691 53.00 lI,
e1'du'ed 21(M 18700 -. 34 -. 22 .6.1 - .66

N9 Charge 74.50 1)
I Normal 2600 :13500 -. 34 -. 25 .66 - .78

280am ''TI31 NI121 lIE 600 :39:370 NMI', MO .0688 52.83 l) 1 3:180 8800 --. 39 .60
60580 [ .lOO)S90.15 lb 2 1780 15400 -. 39 .60

118.70 lb 3 2100 22000 -. 39 .64
156I.922 lb 4 2M0) 33400 -. 38 .65
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2-8 SIMILARITY AND SCALING If now one starts from a standard gun-ammunition ýX'

When the solution of the equations for a theory system which has been well studied experimentally IA
of interior ballistics is attained, the solutions for so that the gun-ammunition parameters occurring
particular cases are found to be characterized by in the theory are properly adjusted to match the
certain ballistic parameters which are combinations theory to experiment and numerical values of the
of the quantities specifying the details of the gun ballistic parameters are known, the similarity can
and charge. What these parameters are and their be used to predict the trajectories for scaled models
form will depend on the way the theory is formulated. of the standard gun system.
If the characteristics of two gun-ammunition sys- It follows also that in tabulating solutions the
temns lead to the same numerical values for the extent of the tables can be much reduced by tabulat-
ballistic parameters, the theoretical solutions for ing solutions for only certain values of the ballistic
both will have the same form and the actual solu- parameters. Solutions for other values can then be
tions can be transformed one into the other by obtained by interpolation. The tables can be con-
simple changes of scale. verted also into graphs or nomographs from which
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TABLE 2-2. (Continued) z

I -c•t).'[[ieieInt.

\Projectile Proljelant Crusher Velocity Pressuire[ow itzer - . -- -P-r V__,_1 ess, - --

-- modvl T.)pe j t, Ibrý Lot Type Web, in~ W oe fps, psi 17 0 71 0

8.55 oz 1 650l1 661M) -. 48 -. 18 .62 - .67
9.98 oz 2 710 1 821) -. 8 -. 17 .62 - .67

12.51 07. 3 780) 9(M) -A.4 -. 18 .62 - .69
105am M2A I \ I HIiE 33.00 61080 SP, .0143 16.31 oz 4 875 i 111X1) -. 44 -. 1-1 .57 - .58

S61180 MP, Ml .0262 2"2.08 oz 5 1020 1-13M) -. 43 -. 15 .64 - .60
S:10.85 oz 6 12:'5 19800M -. 42 -. 16 .66 - .69
1 45.2-1oz 7 155) :1M) -. 0 -. 18 .69?- .85

C--- ---- N-I P, NI .033:1 4.1 b 11( I -. 33 .5) - .46I 5.32 1b 4 1020 70001 -. 33 -. 15 .55 - .A9
M4A1 Charge 7.05 11 5 I'20 102(X) -. 3-1 -. 17 .60 - .58

I 9.82 lb 6 15)20 175(M) -. 37 --. 20 .GI - .69
13..19 11 7 1850 311XM) -. :18 -. 23 .67 - .81

155111m w \lNAl M 107 Ii1': 95.0) 3712- SP, MI .0105
1.95 lb) 1 680 480M) -. 46 -. 12 .612 -- .18

I 2.41 lb 2 770 62(M) -A.16 -. 1:1 .1;2 - .50
M3 Charge 3,.09 I, :1 880 84(1 ) -.-4 6 -. 1I- .62 - .51

1 3.98 1b 4 1020 12WMM) -A6 -. 18 .I62 -57

5.5(11b 5 1220 18M) -A5 -. 201 .61 - .73

8295-S S1, MI I .9161 5.33 Ib 1 820 76(M) -.. I43 -. 12 .58 - .17
6.28 Ih 2 921) 96W) -.4 -.i 13 .60 -- .A9
7.52 11 3 10(MW 124WM) -. 4- -. 15 .62 - .55

I NMI Charge 9.5-11b -1 1150 17100 -. 4-1 -. 15 .60 - .65
Sl 1:1.16 Ilb 5 1:380 27(10 -. 45 -. 16 .5N; - .81

I 10567-S MP', NMP .0111 16.62 I1 5 138V) 1290J -. 231 -. 1: .60 - .70
21.8-41b 6 1640 19801) -. 26 -. 16 .66 - .85

M2 Charge 28.05 11) 7 195l) :20) ) -. 29 -. 18 .68 - .99

. 43.6-1 b 1 1500 10400 -. 30 -. 161 .•H) - .63:1
2 1)mitt MI mMIII Ili. :360.00 63:1101) MNi, M6 .0719 54.01 11 2 17-10 151001 -. 3:1 -. 18 .61 - .65

W64.59 11 3 12020 229M) -. 31 -. 21 6.6 - .79
79.75 I11 -1 2 i00 31M) -. 35 -. 22 .710 - .89

___... .______ _ .. __ __-.-_ _:1M).__ ____...._

it" = i, + :5 x 10` dX(,/A I, (2-160) (IV, + C/:i)V". (2-162)

The parameten. are presented on Chart 2-4. They 2glT,,U,.

-ire ini reduced form and are the following: U- (2-=163)

e thernodlynamic efficiency U,,

z piezomnetric efficiency IC
.r volume expansion ratio P,,U, (2164)

r energy ratio P.
ti pressure ratio p (2-16)

They are defined by the following equations
L"quation 2-162 is in accord with the definition in

(y - 1)(+V, + C/3)V2. (2-161) paragraph 2-6, when V. is defined as the product
e = - 1 g)FC of the bore area multiplied by the proj(ectile travel
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different solutions can be obtained with little -Now consider the effects of changing all linear
auxilliary computation. dimensions of the gun-ammunition system by a

As an example, the effect of increasing all linear factor, f. The composition of the propellant will
dimensions of a gun-amininuition system will be not be changed so that E is not changed but the
investigated using Bennett's theory and tables.4 The web and other dimensionis of the propellant will
ballistic parameters and the scaling factors of change by a factor, f. A will change by f". U,.h, R, 1'
Bennett's theory are the quantities q, A, r, and t and C will all change by f'.
as defined below, and to take account of changes It follows from Equations 2-141 and 2-142 that
in propellant type a standard specific energy, E,,, q and A remain unchanged so that the tabulated
is used equal to 15 X 10" in-lb lb. The effective values of pressure, velocity and time remain un-
projectile weight is taken as changed for the same value of the expansion, s.

The actual value of the pressure is the tabulated
" 11" + (73 (2-139) value and since r is also unchanged the velocity is

and weight ratio is defined as the same for the same expansion. The displacement,
IV +- ('/X, will be changed according to Eq. 2-143, the second

e ± (2-140) term on the right being divided by f. Since t is

R changed by a factor, f, the time scale will be miil-
where I? is the weight of gun and recoiling parts. tiplied by f so that it will take f times as long to
The quickness, q, is then defined as reach the same expansion.

__, _ I "C%"V 1/- 2-9 EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN THE PARAM-
= q wl(I + e) (2-141) ETERS

where q,. which depends on the type, temperature To be considered chiefly are the effects on muzzle
and moisture content of the propellant, is determined velocity, 1'. and maximum pressure, Pp, due to
empirically, changes in C, U,,,, X,,., II', w and E. A change in

A, the density of loading, is defined by C and/or U',, may be expressed as a change in A.
Equations 2-26 and 2-27 show that the effects of

A UC/CA (2-142) a change in B is equal to the same proportional
where U. is the specific volume of water. A, so change in w,, but in the opposite sense; that is, a
defined, is actually a specific gravity of loading and 10 percent increase in B produces the same effect
is dimensionless. It is numerically equal to density as a 10 percent decrease in w.
of loading in grains per cubic centimeter. The pro- The effects are usually expressed as differential
jectile travel, X, is given in terms of the expansion, coefficients, which are defined by the formulas
s, as defined by (See: List of Symbols)

8 = 1 + (A/UA)X (2-143) dl V 0a aU," Ox. all,
I;- = a -F + ý r + ^ . A'

Three of Bennett's tables tabulate values of pressure, U116 ++
P',, velocity, I1,, and time, 1,, as functions of q, A + ,lw + X AE

and s. The actual values of , V and are related w (2-148)
to the tabulated values by the following relations

P = (E/E0 )P, (2-144) A= a.- (2-149)

so that if the propellant is not changed the actual Iv U "E
pressure is the tabulated one. P = at -1 -+ " " + a + +) 'i XC

" = rV, (2-145) (2-150)

where r = rI(E,,Eo)(L,,/W')1 and r, is again a
factor to be determined empirically. = PBA (2-151)

Wr)., (2-146) These differential coefficients may be determined

where either experimentally or theoretically by changing
U,, (2-147) one of the parameters at a time. In testing a new

= A(I + e) lot of propellant or a new projectile, it is customary
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TABLE 2-1. DIFFERENTIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR ARTILLERY WEAPONS

No. of Caliber of Velocity Coefficients Pressure Coefficients
Proix-llant V:dues WVeapons

Composition Cmosidered Cunsidered a Y " 7 K . #a 171 KI X,

Mean .57 -. 17 .21 -. 36 -. 26 .82 1.42 - .79 .62 -1.21) 2.50
Ml Iingh'-Base 39 37mx-8-inz .\ Max .66 -. 26 .33 -. 47 -. 59 1.19 1.83 -1.62 .78 -1.58 2.84

Min .47 -. 05 .13 -. 20 -. 06 .57 .88 - .39 .47 - .96 2.12

Mean .62 -. 21 .21 -. 32 -. 30 .85 1.79 - .98 .67 -1.51 2.76
'M6 ti;gh.-ll'se 36 57nim-240mm .Max .72 -. 27 .30 -. 42 --. 69 1.30 2.02 -1.28 .88 -1.64 2.91

Mi.1 .52 -. 15 .13 -. 15 -. 16 .69 1.23 -. 55 .60 -1.29 2.51

Mean .59 -. 18 .21 -. 35 -. 29 .84 1.61 - .91 .63 -1.37 2.60
.M2 I)o,,ulte-B.ase I I 37mi-9011111 Max .66 -. 23 .25 -. 48 -. 55 1.14 1.88 -1.22 .67 -1.48 2.73

Min .53 -. 07 .18 -. 20 -. 10 .62 1.25 -. 63 .60 -1.22 2.42

Mean .67 -. 23 .23 -. 24 -. 44 1.00 2.04 -1.19 .61 -1.48 2.73
MI7 Trip•h-Ba.•.e 9 76mm-120nm 'Max .73 -. 28 .27 -. 29 -. 60 1.10 2.33 -1.40 .68 -1.51 2.76

Min .64 -. 20 .19 -. 16 -. 36 .92 1.64 - .90 .39 -1.35 2.58

to use a series of charges of increasing weight, plot where
the observed values of muzzle velocity and maximum Ur if,
pressure, and draw smooth curves to fit the points, D2 = -)-IF - W

Although this is done primarily to determine the
charge that will give the required muzzle velocity = (-) + 0.5 (2-155)

and to see whether the maximum pressure exceeds
that for which the gun was designed, the curves a1 = D,(-K,) + S. (2-156)
also indicate the effects of changes in weight of
charge. The effects of a change in projectile weight =.5(- 1) - 6i (2-157)
can be determined by comparative firings of pro- -i1 = D.(-xc) (2-158)
jectiles of the same model but different weight.

Taylor's charts have not yet been used to cal- X, = -ý(-K,) + 1 (2-159)
culate the differential coefficients. The coefficients Table 2-1 gives the average values of the dif-
for single perforated grains have been computed by ferential coefficients for artillery weapons. Table 2-2
means of IR6ggla's charts,' averaging the effects of gere val ue s f 1rtillerywa porstandard
a 10 percent increase and a 10 percent decrease in gives the values of p, n, and 8, for standard
each parameter. The coefficients for muitiperforated wecapons.
grains have been computed by means of Bennett's Following are some estimated values for recoillessrifles:
tables, averaging the effects of one tabular interval
increase and decrease in q, -1 and s to find -K, 3, a = 1.0
-Y, -K, and 5,, then calculating the other coeffieients
by the formulas10 , = 0.65

a = D,(-K) + 5 - C/611" (2-152) GI 2.4

where 1= 0.62

C C 2-10 SIMPLE GRAPHICAL METHODS

Di 6 -1 21?'R-7 Numerous schemes have been devised by interior
Ii" 11'" + C/3 ballisticians for making rapid approximate calcula-

tions of certain interior ballistic variables especially

R' = R + i1" + C/2 of maximum pressure and muzzle velocity. These
schemes are formulated in terms of a set of param-

(-K 6 - 3 + 0.5 (2-153) eters chosen so that their form and interrelations

=WD2(-1) - I/_1 (2-154) can be determined by the use of some simplified
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to the muzzle ad P,, is d-fined as the space meau To calculate at least two of the parameters one
pressutre at the time of maximum pressur,. The also Ileeds to know either the muzzle velocity or
latter may a!so be called the space meau peak the space mean peak pressure. One or both of these
pressure. will normally be specified in any gun design problem.

With E:quation 2-160 substituted in Eqs. 2-161 Ill the present exaniple the maximum breech pressuie
and 2-162 using the numnerical values 1.30 ad 38,6 wI: l ts

for -y and f. the ballistic and piezomnetric efficiencies ured value .35,890 lb,'in0', so that the space mean
mtay be expressed peak pressure can be calculated by Equation 2-167.

- X (W1, + c'/3) 1,2 + ) X 10", (1" -Now suppose the following are calculated:
3.99 X 10- -FC

(2-161a) Charawteristiv Sym';d Val\ue vUnit Remarks

772P 1- (") + ± X 10 , a (2-162a) Initial free vkinw, I' 0.133 in' Eq. 2-17a

772P,-, Muzzle free volume i U,, 1.735 in13  Eq. 2-102
,,l'it,, th fr'mer for ', gives 1Set mean peakpressure P,/ 3-1,180 l E/qinu 1'i. 2-167

2574FCe - 5 X 10" dX,,, (INl ex i
1"I = ((2-166) ratio x 13.05 Eq. 2-163

1" +- C/3 Rdlli.tie paranmeter r 6.32 E]q. 2-16-1

I " the mu|aximum breech pressure, P1,,, is given,
the space mean peak pressure, P,,, is calculated by
the formulal Then from (hart 2-4 c, z and y can be read as:

(- 1- G/ Ballistic efficiency, c = 0.352
(21 ) Piezolnetrie efficiency, z = 0.566

The initial free volumn. is defined by Equation Pressure ratio, y = 0.316

2-17a as from which muzzle pressure is calculated as 10,800
Cu (lb ini', and the muzzle velocity as 2,572 feet per

second. The observed value of the muzzle velocity
T1me frte volumnie at the muzzle is defined by Equa- \'was 2,565. feet per seiond for the firing used.
tioi 2-102 as If the theory represented by the chart were exact,

= U,, + AXE, the linizs represemting the five different parametersU" + .Yfor" aiiy gun-anmmunitionl system would all hitersect

Theoretically. if a iny tWo of the reduced param- at a point. When experimental values for the quaii-
cters are knowui, the other three can be evaluated tities defining the parameters are substituted in the
by means of the chart. corresponding equations the liles so determined do

The use of the chart will be illustrated by an not cross at a single point but form a polygon. If
example. The data were taken from the firing record the experimental values are not subject to serious
for a caliber .30 gun, firing a 150.5-grain bullet, error, the dimensions of this polygon are a measure
propelled by 30 grains of a certain lot of propellant, of the discrepancies involved in using the chart.
The characteristics of the gun and charge are: The triangles shown on the chart are the result

--------------.. _......__......of using exper'-m mental values (inserted into Equations

Chraeteri:kti, Sytnu'lI Valum Unit Remarks 2-161, 2-163 and 2-164), to determine e, x and ,r
for the weapons indicated. For the exkmple, the

Propellant predicted value of e, using the values for x and r
weight C 0.0)714 l1 Given iti the preceding table, is 0.352 which the triangle

Speeiliv firre IF 4.0123 X 106 in-lb/ll, Given indicates is too high by about 0.006; the amount
Specilie v'hmun u 17.5 in/Ie (iven corresponding to the height of the triangle.
Chandxr vohmn' ("',. 0.258 in3 (;iyen A set of immograms constructed by similar
Area of bore .1 0.0735 in' Given
Bore diameter d 0.30 in Given methods, for the rapid determination of muzzle
Travel to muzzle X,. 21.79 in Given velocities for artillery weapons has beeni constructed
Projectile weight It' 0.0f215 11 Give.n by Kravitz. These are published in usable form with
- -_-_-. --.... .. instructions for their use in Reference 12.
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1 EPIRCALMETODSfor' a liiarlv optimumli select ion of p)ropellant and

Yo iapractical problvle- ofl piiign desiglni, ho% pil I rdrtslctebstrplanfr
used~i as a gide to the ;eleetio ofaI set of diniee tel) o uder i~smadeo the rlaetiopeln: o

p a ra im eters iii t!ýr ni s of thle i n te riof r b~allist ic varia b~les w e e 1 ' a d . a e t e u u l i v li i s a d V
t lie?)lvs If theln sufficienit firw lfl" dta are avaiil- weeI i~ 1hv th sa ennsai
able from a group of weaponls, uiot too d(siW)i .111 is tile projectile velocity at all lburlit. Th'lis genierally

fromi each (41ter, fit ted graphs or charts (-,Iii be occuris ill smaiill Uriis systemils at aiii expanision ratio

preparedi ecili i(ct lug pert iiienit variables. with the of ab~out 3.5. F-or purposes of e'st imat ion, t he velocity
chioseni ballistic parameters which will vary for lit- tit b~urnout mlay be re~placed by muzzle velocity,

feret ~ iib~'s oftherefreuce goup 11 ii antdI a new s stemii comnpared to all existing well
Comnioi nl1V used parm ueters are propel lanit weight performing One.

pe1r unit projectile weighit, expansion ratio anid denl- 212TEA AIMN OFHG R -
sity of loading. IFrom such a set of graphs the 2-2TEA AIM TOFHG RyE
parameters and ballistic variables of a iiew% but LOCITIES
similar weapoin systeml call b~e dleterminiied b~y simple 2-12.1 General
initerpolation. Such a set oif graphs,, prepared at Iimivtcia iutosgetavnaei
1'rankford Arsenal for use ini smuall armns design. , nuytcia iutosgetavnaei
are presenuted onl Charts 2-5, 2-6, 2-7 amid 2-8. Tfhese dlerivedl froml the uise of gulls wvith bigimr Iuzzle
normalized graphs were olbtainied by reducing exper- velocities. T1hie use of such gunls meians-4 shorter timle

jinetaldat frm tiingeleen iffeentsmal anis of flight to the target and a flatter trajoctory thus
weapon systems. L.east squiares cuirves were drawni improving the probability of hitting the target,
to give the best fit to the data. They are used to especially a movingione. Against ali armored target

relate iniaxilulitm pressuire, propellant weight, pr~o- such as a tank, high velocity is neevssary to penetrate
jectile weight, expansion ratio, muzzle velocity and the armior with a projectile depending onl striking
chamber pressure at a given projectile travel. energy for penetration. T1he using services therefore

E~xainple: G iveni the Cartridge, Caliber .30,. Ball demanad higher velocity gunms.
_N2 data as follows: 2-12.2 The Optimum Gun

P~rojectile weight - 1.30 grains a. If the geometry of the gun, the niass and
Plropellant wveight - 49.9 grains geomletry of thle projectile, the propellanit to be used
Bore area - 0.07:32 ill;* anud the maxinium pressure are specified, the density
Case volumie - 0.2-5 ill:' of loading is varied there is a density of loading
Bullet travel - 21.9 ill for which the muzzle velocity is a uuaxiniumi. TIo
1\faxi mumn pressure - 31.2 kpsi avoid exceeding the hmaximnuni pressure onme must

1.1id tie muzle elocty.Vary the web, increasing the wveb as the density of
Caindltheion e: eoit' loading is increvased. Increasing the w(1) will cause

the travel of the projectile at burnout to shift toward
C 49.9 the muzzle and perhaps increase the variation of

it-5 = 0.333~ the muzzle velocity. The thermodynmamnic efficiency

U. 0.7:32X 219 + .25vill also decrease because the muzzle pressure and
('__0.73 2.9+ .2 7.41 teniperature will be higher, as the gas formed late

0.25) inl the cycle does less work onl the projectile, As

= ~ r 1 X V,. stated previously, the piezounetric efficiency will
V5. el) 1; increase.

2610X 1106X 0981 8:3 ftseeb. If the total volume of the gun, the density
= 260 X1.16 x0.91 =283 ftsecof loading anid thle mnaxiinmun pressure are fixed, and

where: 2610 is read fromn Chart 2-5, 1.106 is read the expanision ratio is varied by changing the chamlber
from Chart 2-6 and 0.981 is read from Chart 2-7. volume, the muzzle velocity will attain a muaxiinumin

For comparison, the muzzle velocity was actually value for a certain chamber voluine, that is, for a
recorded as 2832 ft,/sec. certain charge.

It should be noted that these graphs work well r. Whenl these two comiolitionis aire silniultanecously
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satisfied, for a giu of specified total volume and increasing the wall thickness. There is a limiting
maximum pressure, the giu should give the maxi- ratio of inside to outside diameter of the tube

mum muzzle velocity which can lbe imparted to the beyond which no increase in the tube strength
projectile with the propellant used. That is, the gun results. Tubes can be made stronger however, by
is operating at its maximum efficiency. special fabrication methods.'" The operating pressure

To satisfy these conditions may require a gui will also be limited by the design of the projectile
having unsatisfactory muzzle velocity regularity or and sabot which may uot be able to withstand the
other characteristics that would prohibit its use resulting base pressures and set back forces due to
in l)ractice. Few standard gun systems are optimum the larger accelerations. The development of modern
in the theoretical sense but employ compromises high strength steels have made it possible to design
among the many factors involved, gun tubes to withstand higher pressures and the
2-12.3 The Conventional Procedure to Attain operating pressures of high velocity guns are being

Higher Velocities constantly increased with a consequent increase in
muzzle velocity.

Inl order to increas(e muzzle velocity the available The use of hot propellants is limited by the rapid
energy must be increased. This involves using a increase in erosion of the tube that accompanies
larger charge of hotter propellant with a lower value increase in the temperature of the propellant gas.
of -y. 'lhe larger charge at optimum density of loading Since high pressure and velocity also increase the
reqluires a larger chamber. If the expansion ratio erosion high velocity guns usually have relatively
is to be iear optimum a lar;zer tui)e volume is short lives. Special methods for reducing erosion
required for tihte gun. In general, the length of the have been de eloped, however, so that the erosion
gun must be limiited for practical reasons, so that problem is not as serious as it once was.
thll. itncreased volume must often be attained l)y 2-12.4 Unconventional High Velocity Guns
inreasing the tube (hdiameter. Ihe muzzle velocity
fr," a giveli projectile travel can be increased further Several unconventional schemes have been pro-
by increasing the permitted operating pressure of the posed to attain higher muzzle velocities from guns.
gun by using a stronger tube. Then a smaller webr Nonie of these, however, shows much promise of
can be- used for the optimum density of loading. resulting in a practical field weapon and only onel,-
This will permit the travel at burnt to bre smaller has been much developed as a laboratory device.

aiid increase tIhe efliciency. To attain higher veloc- Two such schemes that have b)een seriously coil-
ities, tlierefore, by conventional imeans, one must sidered are incorporated in the so called traveling
use -a larger gun opJerating at higher pressure. charge gun and the light gas gun. They are both

The optinmin solution for a specified operating designed to circuinvent the limitation imposed on
pressure may be such that the caliber of the gun the attainment of high velocity by the pressure
required to give thte muzzle velocity wanted is larger gradient which must exist in the gas during expait-
than the diameter of the projectile. This means that sion and to reduce the amount of kinetic energy ill
the projectile must be provided with some type of the gas. The more rapidly this expansion must take
sleeve, called a sabot, to fit properly iin the bore. place the greater will be the drop in pressure between
The sabot forms aiu integral part of the projectile the breech and the projectile base,. This limits tih
%A'hile ii, the bore but is designed to be discarded acceleration that call be produced and hence the
immediately after exit. From anl interior ballistic velocity attained iin a given travel.
point of view the sabot permits the use of a larger a. The Trareling Charge Gun. The traveling
bore which, for a giveim pressure, increases the force charge gun attempts to surmount this difficulty by
oii the projectile aiid henmce the acceleration, so that having the charge attached to and move with the
a higher velocity is reached for thc same travel, projectile and burn at the ream- surface at such a
The extra mass of the sabot is useless and must rate as to form gas just fast enough to maintain
be kept to a miiiiiuiium. Design of the sabot is, there- a constant pressure in the gas column. The gas then
tore, a very important feature, is at rest up to exit of the projectile and a larger

The increase in the operating pressure of the gun fraction of the available energy is transferred to
1., limited by the yield strength of the steel available the projectile. Although this ideal situation cannot
and also by weight considerations which limit the be realized in practice, some increase in gun efficiency
wall thicknesses wiich call be used. The strength could possibly be attained by partial application
of tlihe barrel cannot be increased indefinitely by of the principle. The main difficulties encountered
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ill attCempts to apply the prnuciple are designjing applied to very high velocity gutis mainily becatas'
prpelatswith suffIicient ly high buLrninig rates and they lack aii adequate incorporation into the thieory

oe rranging the charge so that the burn11iiig rate is of the hydrodynamics of the propellant; gas. I'11w
su thiciviity Cll cotrollable over the hiaiiiiling period, use of unrealistic expressions for the pressure ratios
Eveil if the di fficul ties could be overcoim inPoor is one( of the ch ief factors whliich limit their usefulncss
iiitizzle velocity uniiformiity p~rob~ably would restilt, when e'xtenided to gunis with miuzzle velocities ab~ove
L~ahoratoiv stlidies of the travellinig Charge Princeiple about :3000 feet per second~ (Cf. par. 5-1.1). '1'he
are d(fesrilbe( if) fl('ei('vivi(1 I-1 and~ work oil the developmienit of light gas guns particularly has
(fevveopl)ii it of' rapidly bilnini i g charges ill Recf- dfemlanded all extenisionl of interior ballistic theory

* i1riiiees 1.5 nlid f i;. to permlit its application to high velocity wveapons
bi. TI'I [,qid (;(is~ Gim. T'eI'( liglit, gais gunl is So A general d iscussioni of the pressure, ratios and their

designled t hat thle expaiidiiig, gas whichl does work dependence oil projectile velocity and chamber
011 t li proj'ct ile has a low ýmolvecular weight and geomietry is givenii il fleference 10 of Chapter 5.
a1 high0 valuev of -Y. This assures that for. a given -3TEHG -L WPESR U

propectile vel.oc.ity% the fract ion of t lie (ivieIrg appear.-
ill as k ilut ie enlergy of thle gas is redltic('(. Th'e Unider somiie circumistances it may be desirable

h~esii(gadlieiits ill the gas will also be redueced to fire a projectile from a standard gun at miuch
I (('al ise thiese (dependu oii the velocity at which lower thani the standard velocity . This means that
railacf-tionl waves canl Propagate ill the gas; that is, the gun must operate at a imuch reduced pressure.
oin t I i velo cit v of S01iiii l th I e gas. If thle projectile The pressuire may be so low that it becomes difficult

F hiad Zero iiiass, the gas would~ expailf freely. 'I'llere to ignite the charge effectively and the charge may
is a1 limiit to thle free rate of expansion determineid not burn with su fficient uniformity from round to
I v wh at is called tille eseape speedl of t I i gats grivnI( rouind. To circumivenit this difficuilty and maintain
byv thle ieclat jol a hiigh pressmre iii the elamnber and a lower pressure

2a,, inl the bore, a plate Piercedl by onle or- more nozzles
a 2,,(2-16I8) or- holes call be interposed between the chamber

-Y -Iand the bore, that is, at the nmouthi of the cartridige
wlivr m , is t li escape speed an d a,, is thle velocity caseI. I'llhe area of the nozzles is adjusted to miaintaini
Of .4 ild. I-,or a1 perfect gaIS a", is griveil b y adwciilate pressure inl the chamber to assure stable

= ~,ID (-1;9 iginitioin aii(l burning all(] also to provide sufficient
a,, '0117 ) 2- 19.) mass flow of gas through the nozzles to adjust the

Since a1 large i'scae sll c $p'l iiiaiis a reducedo pressure wre5-tir(' iii the boire to the reqluiired limaits. Such
Ifra4dieiit I'Mr L givenl eXpaIIiisnn ra1te, tlln Wvorkiiig' a giriii is called a high-low pressure gun. A theory
gas of a iti shliildl have a low iiiolýctllaur weighlt of the hlighl-low pressulre guns is giveIll inl lMferencee.
and a h1igh value of -Y. flie workiiig. gas iiost, oftelnTl 'fiv horyV of the buill1i'iiii ill the high pressure

used i ligh gas iiiisis hiehii for- jhch / -1 cliaiihirfsiichl. a uiii is givenl by Viiit'i aiid Kravit~z.",
aii1l d Alli app!licat ion of' the hiigh-low pressure Priniciple

ligh-It gas g11nS 11ave- tuiiideigoiu iiuhidveoiie appearIs ill the( designl of miortar. cartridgeVs where
aslaortoydeics o liiicuii sna!prjetie part oif the charge is igiiited~ anid buiriied inside it

of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~? '~aiu hpst wtsu i xciu'iso ih Perforated chamber.. '1'he Principle could also have
Vvloit - ho pamet amid for laime11hiing iiioulels for the application iii special low pressure cartridge actuiated(
sthil!l * 4tw liwarodlviiaiiuics of Jpiojectiles at very thirmistvi-s andi(l ject~ors such as- are lisevl t~o eject,
hlighd veloviv .s. 'Ihiest. ui.vvIlopiliieits are eioiitiiiuliiig apparat its fromii aircraft aind rockets-"
aii'h1 a1 iiii iiber of sehm'iiies have bveii proposid aiid
Studnied. The iiuuist succe.(.ssful have bemi the .o iiihnis- 2-14 RECOILLESS RIFLES`13

tionl heated lighIt gas glilltanld t In.pistonl comipiessor 2-14.1 Theory of Efflux of Gas Through
tvpi ill which t li light gas is hiwateul adhiahat icuillYNzlsi 2. T
I;Y coiipressioni withi a propellaiit drivenl pistoiil '. Nzls'

2-1.5 xtesio ofIntrio Balisic heoyIt IntrodIu111t'ij. fit order to elimiiiiiatv the ne
2-12. Extnsio of nterir Balistc Thoryfo l jo'Ieav%' recoil lii iehian isnis, sonice guilis are bunilt.

High Velocity Weapons w~ithi itiozz.le ill t li brevech, so that, part of the

T110 fomialat I14 ioiis of t lie I henry-ý of iiitei'1ior. huallist iCS pinpllami11t, gls canil flow backward aiid counliter-
so far' prevsenfted are Ii miviie ill t heir 1msefliliiess" if' bluliiccliev nieoneivitluini of the projectile anld the
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part of the propellant that ,moves forward. Such 1Pp-' P 13,p7' (2-171)
gulls are called recoilless gulls or recoilless rifles.c a eo n t

The theorv of ('eflux of gas hroug ozzles The subscripts r a t rr to conditions i the L.

first he discussed in simple form and then applied reservoir and at the throat, respectively. The equa-
to the interior ballistics of recoilless rifles. This tion of state of ' perfect gas is
presentation is essevntially that developed by 'orner:. I IT (2-172)

It is assumed that the gas originates ill a large where R is ill inch-pounds per" pound weight per
reservoir; that tile cross-sectionl area of the nozzle degree. The equation of energy may be expressed as

vhcicases to a minimum, called tile throat; and then
ite area increases to tile exit, where tile gas flows ,yR(T, - T) V(2213)

into the atmosphere. It is also assumed that thle - 1 2g
colldition of tile gas is a function of the coordinate X, Since
measured along the axis of the nozzle, and is uniform /dA (2
aieie,: ealch ,ori'al cro;ss section; that loss ef hleat| )dr 0 (2-174)
.to the walls, ti'l)uuleice, and surface resistance can
bei neglected; and that tle fluid does not separate by logarithmic difterentiation of Equation 2-170

fr om the w alls. T he assum ption that the reservoir 0 (2 -175)
is large means that the conditions in the reser'voir (dr/) + dr= 0 (2-17+)
;lo not change appreciably in the time required fori

ý.m element of the gas to pass through the nozzle; From Equations 2-171, 2-172 and 2-175 it can be
ihe flow is theni said to be (luasi-steady; that is, shown that
ýt is assumed that the equations for steady flow 7, 2

"LtP)ply at each instant of time and may be applied 7' = + 1
i o the non-steady flow iin the recoilless rifle. It is
also assumed that tile nozzle is so designed and that 1' 2 ]'y (217-)
t1he flow conditions are such that the gas undergoes P+ - -- (217
a. continuous expansioin thirough tile nozzle so that P' F2Th '-I
the velocity of tile gas increases steadily and the p, - [-- (2178)
pre55ssure falls steadily between the reservoir and the
C&Xit of the nozzles This will occur if the reservoir and fronl Euations 2-173 and 2-176

piessure is ahlays considerably higher than the . 29RT,
iressuri at the exit and if the flow entering the , -Y (2-179)

viozzle is subsonic amnd becomes sonic at the throat 7 + 1
of the nozzle. Except at the beginning and possibly Let

tb, idi of the firing cycle of a recoilless gun the 4,2[ 2 1 .14)/12(y-lfl

pressures and temperatures of tile gas are such as = +L-- (2-180)
to satisfy these conditions. "11hen the rate of flow may be expressed

2. Theory. As stated the following eqluatiols are
skrictlv true only foi- a steady state, but they are q = 4'pA,(gRT,)t ' 2  (2-181)
aj)proximately true foi. slowly varying flow. The
expansion is adiabatic. The effects of the covolume q(1
ot the gas are neglected, they aniount to only a
f(;ýw percent theoretically, and can be compensated For most propellants, y is approximately 1.25, and,
fcr by using empirical coefficients. The discussion, according to Equation 2-180, 4, is close to 0.66.
therefore, is for perfect gases and for adiabatic flow. Actually, the covollereb correction and other varia-
The fundamental units are as before the inch, pound tions from standard conditions bring the empirical
(weight), second. value of €, a few percent below the theoretical value.

The rate of gas flow, q (weight pei' second), at lFor -y = 1.25, Equations 2-178 and 2-179 show
any section of area, .A, is a constant aildi is given by that the specific weight and velocity at the throat are

q = Apv A,p,v, (2-170) p, = 0.62p,, v, = 1.05(gRT,)"21!

whjer'e p is the weight of the gas per' unit volume The pressure at any expamisioll ratio, .,/.1, may

a11d I' its velocity. Since the expansion is adiabatic, be found from the relation
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J.0 2 [1, + tThis formula call be used only if the throat area
L), - LI',J is small comppared to the cross section of the res-

- F 1. "-"i - ,1: ervoir; for, if the system were a pipe of uiniform2 + " [•- A .i (2-183) section, closed at one end, the momentum teri in1

-Equation 2-187a would vanish, and (C,.), would be
For -y 1 .25, this miay be expressed equal to 1.
(I - (IP,)` = 0.043i5(.-1,/1A). (2-183a) In the, usual ease of an expanding nozzle, thle

formula for the thrust coefficient becomes
The pressure ratios that satisfy Equation 2-1S3a
may be read from Chart 2-9. If desired, the tern- C71 = , -
perature nwy be found from the relation L7-+

T 7:';-" r, 7 ' , (2-190)
, -L J which can be solved with the help of Equation 2-186.

-• 1 F - 2 l•C - ., Table 2-3 gives the values of ('C as a function of -y
-2 L 1-' [+1 (2-184) and .4-.-1,. Linear interpolation can be used in this

table. The effect of covolunie on thrust is small and
The corresponding gas velocity is give biy in the foregoing discussion it has been entirely

neglected.
S2 ,2, = - gRT,[t - (1"P,)('-"'1] (2-185)

The ratio TABLE 2-3. THRUST COEFFICIENT, C,*

S + 2 " (2-186) ,1. 2 0 y 1 . 3 0

IV I " -Y- I I - + I \ .- t//

can be solved numerically by successive approx- 1.0 1.242 1.255" "1.2 1.318 1.327
imations. 1.4 1.369 1.374

3. Thrust. The thrust on the nozzle is the sum 1.6 1.408 1.409
of the rate of change of momentum and the force 1.8 1.439 1.438
exere 2.0 1.466 1.461ted by the excess pressure at the exit: 2.5 1.516 1.505

3.0 1.554 1.5:37
F, - g, + A,(P, - P,) (2-187) 3.5 1.583 1.562

9 4.0 1.607 1.582
In applications to recoilless rifles, the atmospheric 5 1.644 1.612

piressure, I, is negligible compared to the exit 6 1.673 1.635
8 1.71:3 1.667presSule, 10 1.742 1.689

The thrust coefficient, (',, is defined as the ratio
* Table 2-:3 has been r;eprinted in part from J. Corner. TIrory of the

FT (2188) 1,,Ieriour Bihitir of .... Copyright 1950, with permission from John
AT - Aj...(2-1 Wiley and Sons, Inc.

If there were no expansion, the exit would be 2-14.2 Application to Recoilless Rifles
at thle throat, and the thrust would be

1. Assumptions. It is assumed that no unburned

(F=r), -q v, + AA, (2-187a) propellant is lost through the nozzle, and that the
g flow out of the gun can be represented by the equa-

By substituting Equations 2-177, 2-179 and 2-182 tions for quasi-steady flow through nozzles, which
in Eq. 2-187a, it is found that the thrust coefficient have been derived in paragraph 2-14.1, beginning
for this case is instantaneously with a nozzle-start pressure. The

1- "l/C,- 1nozzle or cartridge case is originally sealed with a
(C)= 2 + 2 (2-189) rupture closure which ruptures at the nozzle start+C pressure. It is also assumed that the l)urning law is

For dc

-= 1.25, (C,), = 1.248 (2-189a) t= pSB" (2-191)
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, but tile sui'facii of the grailns is not niecessal'ilv inurnig, thiscquation mnay be approximated
i ,, . i)urilighiio

, %conistant. hy
2. l;; 1U 11ti,,, z ,, I I, ,, T he equation oif state for k A

lnit ot f tile 1lneooh(d p roducts of explosion( , + AIX - (Ci) = ('NRT, I I + (1 + 0)ll'
is expr'essed as

P(U, - 17) = h'7 ",, (2-1 .92) (2-199a)

.After buirninlg, this approximation is inadequate, anid
"Tl 'h speeific fo rc.e k 2 t

F = RT., (2-193.) The equations of notin of the projectile are now

Tile ri'atioins colilletinit ,g tie space mieIanI pe-ssire, ,= d1 I (- (2_200)

I', tile breech )irsstir', P,., and the projectile pres- (li
sure. P', discussed in paragraph 2-2.2, are affected with .1!, defined 1y Equation 2-111.
by the flow through tile nozzle, because this changes 3. Nzzle Fhnw and Fncrg. In order to solve these
the vehleity distribution. At anly ilnstant, there iN equations, Jl/,. which involves CN (weight of gas
a mnaxhnilnm pressure at soine place in the gun; this remaining in the gun), must be evaluated. If CO
is identiiied with the "reservoir pressure", I". The dlenotes the weight of propellant burned, the rate
propellant weight, C, Imist hielre be replaced by of flow through the nozzle is
k(C'N, where .V is the proportion of the charge that
has hur'uvd but rililains ini the gun, and J." is all (,d+ Cd (2-201)

eiz1h'irical factor (taken as a constant, although it (0dl )d

actually varies during the motion of the projectile). Suzbstituting Eq. 2-182 in Eq. 2-201
When there is no backward flow, k = I; but with
backward flow, k is appreciably less than 1. The C (IN 4,g'1,(IT)-`! (2-202)
pir'eS-ll'e relations niow become (Cf. Equation 2-20) Cd = d l

So the reservoir teillpelature, T',, illst be (Ie-

(I + 0)11- +, (2(194) termined. To do this, divide the temperature dif-
ferential into three parts:

P. = ( + + P,/2J (2-195) d(T, = (IT, + dT', + d7'T (2-203)
l.i.silprov'idhilg hekineti energy, .l',d.V,th

On the basis of E(quation 2-195, tie modified (eff(eC- gas ls pratre 1)g' the

tive mass of tihe* projectile is (Cf. Equation 2-11)

. = 0)V + -~ (2-It) 'NI, = dX (2-204)

g where c, is the specific heat at conistant volumne,
Thl specific volume of the gas, u,, is assumed that is, energy per unit miass per degree. But

to be uniform along the gun. Then the volume
occupied by the gas in the gun is _ 1 = i?

('Wu, = U,, + AX - Cu + eu (2-197)

From Equation 2-194, the equation of state at
the reservoir temperature, T,, may lbe written d = (2-12)

P - (1 RT, I + k 1N (2-198) Second, if E is the specific internal energy, the gas
1 6(1 + O)IJ ( acqtuires energy at the rate

Multiplying by CN and substituting Eq. 2-197 CET'(T,) = ('E(T,) d + ('c- dT (2-207)
makes this g

l1,(U., + AX - Cu + cu - ('NIt) If r, is constant from T, to T,,,

= CNRT,1 ± (1 + (2-199) +7- -= T d (2-208)
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Third, since the gas that escapes through the nozzle if AP, > F7. the mnomentum, M, is positive to the
at the rate, q, expands adiabatically rear. Using the definition of the thrust coefficient,

1d17' (y - 1) dp Cr (Eq. 2-188), and letting
4, -1 _ (2-209)
T)(= AI/A (2-216)

neglveting the eovolumie. Also Equation 2-215 may be written
dp _ dNV -- (1 (- 1)

S (IN -(t0)(d2---0 = (1 -- PC)AP, (2-217)

= I - 1) lN -Note that A denotes the cross-sectional area of the

N 1) (2-211) bore, not the nozzle.
If the nozzle flow starts at tile same time as the

Adding Equations 2-206, 2-208 and 2-211, mul- projectile begins to move, it is theoretically possible
tiplying by N, and substituting in Eq. 2-203 gives to find a throat area that makes the resultant force

I vanish at all times, including the post-ejection
.d, - -, (-O - 1) -dX + (T,, - T,) do period. The rifle woukl then be truly recoilless. How-

CR ever, this condition is difficult to achieve. Further-

± (y - 1)T,(Q/N - d4)) (2-212) more, if the nozzle start time, 1,, is different from
the projectile start time, I., it is theoretically im-
possible. Therefore, there is no alternative but to

d(NT,) = N (IT, + T, dN (2-213) make the total integrated moinentuni zero. Since

'Equations 2-202 and 2-212 yield the force acts for only a short time, the rifle will
recoil only a short distance and return to its originalI(NT.) AP, dX position.

fi • (.R d0 Before the projectile is ejected, at time, t,,, tile
pressure, P,, is evaluated in solving the interior

± TfO -, (gRT)I/" (2-214) ballistic equations. Thereafter, according to Ilugo-
niot's theory of efilux of gases from a reservoir

*vhere • denotes the ratio of specific heats adjusted r -l=1-2'/('-)

to take account of tite loss of heat to the gun, as P, -[I I T (2-218)
explained in paragraph 2-2.1.f. U., 7

In te-rms of , and P',, Equation 2-191 may be where
expressted

,ICpSBP' (2-191a) iy A1 + A,)yg/?7',.
Sdi C

lThe liflereintial Equations 2-200, 2-202, 2-214 and (2-219)

"2-191a can be solved numerically with the help of By integrating E~quation 2-217 it is found that
IE, uations 2-196 and 2-199 or 2-199a. Before P, is the momentum at projectile ejection is
tiigh enough to open the nozzle, A, = 0. Before it
i:1 high enough to start the projectile, X = 0. Before = A 1', l - C4 F'A P, dl (2-220)
t;he propellant is all burned, 40 is less than 1, and A .f,.

EFquation 2-199a may be used; after it is all burned, Similarly, by substituting Equation 2-218 in Eq.
) I and Ejquatioz 2-199 imiust be used. 2-217, the additional momentun after projectile
. I. Pecoil ,il3o,,cnium. While tile projectile is Inov- e i

ing in the bore, there is a force, AP,, tending to

mimove the rifle backward. While the gas is flowing (N R-' - 1-
through tLec nozzle, there is a thrust, F7., tending AIi=( ýr' y 1 i 221
to move the rifle forward. Their difference is the
rate of change of momentum: Approximately, if -y is about 1.25

dm- Cr (RT. )1/2

Al', - Fr (2-215) Am = 1.34 (CN., -- (2-221a).
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The total momentum, then, is Substituting this in Equation 2-225 and rearranging

)n = In, + Am (2-222) yields

It is theoretically possible to determine a ratio, 1A, C o± - IV)W 1
of throat area to bore area that will make m = 0. 2gE L Co -- JV V/2gE J (2-231)

5. Ballistic Efficiency. The ballistic efficiency of a Solving as a quadratic equation in C, gives, as the
conventional weapon is defined as the ratio of the positive solution
linear kinetic energy of the projectile at the muzzle -[

to the energy of the solid propellant C= 0 [ + (1 /V.] (2-232)

I 1; 1',2
e 2g(' (2-223) Therefore, according to the definition, Eq. 2-224,

the ballistic efficiency of a recoilless rifle is
The specific energy of the propellant E, defined as
F!T--I, is discussed in paragraph 1-8.13. The e [ 2- 1Dg/ V (
modification of the projectile weight, considered in 2gCE

paragraph 2-2.1, is neglected here. The ballistic efficiences of the 57ram M18, 75amm
In a recoilless rifle, part of the energy is used ?20, 105mm i27, and 100mm M40 Rifles, firing

in preventing recoil. Katsanis has proposed a new High Explosive, High Explosive Antitank and White
definition of its ballistic efficiency2  Phosphorus Projectiles, vary from 0.44 to 0.54.

e = C,/( (2-224) 2-14.3 Graphical Methods for Recoilless Rifles

where C,, is the propellant weight for an ideal To avoid the lgrge amount of computation neces-
recoilless rifle. If C. is the weight of propellant gas sary if a general theory such as that given above is
that leaves the nozzle, the total energy for the ideal used in the design of conventional recoilless guns,
recoilless rifle is Katsanis has developed a simplified semiempirical

-C~2 V ~V 2  (treatment and presented it in the form of graphs
C,,2E - 22+ -5) and nomograms that can be used to determine the

2 interior ballistic trajectories for recoilless rifles -of

where r, is all effective exit velocity. If K is the standard characteristics. The method is explained
fraction of the total energy available to the projectile, and the graphs and nomograms are presented in

1V ,I,,2 usable form in Reference 23.
•C,, - (2-226)2g 2-15 SMOOTH BORE MORTARS AND WORN

Then the weight of the propellant gas that balances GUNS
the recoil in the ideal rifle is

Smooth bore mortars are loaded by dropping the

C= (I - K)C, = 2V (2-227) fin-stabilized projectile into the muzzle. Therefore,
2gE there has to be an appreciable clearance between

The actual recoilless rifle may have a small mo- the bore and the projectile body with the result that

newntum, which is designated flI VV/g. The factor, some of the propellant gas escapes past the projectile.

f, is positive if the rifle moves backward; negative Thus, the space between the bore and the projectile

if it moves forward. Then the momentum equation is is ;ikc a nozzle, and the theory of efflux through
nozzles call be applied to smooth bore mortars.

Cy.v + PV V. = IV V,,, (2-228) Since the flow is forward, the leakage factor k is

The exit velocity is theun equal to unity, (Cf. par. 2-14.2).
In rifled gunis, there is no appreciable leakage

(V -- j)IVV (2-229) when they are new; but after they arc badly worn,
v. = - 2C, there is considerable leakage between the rotating

Squaring and multiplying by C,i2g with the help band and the bottofal of the grooves. Therefore,

ofu~ating and27 produ c/s the same theory call be applied to a worn rifled gun
of Equation 2-227 pr-oduces as to a smooth bore mortar.

C~v_ (1 - f)2Elr2V• (2-230) For simplicity, the linear law of burning will be

2g 2gC,,E - IVV,.' used.
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dz Ad the diametral clearance betweeln mortar aud
(i t = jiI' (2-234) projectile

Let 9 1 = 1 Ad (2-241)
, _ -w -((-2__d

'd / It is thus seen that the clearance should be small,

where not only to increase the efficiency of the mortar,
but also to decrease the dispersion in muzzle velocity,

A is the leakageo area8 and hence in range. Besides, a small clearance makes
.1, is the leakage, area the projectile fly nearly straight after ejection, so

that the air resistance is minimized.

(Cowr,' shows that a leaking gun behaves almost 2-16 THE USE OF HIGH SPEED COMPUT-

like anm orthodox gtmi with the effective charge ING MACHINES

= ('(1 - q') (2-236) Large high speed automatic computing machines
are becoming increasingly available. Their use will

.lso. the muzzle velocity, V,., and maximum pres- greatly facilitate the solution of the equations of
sure, P,,. vary approximately according to the interior ballistics and the reduction of experimental
relat ion1s data so that more sophisticated treatments of the

a I - (2-237) theory and more elaborate instrumentation for ex-
perimient and testing can be used without too great

a 1 -- 2'' (2-238) an expenditure of time and labor. Once a formula-

Thu coefficient, e, depends oil the details of the gun tion of the theory has been properly prepared for

and charge, but is ussually about 0.7. machine computation, the effect of changes in the

Eqiuatioit 2-237 mnay also be expresse(d parameters can be determined very rapidly. The
parameters to which the solution is most sensitive

i' (2-239) can be readily selected and the adjustment for best
fit to firing records made with relatively little ex-

or penditure of time and labor. These machines will
Slnot, however, entirely supercede the use of the

. _ w(-239a) simple analytical formulas or the use of charts or
tables of solutions as exemplified earlier. For many

With •s:on ftirther approximations, Corine-r finds that problems, especially of preliminary design, the
the variation in muzzle velocity is simple methods are sufficiently accurate and are

AV.= - VA/A (2-240) rapid and easy to use and do not involve a large
computing group.

wvher. A- is the cross-sectional area of the bore, For treatment of interior ballistic theory devised
:ind the coefficient, V,, is about 24,000 iii/sec especially for solution by high speed digital comi-
(2,000 ft,'sec). If d is the caliber of the mortar, putei, the reader is referred to References 24 and 25.
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CHAPTER 3

LIST OF SYMBOLS

I (o.s-s cual area b)ore 'in

B Burning rate coeflie1 , 1' Tlime after ejection:! t I,,
I? Quantity of heat necessary to raise a unit IT Free volume

volumie of thle metal to thle mneiting point, UL., Chamber volume
and IIwl~t it V Velocity of projectile

C Weight of propellant V Muzzle velocity
U Specific heat of propellanit gas at constant I", Speed of surface regression

temiperaturie 11 Velocity of the gas
C. Specific heat of steel III Veloeity factor

(, Specific heat of gas at constant volume 11' Wear per- round
C W~eight of burnt propellant 11" Elffective weight of projectile
d lDiamneter of the b_'c, the caliber IV Web thickness
E Specific enlergy of the propellant X Tr'lavel of projec~tile
E Burninig parameter Xr Coordimate along thle axis of the borv
EI'( l-(Iuiv'akchit full charge factor Xr 'I ravel of pro~('cile plis reduced chiamber
F Specific force of the propelltu~ot lenIgthi
Eki) F.uncetion of timte 'e((lutced coordlinate along the axis of the
F,, Maximiunm value of F(1) bore: U, .
f(7) Hleat tiratisfer functiont z Empirical constant
9 Gravitational acceleration z Coordinate normal to surface
HI D)imensionless heat transfer coefficient a Tine factor
11 Instanitanecous rate of heat input to the hlot j3 D~istance factor

spots per unit area ly llatio of specific heats
if, T'ime rate of hevat flow D~ensity of loading: (/~
h hfeat transfer coefficienit 6 D~ensity of solid propellant
I I levat transfer integral, defined by Equa- 1) imIlension less distance from the inner sur-

tion 3~-52 face of the barrel
W ~ eight ratio: IVj'Specific covolumne of the gas

K Emnpirical constant 0 Temperature rise
L. Ther-mal conductivity of steel 0,, Temperature of the gas
L H eating parameter 0, Temperature of the metal surface
I. Ifeat of fusion of thev steel tube X F-riction factor
1 -Number of moles of gas formed by b~urning. p Density of the gas

one grant. of propellant p, D~ensity of the steel tube
J) Prssur T Dimnensionless time

1) 'Maximuni chamber pressure 0 Factor: B(yF/wA
Q hfeat input
UI i\Iolar gas constamnt .u~sz
S E-xpansion ratio 0 Initial value: at time of projectile start,
'1' Temperature of the gas I P~ertaininig to ammuniiitionI for which EFC= 1

T, Temperature of the gas 1 B~eginning of erosion interval
T., Adiabatic flamec temperatureC 2 End of erosion interval

7% Initial temperature of the tube b At timec when propellant is all burnt
Tm, Average temperatureC of the gas wlhen the 9 Property of the gas

projectile is at thle mu1LZZle M At timc when tile projectile is at thle liulzzle
7',,, Melting temperature of the tube p At time of peak pressure
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CHAPTER 3

HEAT TRANSFER, TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
AND EROSION OF GUN TUBES

3-1 HEAT TRANSFER 0, the temperature of the surface and

3-1.1 General Discussion h the heat transfer coefficient

The transformation of the propellant fromt the 3-1.2 Heat Transfer Coefficient
solid to the gaseous state produces a large amount Nordheim, Soodak and Nordheim made an exten-
or heat and the difference in temnperature between sive study of thermal effects of propellant gases.'
tlh(, gas and tile surface of tlte grin bore is always They assulmed that lquaatiot 3-1 is valid, i the

Ve'I'. large. This, combined with the fact that the sense that it is valid at each instant of time. Although
botd.idar' layer is very thin, leads to a large temn- this assumption is doubtful, the results appeal- to
pt. ratllrt gradient to the surface. This results ill a be reasonable. The following discussion is based on
high rate of heat transfer to the surface and appre- their work.
ciedde heating of the barrel, ill spite of the short There exists aui extensive literature on the spec-
tiýie (hluili•g which the hot gas is ill contact with ification of h. A very simple formula for h which
tl, wall. The heating effect is most marked ill is adequate for the heat transfer problem in guins
rapih-fire weapons, sulch as machine gulls, where the was adopted b)y the iiiv-.stigators, namely:
tenipe-rat tire attained limits the number of rounds
that may be fired continuously. It the larger caliber h = 0.SX',, (3-2)
slowr-fir(d weapons the heating of the bore surface where (,, is the specifii heat of the gas at constant
is :l major callse( of the erosion of the bore which pressure, and p and r its density and velocity,
lip ,its the u(4seful life of tihe barrel, respectively. The dimensionless factor, A, is called

TIihe flow of the gas ili a gun is highly turbulent the friction factor. It is related to the frictional force
and the heiat transfer is by forced convection. It on the surface due to the flow of the gas and hence
treatimig the problem theoretically, it has been the oil the momentumi transfer to the surface. Equation
tmn-e.sal practice to assmmie that the equations of 3-2 expresses the analogy between the iuonientum
lett tranlsfer for ste~ady, fully developed flows ini transfer and the heat transfer and is called the

pip)es or over flat plates call be taken over into the Rteynolds amialogy X, depends on the surface condi-
tliniry for guills, despite the existence of a highly tion, particularly oil tImt, roughness. It is not possible
minsteady state, and the lack of a fully developed to specify the roughness, or its effect upon X,, ill
floý'. il)ue to these conditions the heat transfer varies any simple way so that X must be determined by
raj)idlly with time anid the boundary layer has not comparison with experiment.
reaicheld its final form, since the theory uitist be, Tile only experimental data on guns available at
apiplied at positions too close to the entrance of the time were data derived from calorimetric meas-
thei,, bore. The boundary layer is always very thin u'tirenents made, just beyond the forcing cone on a
aimi has not reached its final form for steady flow ca::ber .50 machinme gun, by Machler.: Based on
an:•vwhmere i the I)'rrel. these measurements a value of X for this weapon,

The theory starts by assuming the well kntown equal approximately to 5 X 10-3', was derived. Two
heat transfer equation assumptions were made concerning the distribution

of the unburnt propellant; (a) that it was uniformly
Ii' =(O• - 0) (3-I) distributed in the gas, and (b) that it rem;acd ill

wh're the chamber, so that the value of X depends oil
thz! assumption used. Assumption (a) is the better

t' is the time rate of heat flow assumption and is assumed in all the systems pre-
0,, the temperature of the flid ill the flow ;eyond sented in this handbook.

the boundary layer 'I'o evaluate X for other calibers a formula based
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hi leat tr-ansfer. ill Pipes waus modified anld stated PY(3)
ill thn' form ____

where d is the caliber and Z is anl empirical constant. F" is thle Specific force of the propellant
W'*hen di is exp~ressed l riiceitiivtvites, X has the vativ Tg the ab)solute temiiperatuire of the gas
13;.2. This formiula aisserts that X depends onl il~ d. TO tile adiabatic flame temperature
Later experimient has shownt that this is- not SO, U tile free volumei

asXis also a1 funlet ion of posit ion alongi the tulbe. J)tepssran
It will also depuicld oil tile conlditionl of thle bore c the weighIt of lburki propellant
surface. 'Ihe( validity of Equation -3is dloub~tful,
buit it will iN. used here. It was shown iii Chapter I that

3-1.3 Calculation of the Rate of Heat Input - F )',(~
a. )bcat TJraivixcr (iuI1firi'vid. C'onsider the examiple . C

of p~aragraphi 2-3,9av, per-taining to the 10O.)nn Where C,' is alli app~ropriate average va! ne of thle

I lowitzer firing, a I higli Explosive Projectile Al[1 specific heat at constanit volume. I le iev,
propelled by propellant All . To calculate the rate P

ofIwatL inpu~ft, IF, ~tS heat trnferI..t coefficSient, h.- (

must be d~eteliiled by Equ~ationl 3-2. 1(,

By 1C j:4iltioll 3-3, wvith Ill thle example chlosenl,

X =13.2 P P"),, 10-10 psi

I/ = 10.5 4.111 U 1 1220) iii"'

the( frictionl factor is -y 1-I 0.21;

x = I 3M) C, = 18-16 uti-lb "lb- 0K

Thel eflyec-t e ch amiber C= ( 0.625 11)
lentih Iis~ a 1 11 *5 ill By substituittion inl b uat omn :,)-o whieti the Iproject ile

Thle total t ravel is X..= 80.4 il is at the ititizzle, thle absolute timiperat tire is
D~istantce froim the( breveh

to the mluzzle = 91.9 ill 7' = TI',, = I 3360K
The uzze veoci v s I , =8789illsec If the inner surface of the gun is taken as 3N00 K hlien

Thierefore, assiiutiing the gas velocity to vary linearly OW- 0, 7'" - :0M = 10360 K 1111d1 Il~ E~q 3-1:
fromi the brevech to the projectile Whien thle projectile
is at the mutzzle, the estimnatedI gas velocity at the the heat input rate
front end of the chiaimber is II, 0.387 (10:36) = 194 cal,,'iii"-svc at.

= .5 8789) = 1100 in se the fronit enld of the chamber amid
I A)11- 1.493) (1036) = 15-17 cal i/hl-e

at thle liliuzzlc
Ushing a valuev of C,, e(fuial to 199) cal,'lb-*K anid
substitutinhg these values ili E'quation :3-2 gives, c. Di-t1.TiI!, l('lfIciI! aml! 'JcmJpCIllrr C l Jft'r ]Ejec-

h = .187caliii2sec"'K t te frnt i',n. After tile projectile is eje'cted, thle lin)t gas

I v i of 0.18 cal amb~- e r- a h r n remnaiulilig iil the bore continues to tromsnmit hevat

(h i of the9 ca l ianinbm zzl to the barrel. '1'ie denisity, ve'locity mid tow)peliature
h = .49; cl i-s(c-0 K a th muzlecaii be determinewd duriiig this phase. by the- followinig.

b). 'JcmPeralure BRe] wc E'j'ction, TIhe temperatuire Le't
of the propellant gas needs also to be kiiowii. With Xi = x + U,,* 1(3 -7)
substitution of Equa ~ioli 2-14 inl Equation !) of The deiisity, p, pressure, 1. and teimiperature, T,~
Itefez'emce :3 and the assumuiption that the specific
covohnime of the gas is equal to the specific volume should be nearly independcentt of xr; but th~w velocity,
of the solid propellant, the equation of state may v,~ may be assumned to be a lhiiva .r fumict~mi of v

be written I'. (:,-8)
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where the factor, v', is a function of the time, t, only. Substituting this in Lquation 3-14 gives
Since the motion of the gas is assumed to beone-imensional, tit( equations of continuity, me- c'-,l/--... (3]-22)

tion, and energy may be expressed - 7P

op or (Assuming

01p Ox

dr or or and with the h(lp of Equations 3-16 and 3-20,
I, (3-10)

(1 01 ox I T (; 4
I d ,, 3t 1)' (3-24)

0 o (T1-' (It I + 1,,I' - 17p,,c ',p- + P •.. o(:3-11)
01 'l'he( integral of this is

thithe aLot assuptions, thes equations 1'

i+ P' 0 ( ) oa ) -

t P!",,_[ _--j (3-25b)
,hf' + 0,.3) = 1 "P-17)
(i -±which is the adiabatic relation for an imperfect gas

T,1, that obeys the equation of state (Eq. 3-21). Here,
(.P-P - + Pr' = 0 (3-1-1) the ratio of specific !::,ats, -y, should be adjusted

to take account of tile loss of heat; as in paragraph
Let tile sub.script in tenote values at ejection, 2-2.1. Let us assunle , = 1.30.

anid let By Equations 3-20, 3-21 and '-2.-, the pressure is

1") = 1, . [1/P.., -- ]' (32a
""hetl integration of Equatioui W-13 leds to I /p J(-216)

I.' 01*

I + ',•.• /' P" 1+ ,.t1 -- 'wI + (8-= -" + ti p (3-26b)
I hece., by Eqhuation 8I-8, thle velocity is This example can l)e continued by calculating the

r ,,'.t ()-17) rate of heat input at the muzzle 0.1 second after the
I + r-,'t' projectile is ejected.

It is vVi(dent that

r = 1',,,, r,',, =I, .,*,,, (8-18) ~ Symbol Value Unit Remarks

where I', is tile muzzle velocity of the projectile. t' 0.1 SV Ass.ued
Inte-gration of Equation 3-12 gives 9- = il, Given

1'", 8789 inl/sev Given
p 'p., = r','r', (P-19) a,,, 5.12 X 10 ' lb/in3  Given

7",,, 133(i ° Given
H[ence, by substituting Equation 3-16, the density I',,, 1040 lb/in- Given

is found ('t 199 cal/ll-°K Given

1X /300 Given

+- 1 + (3-20) ,1 '7.7 inri/I Par. 2-2.1V.17 1.301 Given

The equation of state is ,', f)5.[' Eq. 3-19
1 +c '4,' 10.56;

I'(1j,/ -- ) = nIT,) (8-21) V 832 in/see Eq. 3-17
p 4.85 X 10-5 lb/in' Eq. 3-20

where h 0.013-1 Eq/in-c-eK E. :-2

77 i.-, the specific covolume of tihe gas -',, 6157 Eq. 3-25.

1i the number of moles of gas formed by b)urning .11' 4.78 Czil/2-Sec Eq. 3-1
one graim of propellant and 1' 48.1 lb/in' E'q. 3-261h

R the molar gas constant
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3-1.4 Nlondimensional Heat Transfer Coefficient The pressures b~efore and after b)urniout are giveli

In order to apply the calculation of hecat iniput rspcicy y
toallcalibers, it is convenient to define a noni- = f, 5  (< L)(-(3;)

Asimple interior blitctheorysilatott an
of Mayer and Hart (paragraph 2-5.2) is used. T1'le il
nlotion in the folloiwing has beent changed where F A (/ if/ m 3:3~
necessary from that used in Reference 1 to conform = - \)
to the notation used in Chapter 2.

The b~urning rate coefficient, Bisdfnd by the The maximum pressure comes ait
weight b~urninig ra te law Y,, 3-4

(ic BCP Yu
(it U, unless y,,, is not greater than y,, when it comes

'['le posit:.o,, of thle projectile is defined by the at !h,. The value of the maximum pressure is givenl by

(Y)~ immt (3-27) 1 - i,,-_ -

Its initial position is then y,, = U,.,/A. The relation for' E Ž:' (y + ])/97 1 (- 35)
~tenthle position of the projectile and its velocity AF

is given, tip to the time the charge burns out, by P_, I ( p- ')/'-

Y~~ ~ ~ ; A/S -- V(f1

1 - (:3-28) for A, < (-Y + 0)/2-Y (3-35a)
20 The gas temperatures are( given by

whee ~hastiliedimmiviisions of velocity and is given by -

7' b ,,lefore burnout () 3-36)
%~~ I t %[ ( 3 -2 9 ) ' a f e b u n t ( 3 6 a

Eqain3-28 hiolds uip to y = !y,,, the position of = 70 1Y)f/ 'afe unu 33a
the( projectile at the timei of charge burnout, when I sn h y t m h a u s o n ,h n e

-- IE are determined from Equations 3-35 and 31-35a
= (3:iO) from the observed maximum pressure. The ballistics

!A al then be cross checked lby comparing thc muzzle
where( E is given bvelocity calculated from Eqjuation 3-32a with the

observcd value. The calculation of -0 from Equation
E --- -(-1 3-29 leads to poor results because the value of B is

2 J~not well known.

anmd j is equal to EVC is called the burning It is to be noted that in E'quations :3-:32 to 3-36)
lparamnet(.r. it is dimeneisionless and specifies the the dimeiisions of the gun do not appear,. Also
gumi-ainnunitiomi system. Systems with thle Same E since V/tn, = d /d1(!1/y 0 ), an examination of LEjua-
have similar ballistics. F'romn Equation 3-28 V is tioiis 3-32 and 3-32a shows that if a reduced time

give k'definled by

-IH-(3-32) r --- - 1-I= at ()3-367)

before thle charge burns out. After b~urniout it is is introduced, the velocity-time curves, for all gunts
giveim by are the same, onl the reduced scale. The result is that

2 F for a given gun class defined by A', a chmange in the
V -)' -(~L)]size of the gun means s-imply a chIange inl the time

scale. All ballistic curves aire thle samle e'xcep~t for
(3-32at) multiplicative factors wvhmeu exNpressedl as funcetionls
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of thle redtieedl tittit. Thiis risitilt is t rue, of Colist'S, = where (lý -- ,p.(Y '2k 1> jiatioiis 3-39, 340)
Only to tithe approximtat ion of the( sitmpl)e t heory. anid :"-iIt becone, tx'5p((t ivelv,

It follows. froml the above diselissioii that, to t his
appl)oxhtiattioii. the heat. t raitsfe.cr ovfciviltt, 11, is (3-39,0

0I T 2 0-
a univiersal funt Iimi of1 0 theIt lv.twedtt t tei variablie,2
T, excep)t for' teiititllllt iJ)liCat iV factor% X, SO tihat 10,-0)± =0 :-Ia

h, = Xh., (3-3~s)

whetre h,,, applie-s tot all cases. it' vxplssed ill the( 0A(0, 0 (3-1.0 a

T scale.when.

3-2 TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION - %Va('p. V'kCp
3-2.1 The Equations of Temperature Distribution (Y/c'P Va.c ,

in Reduced Variables is the reduiced hevat t ratisfer. Coeflicietit.

1T) calcuilate the( teitiperattir' distrilbutioni iii the( 11' it is Llsstiii(]I that the ttiiltirit propll(1ant is-
gunll oie 11111,t solve the Foulrier. etilatioti ofl heat 1iiiifornl-V dIistr-ibujted ill the( gas the( 1111s., flowV or
Coltdlit it olt subject to thle proper bouni dary cotlid . the( gras is -iveulw~
tiont. 'F'lit' curvat tire of the( bore surface is tieglecteold
and~ the ('tequatioln is restriitedl to out' dilivieisioii. XX , (I
Thiis approxiimatiton is also used by (Corner (Hlefer.- p/. -

elic(' I of Chlapter 1) antI is probably sufficieint ill .r I,
view of tlie other approxtimations ill the( theory.Pi
Variat ions iii t hc tI iriual properties of thle b~arnI where xr is the(, axial coord ii ate of posit ion along."
niaterial are also ne~glected and constant average thbarldfedb

vailues are asstilinet.
The loitvier eqtiatitiii ill oiiv dinlieiisiotli s t= ,'.(:-lI

do0 I. t oo wvherv U, is the voliiiii betweenl the( J)ositioii, iX.

01 - = _. (,) _9 and( the( breech. x. is the( position at which pv is
(letelnihiined, x is the(- posit ion of the projectile mid

whlere 4., C . aid P, p ale thle therlie al coiid uct i ttY, d 'lits velocity. p,, is the den1sity of the Propellant.
lie( specific Iwtat. a id tiit( l1ie l si ty, respectively, of The COelflicivi it If canl he vXIl.resseI ats a1 fit net ionl

the niaterial inl whiichi tw lehat is being conduicted; of the(, redu"ced d istaitee down the bore x .1." (wvi ien
inl the ease of the( gull, the steel of the barrel wall. X11 , '.1). anld the( reduced t iiu, r, inl the( form
TImli bounldary condition at the wall expressing- the
(oll iservat jolt of hleat fit ix is II=(x, x.,)Iftr) . (3-15)

h~o, -o. + I ~ = 0(8-40) L, wvhichi is cal led the livtat ing parai it tr, is givenl by

where Z is a coordinate irtlt h ufceiiv9# - ,

lie direct ion of heat flow. Th'le itiitial contlditioni is

0At), = 0 (:"--1I) where ,I is hevre (lefi ned as C"I".",. 1, is a funct ion

toitat 0 rolptest'iits tvnitpeiat ilire above t lie iiiit ial oiily' of specific quiantit ies related to the( giiii systeil.
t4.ittpo(rat ite- of t lie bartel. Thle tiliv te )(lepeiilei is giveni by T)which is

sulbsitiit iiig' the( iolvilevol variablvs r at aitt expressed ats

IT)[I-(,'i''J

-II T + +r

16%
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]efore b)urln(out, and TABLE 3-2. HEAT TRANSFER FUNCTION, f(r),
FOR GUNS AFTER ALL BURNT FOR rb = 24 AND 28

-1--
I-- 1000lOOf(r) r I(XOif(r) " 1000).f(r) r- IO~ilf(r)

after burnout. 25 3.80 5:3 .675 20 3.80 62 .552
26 3.60 57 .550 :30 3.6(0 66 .J16J(r) is tabulated in ''ables 3-1 and 3-2. 27 :.40 61 .456 31 3.3 70 .367

The theory so far developed holds up to the tiue 2S 3.20) 65 .:8(; :2 :3.I 8 71 .308
of exit of the projectile. After exit the hot gases 29 3A.00 69 .322 33 2.99 7S .262
continue to flow from the tube and so continue to 30 2.81 7:3 .285 3-I 2.80 82 .22(;
transfer heat b)y turbulent forc:'d convection. For 31 2.63 77 .2-18 35 2.62 86 .197

lm2 2.416 81 .219 36 2.16 102 .122
loc.ation near the muzzle ost of the heat is so :{3 2.30 85 .19-I 37 :,.30 118 .0835
transferred. If the grases in the barrel undergo rr 3-1 2.1-1 89 .175 38 2.16 13-4 .060)5
uniform adiabatic expansion, from Equations 3-16, :35 2.01 105 .117 39 2.0( 1510 .0 158
3-17 and :3-26a, 36 1.88 121 .081-- 40 1.88 166 .0358

:37 1.76 137 .0632 4t[ 1.76 182 .0289

34 l) 3s 1.(65 15:3 .0-19.I -12 1.6-; 198 .0237
+ ±1( 'r 39) 1.5-4 169 .0396 .Y1 1.3 1 214 .0199

-t -10 1.-I5 185 .0325 50 1.0,t 2310 .0168
7 ',,, I - - '. ,,, - " - ,(41 1.36 201 .0270 5-I 0.850 21M .01o-5
=1( +'L b( ~C.l, - r.~ j (-l) 42 1.28 217 .0230 58 0.6991

-13 1.21 233 .0197 1'roje'tilh
where tile sul)serlipt in indicates valties when the 41 1.1-4 2-19 .0171 leawvv, muzzle
projectile is at the l tmuzzle and b = I ,,,/a.r,,,. The -15 1.07

p)rob)lemn is now conmple'tely specified. 46 1.01

qat ionls3.-.9a, 3-40a anid 3-4 la camnot be solved -17 0.961
-18 0.9)11)

aln:ltically. Ti'ivy have been solved nitil)&fcally for 49 0.860i.a lniited range of the parameters and tables of the l'r('etile

solutions are pul)lished ill Refereince 1. The theory heaves muizzle
has been Coded for machine computation at the
B-alistic R esearch ILaboratories.

of the integral
3-2.2 Heat Input

After the temperature distribution for any spec- Q f ('.po(z, T) dz (3-50)
ified time has been computed, the heat input, Q,
up to the specified time can be found by means It terims of the nondimnensional distance, "

TABLE 3-1. HEAT TRANSFER FUNCTION, f(r), ( ( aI i ),

FOR GUNS DURING BURNING where

r 1(x).f(r) 0 I(XX)f(r) r I0(XX f(r) 1(r, l/,) = O(-, 7) dc. (.-52)

0 0.068 12 1.51 2.1 3.M() Two values of Q are of special ijterest: at the
I ().1 0) 13 1.78 25 3.88 time when the projectile leaves the muzzle, and
2 0.:132 I I 2.06 20 3.88 at an infinite time. Therefore, the heat transfer
:1 (},177 I5 2.31 27 3.,8831 0.231 16 2.62 27 3.8.I integral, I, is tabulated in Table 3-3 as a function
5 0.230 7 6 2.81) 291 3.78 of yiy,, and the heating parameter, L, for two values
6; .1.1I.I IS 3.15 30 3.72 of the burning time, r,,, at muzzle timle correspollding
7 0.52- 19 M 3.35 31 3.6.1 to two values of y,,/y,,, and also at T
. 1.(61 20 :.5-I :12 3.5-1
9 0.8.10 21 3.68 33 3.13 3-2.3 The "Thermal Analyzer"

10 0.91199 22 3.79 3.I 3.31
11 1.2.1 2:1 3.86 35 3.20 The soluitiol of the Fourier equation is quite

- complicate(l, even for a single rvound, anld even more
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so~ for a series iii rapid Su~sinsince the sollutionl ing that the hevat is traiisferred inl a series of inI-v
mu1.st lbe repeatedI for vach round usingol as initial stantaneous pulses. Th'lis assumption is usuially made
conditions the temperattnre distribution resulting inl treatiing the problemt of heating inl machine guns.
fiomv the previous rounds. For points a short dis- Purdue University has lbuilt an electrical analog
ý.Incee below the( surface, hlowever., thle temlperature- computer oi- ''thermtal analyzer'' to determine thle
hil~tory is inisenisitive to the( details of the( hevat temperature distribution inl machine gunis."
tianisfer and thle problem cani be simplified by as'lsuini 3-2.4 Comparison With Experiment

TABLE 3-3. HEAT TRANSFER INTEGRAL, L. A detailed and extensive comnparisoni of the results
- --- of the thieory of flefereniev 1 with thev experimental

L me1(asuremenl~ts available at the timie is given inl
-~~~ ~ R----~-- eference a. A more recent comparison with Incas-

N i~. 28.4 _19A 8L 6. 1-1 ureniients made inl a 37mmnt gunu canl be found inl
Rleference C6. Thle general conclusion from these

S.': 1. .1) 830 273)) 3880 1) 10 I t lsuies is that tite thevory yields results whichl are(,
1.2 19)70 28S() 31910) _19 fairly eibvprasbte la n ii*'.t xpc1 .11 2000 281(0 377(-0 (590 yil~e l~rlp etrta ne ih xet
2.1 181)) 2600) 35)1) 41 _10 in viI of the( dlrast ic assumptions underlying it.
2.7 1620 2321) 31)50 :1710 Ilin ost cases thev agreemeint is within 20 percent
1.7 90() 13130 1ISM) 2:35(0 using- values of X for different calibers derived from

8.3 0 ) 0 Eqiuationi 3-3. If X is fitted to the( experimenital

I 03 11) 8:)) 82) 399 511) data, it turns ouit that X is a fhinction not only
1., 1.0 21830 2S20) *i(02! 5030) of caliber b~ut of position iii thle bore as wvell as

1.6 20)7( 29)20 3185) -17-10 propellant type and probably other factors. It would
2.1 1 !) (0 27030 35710 43301 be e'xpected to depend onl position inl the bore
2.7 17501 2-170) :3210 3910-l because whien a gun is its(,(! the bore always lbeconles,
.1.7 lOS)) 1 590 22(M 27(61 roughened preferentially near the breech and lnc'i;.
8.3 -110 650 9)20 12:30 thle mnuzzle. Ini geneiral the( fitted valuies of X seemt

r 1. 2110 3) -260 330 to follow a correspondling pattern.
r ~ 1.21 22201 32(k) _1261) 533150 E'xcept. oil thev outer surface accurate mevasure-

1.16 2310) 3 1!1 M 12101 5)12(0 miets cf barrel temperature are di fficult to make.
2.) 221)) 01080 _1010) -18.10 '1'luis is especially true of thle bore surface temperature
2.7 2XH;0 2!1110 3810) 46310 (see parag-raph 4i .) Iii fact it is dlouibtful that. a
1.7 15901 230)) 3090) 3S70 uiniformn bore surface temperature actually exists.

s.:; 139 ilS)) 275) 351) Tile measurements usually shiow large round to

rouind variations so that thle fitted Nval uie of X depends
2.: S.!1I 1.01 203)) 2981SO 3) 5271) Oil the( particular frig.The total heat. iniput., Q,

2 .5 20041 ) 12780 0i)) 4 1)2)10 is muchel less variable aiid it is better to fit X to Q.
3.)1 1700 23)10 3020 3651) WNliei thiis is done and thle resulting values of X

I M I S 1 9901.8) 111) 212(1) usedI to calculate thle temiperatures, thle agent-elvilt.
8.3 I) 0 withi thle ineasiired values is uisually within the( till-

ceritaimit v inl the( measured values. For furthier details
11.3 I .0 2 100 307)) -1281) 533)) thle readier shiould coinsuilt thev origrinal papers.

1j6 2320 323)) -12-10 50170
2.5 212)) 2910) :178))0 4) - R SO
3. 1IS170 256)) 33130 391)6 3-)E OSO
5.5 1310) 1 S510 2-il1) 29)5)) -. eealDsuso
S.3 58)) 860( 1210) 3.1GnealDscsso

'1'hle pheniomenvion dhescrib~edl it, erosionl is the(
T= 1.0 2:12)) 3320 .153)) 5580) progressive weairl-ing away of, tlie Ibore suriface ats the(

1.6 257)) 15 10 .1550) 5_1MX '1ii11 is used. It is gre1-atest oill thle surlface of tithe
2. 212) 1:11 .2)) 11I) lanlds anld nevar thev oreigii of the( rifling so thlat the(

31.1 22:11) 31) 11) 387)) .6501)lvvlagdprfr l ii5. 5 1870) 26 10 :3380 1)i5( bore tenld~s t(o becom ('iaghpeeetially nti
SA: 1 150) 21)7)) 28MX 3.160) regioli. l' ('fle efet is to lower thle eilgiavilig forces

S-- ~ .----.. and to shlift tlie( fwecingo coile somlewhiat toward tile,
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Muzzle. This is equivalent to increasing the effective a semni-elpiricat thern:al tt",' r, pli.-,.t- to fluo
chamber volume and to lowering the engraving Crosion .,eer the comn)encement of -i,_ , a rew
resistance and the starting pressure. The result onl gun for slow rates of fire. In discussing erosion by
the interior ballistics is to lower the maximum propellant gases, it is usually assumed that the
pressure and the muzzle velocity, an effect called surface is first brought to the molting point and
pressure and velocity drop. These effects were then removed in the molten form by the frictional
studied by Nobel7 . forces of the gas flowing over the surface. A math-

The details of the erosion process are not under- ematical treatment of this problem has been given
stood. Tihe process is extremely complex and in- by Landau.1 0 Jones and Breitbart could not fit this
volves mechanical, chemical and thermal effects picture to the observed data for guns and were led
which are interrelated in unknown ways and no to assume that, due to the roughness, the surface
doubt interrelated differently depending on the par- reaches the melting point only locally so that erosion
tieular circumstances. It is a fact of observation, occurs at "hot spots". The heat involved in the
however, that erosion is very sensitive to the heating erosion is only a small fraction of the total input.
of the barrel. Low energy weapons using cool pro- The hot spots occur for short times and shift about
pl('lants erode very slowly. As the muzzle velocity on the surface. The instantaneous rate at which
is increased the erosion per round increases rapidly material is being removed can be averaged over
so that a high velocity tank gun erodes at a rate the surface and will define an instantaneous average
many tinies that of a howitzer of similar caliber, rate of surface regression, V'.. The surface will move
The erosiomi is particularly severe if hot propellants back on the average in one round an amount
are used. As the flame temperature is increased, I
for constant ballistics, the erosion rate increases f= j (it (3-53)
niuchi more rapidly than the rate of increase of the t,

flaime temperalure, so much so that the thermal where t, and t2 specify the beginning and end of
(,fleets becomne dominant. That the erosion is inti- the erosion interval, respectively. If
iiately related to the heating is indicated by Figure H is the instantaneous rate of heat input to the
3-1 which is a plot of the observed erosion per hot spots per unit area and
otiiiid versus the heat input Q calculated by the B is the quantity of heat necessary to raise a

imiethod of Reference 1. unit volume of the metal to the mneltini: point
There are other forms of damage to the tube and melt it,

due to firing, some of them due to thermal effects.
When a gun is fired, the firing cycle is very short, , = /B (3-54)
of the order of milliseconds. D)uring this interval, Evidently,
the tube is subjected to very large thermal and
mechanical stresses. The most characteristic result
of this is heat checking. The bore surface develops where
a characteristic pattern of cracks which lead to a
developing roughness which increases the heat trans- CS the specific heat of the tube material

fer. These cracks erode locally so that the surface T, the melting temperature of the tube material
eventually becomes quite rough and gas tends to Tj the initial temperature of the tube material and
leak past the rotating band which causes large local L the heat of fusion of the tube material
erosion. For more details on erosion and other types
of damage of gun tubes and methods of dealing with Taking
them, reference should be made to another handbook p, = 7.8 gni,"n" :

ill this series, Reference 8. C. = 0.13 cal,/gm- 0 K

3-3.2 Estimation of the Erosion of Gun Tubes T,,, - = 14000 C

A general theory of erosion of guns has not been L= 60 cal 'gin
formulated. The erosion rate decreases as the gun
is used due to changes in the interior ballistics one finds that B 1.9 X 0as cal,t cma. Using Equa-
resulting from the erosion. It does not seem possible tions 3-1 and 3-2 it is assumed that an erosion
to formulate a complete theory from first principles function, A, can be defined by the equation
in any general way. ,Jones and Breitbart' developed I1 = A.(',,p'(', - 7',) (3-56)
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FIG URtE 3-1. Ob.•erved Radial W'ear per Round at !he Comnmencement of Rifling versus (alculaled !leat Input per r'm2 per Round.
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where T,, = tell perature of the propellant gas. This "(t) for the weapon in question, rises above and
effectively determines the fraction of the heat input falls below the value of the maximum value of F(1)
responsible for the erosion. Based on general argu- for a low velocity gun like a howitzer for which
meInts regarding the behavior of hot spots it is the erosion is negligible. A standard value, based
furthvr" assumed that on a study of such low velocity weapons, of 200 X 10'

.t= K, 1",, (-57) egs units was chosen. The interval during which the
value of F(t) for the weapons under consideration

where F/,, is the maxiintim value of the fumction was above the standard value was taken as the
= ~ j ('interval over which the integral in Equation 3-58

was to be evaluated.
and cK is all empirical constant. The function F(t) was evaluated using the formulas
lqiiatioii 3-53, the'n becomes of Reference 1 and then plotted and the integral

:C determined from the graph. K was then evaluated
= f I"(t) d1 (3-58) by fitting to the observed rate of wear at the origin

t of rifling for 29 gums of various types, and an average
T vu \alues of 1, and !., the times at which erosion value of K determined. The value of K so determined

Starts and ends, are, taken as the times at which was equal to 3.28 X 10- cm'!,/gm°K/rd. The wear

TABLE 3-4. WEAR OF GUNS

Nomi-
Pro- nal Iv(c'h.) - 11'(obs)

I'm- jectilh MY.., I l'(ubs), IW(eah),,
(tilt lluant T1v fps v'in X 10-1 K X 101 em X 10-3 II'('ah.') - V(ohs) 1I'(ilis)

.I filly

3711 .M:1 MN12 Al' 2900 .1 1 3.74 .097 -. 0)13 -12
"-:0(mn1 'MI 'M liE 2870 .043 2.79 .050 .W07 18

m57mm MI Ml; APC 2700 .28 3.85 .239 -. 041 -15
57min M\ I M'(; H11E 2700 .13 1.71 .2501 .120 92 "75Imi T22 MI HE 2300 .049 3.33 .048 -. 001 1
76rmi "l'Ml M6 AlP 40W0 .38 31.96 .315 -. W.65 - 17
3-inch N17 M(; APC 26010 . 19 3.24 . 192 .W12 I901a.1 M3 M6 Il E 2700 .30 4.04 .244 -. 056 - 9

W0r1111"1 'l)N12 A PC 2650 1.10 :3.18 1.137 .037 3

90tmn T5 M( APC 3:300 1.90 4.27 1.462 -. 438 -23
90mm 'T54 T1'2 APC 3300 2.00 3.41 1.920 .08(0 4
90imi T154 1:2 MI6 APC 3200 1.20 8.40 .469 --. 731 -6W
120mm MI M6 HE 3100 1.00 2.99 1.100 .I(X) 10
6-in.h M[6 TIP 2800 1.20 3.28 1.202 .002 .1
155ram M2 M16 HiE 2800 .36 1.57 .528 .168 47
155amm M I How. MI HE1. 1850 .058 3.07 .062 .4 7
8-inch M I M6 HE 2800 2.00 3.44 1.911 -. 089 - 4
2-10amm MI thow. M I HIE 2:300 .44 3.50 .382 -. 058 - 13

Nary
3-inch/50 Mk2 NIl 2700 .15 1.77 .279 .129 86
5-inch/38 Mkl2-1 N(C 2600 .34 1.61 .498 -. 158 -46
5-inch 51 Mk7&- NC 3150 .86 3.84 .735 -. 125 - 1.I
5-inch/54 MkN 6 NC 2650 .51 2.87 .583 .07:3 14
6-inch/47 Mkl6 NC 25300 .83 2.25 1.212 .382 -46
8-inch/55 MkI5 NC 2500 1.27 2.60 1.605 .335 26

12-inch/50 Mk8 NC 2500 2.21 2.58 *2.815 .605 27
14-inch/45 Mkl2 NC 2600 3.95 3.37 :1.852 -. 028
14-inc.h/50 Mkl I NC 2700 3.55 3.55 :1.287 --. 263 -7
16-inch/45 Mk6 NC 2300 3.25 3.12 :1.424 .17-1 5
16-inrh/50 Mk7 NC 2500 5.13 3.84 4.390 -. 740 - I1
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per round as calculated using this average value is taken account of in the theory. 'Some- of the scatter
presented ill 'able 3-4 along with other pertinent may, therefore, be due to such factors.
data and compard with the measured values. It is Tioe theory applies only to erosion at the origin
shown that the theory correlates the data with the of rifling since the specification of A by Equation
interior ballistics fairly well over a wide range of 3-57 is not possible at other locations.
different gnns and aminunition. The neasured values The evaluation of I1' from Equation 3-58 is time
themselves are subject to considerable uncertainty, consuming. By making a number of quite drastic
because they vary for different tubes of the same approximations, Breitbart ' recast the procedure in
model and with the amount of use the particular analytical form and derived a simple algebraic ex-
th)ue has ui(lergone (Cf. Figures 3-2 and 3-3). Tit(e pression for I1F which yields results in almost asagreement is also, at least in part, a reflection of good agreement with observed values as 1qUat on

the fact that the gmis studied are approximately 3-58, namely:
scale models of each other. The erosion rate depends
on minor differences in the guns such as the design . 1 (15))
of the forcing eon(' and tihte rifling which aret not, 1'-' L ,,, .

,460-

A2@0,4400

+ 0

SI.2 8 I t o o

LL 0

-240

.220 .4- • O + u o o.200 o 0,-u No. 20

L L 
n o 2 3 2

.160u
00

,11 1 I o - - - - - - - - - -

.406

,4t

EQUIVALENT S tRV!CE RDS.

I"I( Ultl': :t: Ihre KalarfteLemct at Origint i'er.sas Equivalent &•rt'i'e 1?oieuls. 16-in'h/.4, Ctli'be.r Guns .lfa'k.• 6• anld

(Data from U. S. .Vaval lFeatpins Laboratory, Dahhlren, V irginia)
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where A is dimensionless and is equal to 27.68 C(*', ,,. necessary to determine a factor that represents the
Numerically it corresponds to tile density of loading relative erosiveness of the ammunition. Such a factor
ill gm 'cc. X_,, is the travel to the muzzle (ill), is called tile equivalent full charge (EFC) factor.
S the expansion ratio and /P,,, the maximum pres- After studying all available data, Riel found all
sure (psi). empirical formula that satisfies the experimental

:iheitlwirt e'aluated the empirical constant, K, by results quite well."': This formula is
fit tig tit(. frmhilla to the measured wear per round1

at the commencement of rifling in the S-inch gun ML EE(. (1 1 1(C I 1 (,-60)

If 11' represents the increase iii the diameter per where
round in inches and tihe units of the other (quantities EEC is the equivalent full charge factor
are as indicated above, K has tile value 4.29 X 10-2. the maximun chamber pressure

The formula as written applies to standard guns. C the weight of propellant

Breithart showed that it can be applied to howitzers V the muzzle velocity

1) introducing an empirical correction factor equal E the specilic energy of the propellant

to (',,, 4.87d'" so that Eq. 3-59 becomes for

howitzers and the subscript 1 denotes the value pertaining

I'('-i"x 'j- - I;(000-'-) to the ammunition for which the EFC is chosen
_ (3-a) to be unity. Of course, the data for both types

of ammunition must be expressed in the same units;
wlM itr' C is the charge, d the caliber awl K' = if two types of propellant are used in a mixed charge,
K 4.87 = 8.81 X 10-:'. their average specific energies may be substituted
3-3.3 Life of Gun Tubes for E.

Riel has tabulated the estimated life and EFC
a. Estimalion of ehun Lifc. Paragraph 3-3.2 gives for most of the present artillery ammunition."1

formulas for the rate of wear of gun tubes, derived 3-3.4 Erosion in Vents
by Jones and Breitbart. Eventually, a tube wears
so mmuch that it cannot be used, either because the M[any experiments, going back over many years
muzzli- velocity is so low that it cannot be properly have been conducted to study the erosion of mate-
allowed for in firing, or because the spin of the rials by propellant gases. These experiments have
projectile is too low to stabilize it properly. Thie been conducted to study the basic processes involved
instability of the projectile can usually be traced as well as to develop materials more resistant to
to shearing of the engraved part of the rotating gas erosion. The technique most often used is to
band while it is still in the tube. Examination of burn the propellant in a combustion chamber and
the bands of recovered projectiles will usually in- allow the gases to flow out through a nozzle or vent
dicate the expected remaining accuracy life. and to study the effect upon the nozzle surface.

After studying data pertaining to cannon from There is an extensive literature.on the subject some
37aim to 203nim (8-inch) caliber, Jones and Breit- of which will be reviewed here.
hart found that the useful life can be correlated a. Greaves, Abram and Rees used three chambers
rather well with the wear at the commencement of different volumes and tested several different
of rifling.'" The commencement of rifling is defined propellants with different adiabatic flame temper-
as the point at which the full height of the land is atures.1 5 They measured only peak pressures, using
first encountered, in contrast to the origin of rifling, copper crusher gages. They rated their materials
which is the point at which the land starts to rise. on a relative scale of "erodability": the slope of
At the end of the useful life of these guns, the wear the linear part of the graph of weight loss versus
at the commencement of rifling was between 3.5 peak pressure.
and 5 percent of the original diameter between the They established a strong dependence of weight
lands. Therefore, a wear of 5 percent of the original loss on the "calorific value" of the propellant. In
bore diameter may be taken as the tolerable limit their expcriments, for a given maximum pressure,
and having calculated the rate of wear, the life of the weight loss per unit charge is independent of
the gun can be estimated. the chamber volume. Their data confirm the ex-

b. Equi'alent Full Charge Factors. In order to pected result that the weight loss tends to go up
estimate the useful life of guns that fire different as the melting point of the vent material goes down.
kinds of projectiles with different charges, it is In the case of steels, the milder the steel, the less
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thn erosion. They conclude that the principal factor 0.o45 ----- [ 13

of erosion in both guns and vents is generally the R// _.t__

lihating of the surface with its consequent melting. 1 /
"lThey are convinced that direct chemical reaction

of the gases with the surface material plays a minor g.0
role, if any, under the conditions of their experiments. /7

h. E'vans, Ilorn, Shapiro and Wagner studied the t. -

erosion by the gases produced by the explosion of 1.247

carbon monoxide and oxygen."' Their apparatus was 1.74? 0.707 0.500 - 14*15, 0.707" 001
fitted with a b)lowout seal. Several blowoit pressures

and chamiber volumes were used. The weight loss L
of the vents was measured and correlated with the
numuber of moles of the product gases, the explosion 0.305
temperatore,u and the ratio of CO to ('0. in the
product.

For ani equal unumbder of miioles, the weight loss 1. Emtr:atnc Radius Tangent to l'Exit Conc.

increased with the gas temperature, but in a nlon- 2. Inmer Stirfaee Must hIe Smooth and Free of Tool Maks.

lineiar manner: the plots were concave upwards with 3. All 'Iolerances + .W)1 Excep)t ams Noted, Srale 2/I.

a curvature that was quite sharp initially, but FIGUL'RE 3-5. Early Desiyn of Erosion 7"cst IVent
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(.Vonzl.rs represented by 0, 0 were fired together and were subjected to the same
pressare-time gats flow as the sin gle nozzle represenled by X.)

decreased almost to linearity. At a given calculated gand'" found that their early data and also those
teinperaturv, the weight loss increased rapidly as of (,reaves, Abram and ]tees produced better cor-
the ratio of C() to Co. decreased. The addition relation when the weight loss was plotted against
of small aniounts of sulfur, nitrogen, and hydrogen- charge weight rather than against peak pressure.
bearing compounds to the gas mixtures as well as A representative curve is shown in Figure 3-4.
hydrogen itself usually caused a large increase in This indicaces a region of low severity, where the
erosion. This was interpreted as a catalytic effect removal of material is related to some chemical
upon the reaction of C0 with the iron of the steel reaction of one or mnore constituents of the gas with
vent to form ir'on pentacarbonyl. Evans et al sug- the material of the channel wall, followed by a
gested that two fundamental phenomena underlie region of high severity, wherein the material is
the erosion of the vents: at low temperatures and removed predominantly by melting of the surface.
large COt/C0. ratios, material is removed by con- In the latter region, the points can be fitted closely
verting iron to volatile iron carbonyl; as the tern- with a straight line, whose intercept with the axis
perature increases, direct melting of the surface sets of abscissas roughly divides the two regions. The
in and increases until it becomes predominant, slope of the curve at any point depends upon the

c. The Ballistic Research Laboratories have con- experimental arrangement; that is, upon chamber
ducted several experiments on vent erosion. Wie- volume, vent diameter, material and shape of the
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vut, type and granulation of the propellant, method integrated erosion, as measured by total weight loss,
Of ignition, and any othe.r factor that affects the against round number was not a straight line and ,, i
rate of heat transfer, no valid erosion rate per round could be determined.

"The apparatus consists of the lreech and chamber To circumvent this difficulty the shape of the vent
of a •7iinit gun with the barrel cut off just before was changed to conform to Figure 3-6 and 'also
the forcing cone, and an adapter to hold the vent steps were taken to adjust the charge to maintain
in pla.e,. In the early experiments"' vents like that constant maximum chamber pressure. It was found
.f lignire :3-5, with various throat diameters and that this could be done over a considerable change
atit expanding cone beyond the throat, were used. in vent diameter by simply keeping the ratio of
It was fowmd that tit(, erosion varied along the vent charge to vent diameter constant. This would ensure
•i) as to change its .shape. The result was that the that the characteristics of the gas flow were nearly
(.r51011 per rIound( was not constant but depended constant from round to round. The type of data
,, tit,, rounm numbutr. That is. the plot of the obtained is illustrat 2d it'. Fig'-re 3-7. The results

o.6 / I

0.5 /

o.4 ,,2

g ~/

0.2

/.
0.1----

b 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
NUMBER OF ROUNDS

'i"(;v 't :-"). W [eight Lo.v cermis . ,e of lI'ou,,,,.

Nozzle Ty/pe: El
.lfateri!--.i 111( Iron

Charge: 70 G.U1S. of 112 Propelhln

O@.\ozzle l)hte,' 0.3:785"--Total Throat . rea = .2012 " in

X Vozzle J)iamel,,r 0.'700"-Total Throat A rea = .1983" in2

(.\o::l. repre.•,,tell by C), * were fired together anl were mPi),Ject ed to soe .ume,
press-re-tiowe yq.a flon, ox the ,sigh" nozzle represe'nted by X.)
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1.4 1 i I -

1.3 -- _ -

1.2

1.1

1.0

C.)

4.02

.2 .02.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

NUMBER OF ROUNDS
FI(CURI-.; :3-1o. Igriqht Loss •(rnd Diameter Increase versus .Nuimber of lounl..

Nozzle Type-El
Material-Gun Steel (4140)

Charge-88 G.IS. of M2 Propellant
.Mlaximnm Chamber Pressmre--22,600 psi.

O A Nozzle .Vo. J41-3. Diam. = 0..;171" Throat Area = 0.1367 ijf2
* A Nozzle No. J29-3. Diam. - 0.286•" Throat Area = 0.06.;-5 inh

also show that wheni these procedures are used, the same charge so as to produce the same flow condi-
weight loss per round is proportional to the diameter tions. With all vents tested, the rate of diametral
increase per rouid so that either may be used as a increase was independent of the diameter.
nieasure of erosion. Figure 3-9 shows the weight loss versus round

Figure 3-8 shows the increase in throat diameter number for the same series of firings. The fact that
versus round nunber for three different vents of the weight losses of the two small vents are nearly
the later type. The two small ones were fired the same proves the reproducibility of the data.
simultaneously, using a manifold attached to the With vents of different sizes, the ratio of the weight
chamber. Their combined throat area was approx- losses is larger than the ratio of diameters Figure
imately the same as that of the larger one, which 3-10. Since the weight loss is a mleasulre of the
was fired alone from the saniie chambevr with the integrated erosion over the entire inner surface of
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FIG U'•E 3-11. Dependence of Erosion on Initied Wall Temperature

the vent, its relativ'ely greater variation indicates perature, the thermocouple was imbedded in the
that, at upsteam locations, the thickness eroded in vent so that the junction was about 6th inch from
the larger vent increases relative to that in the the surface. The vent was well insulated from the
smaller one. This may be partly maused by the fact mount and heated by means of an electrical resist-
that, as one proceeds upstream, the relative increase ance heater inserted into the opening. The heater
in cross section is smaller for the larger vent, so was withdrawn immediately before firing. The re-
that the gas velocity will not decrease as rapidly sults for a 70-gram charge of M2 propellant are
from its sonic velocity at the exit and consequently shown in Figure 3-11.
will be higher in the larger vent than at the cor- It should be noted that, in both vents and guns,
responding location in the smaller vent. Experiments the rate of erosion is affected by the roughness of
indicate that the erosion rate is very sensitive to the surface.'" With a given propellant, a particular
the gas velocity and increases rapidly with it.'" combination of the gas velocity and heat transfer

The temperature of the vent before firing also rate can be duplicated only under conditions where
affects the rate of erosion. To determine the temn- the nature of the surface roughness is similar.
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CHAPTER 4

LIST OF SYMBOLS

.1 Aira of the bore I' , (age pressure

.I,, Area of the piezoelectric gage pistoln I Time of passage of projectile over me.asured
a Acceleration of projectile or pistoti distance, D
( Ballistic co.,flicient X D)istance from th,_ muzzle to the midpoilit of
D) D)istance between sky screens sky screens
f Bore friction Z Reduced distance: X/C
.J/ Mass of projectile 6 Phase difference
II Mass of piston C Difference in distance traveled by two beams
P' Breech pressure X Wave length of radiation
I',, Base pressure
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

4-1 INTRODUCTION the projectile and~ tiaiismiittinig tite mioduhlatedt wave
Tile pr'cedhillg chlapters. have beeti, inl the( ilail to lit external detectilig apparatus.

('0R1 ictri :d with ti tli theoretical aspvets of interior Ill receiit years t here has hieeii a rapid developmienit
balisics Voll fiv aries dysotf tile use( of fire(- of apparatus suiitab~le for int erior ballistic intasiir('-

arms., attemi pts have I eel miade to measure ball isti~c mvit:it. anid miuch of it. is availabile coinmiercial ly. The
quiantit ites. Because the( qulanit ites to lbe niiiastiied ImI list iciali needls only to fit it to his special probileims.
have valutes outside thle ranige niormially experieniced E~xamiple's of such apparatus are( high speedl motioni

ill ot her. fields, the( app~aratuis liec('ssari' to mleasiure p~ictire camlieras, rotating. druim and mirrior canimeras',
liem i is rat her special ixev. Because the values are( ('Uthltilt rayV osc'il loiscopes, electronic chroiiograplis,

extreme it, exist for very short tiuijes aind( vary with Ii tc. It wil hIle assumi ed that thein'(adher is fam iil iar
great rapidity. titey are dlifficutlt to niiiasure by ill genieal it iisttalhddviswic ar
2 u(eclaniical niiial is. Tile( telidenicv ill r-ecent titlies is iii w~ide list' and~ gener-ally available.
to 1 'pelild lilore and in. reoil Sophist icated e'lectricianl D etails of e'xperiumen tal studies of thet interior

andu optical devices. Fir in g r~ange's are( often vdab- ballistics of certaini glnis covering a great mliiy of'

or-ate V iiistruiiitedl(It((, ali(1 for work iii thev fit'ld much tlit', measurablelli parainet('rs have beeni pubihlished'(."
of tlit( ap~paratuus is inistalled perliialit'itly ill vehil'es siullev thets(e g(Ymi('ral experimen'lts wvere doine, dlevelop-
whiich c'all be t ranispo rted totilte site. iiielit hias 'oiit iniuetd toi imnprove alplal'attis anid

A gr(eat. tltal oif hilt(rior bal list ic miitastureiien t. miiethiods and1( to detvtelopl dltvices to :ilt'asuire directly
hiat rtelated to routitnie test in g (if gun s anid ammi i-iu q tjiitiit it ts pr('violisly niot possible to iI icasutr';s Stichi
tionl and also a co: isider-able aiiiouuilt of dt'vtlopiiieiit, as for exaimiple, th limuot ion of tlie( )Ipropllanlt grainus.
Work, dot's hiot require miore' thaiat thet iiieasuireuiitiit Ili whlat follows. iit'astil'iug devices aiid assoc(iatedI
of tile ulaXiuihuiiii prtessuirte and the( miuzzlte velocity, apparatus will be dets(cribied miaiiily ill priniciple.
hiut thlese miiust oftten ie l m'iade rept'at('(ly to dterive Tlhere' art' uistal ly several imotlels textanit (if tlit('
a statistical rtesuult. Sin pit' devices which wvill mI ake (Iifflt'ti it meitasurinig detvices anld tilit associated et luip-

these mitasuremienlts qjuiickly, withouit reulin g ill- livitl t aittl Iroct'(hirt's v'ary at d ifferenit places and~

strumnititat ioi attac'hetd to thlit gmll, arc( esset'itials. at tlilrti'ti vit timies. 'lThe reft'u't'uues siouldl( lit' coiisuiltt'tl
1Expt'ri nieiutal work of this kinid has litt'l calletd by for details an d fori fuirte li': itfert'iievs Ito p)tr'till(lt

( 'onii "cr'practical b al list ics. " literat ure. It shiouuld lit poiilttd ouit also that rapid
I tesearcli ili t~it( subject andt morec sophiistic'atedl devetloipment't of inIstruiliit'tat iol oif all sorts is tak igi"

devtelopmienit procedurt's. Iio~v.evt'r, retqu irte a Ii 'ore place anid t iIt' tenldency( is to.wartl m ore andh mor~le

elabtirate histr-tuii'itatioii. 'In'l miaximiumn prtsstin' auittoiatioli of miethiods and( lproc('tul't's.

all( lintizzlt vtelocity art'( the results of complel(x

pltlitiioniitiia gotinlg oii iniside' the( tube which the 4-2 PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
ballisticiall would like to rtelate to the theortetical 421GnrlPicpe
approach. To miakt' meiasuirement'ts wvithin thit thick- 421GnrlPicpe
walled tuuht' tftt'ii requirt's that tipenlings hel' iatlt hressuire gagtes are of twvo classes, (at) tho~ste whichl
ill the tube n wall t4) accommu odate the meitasurinc g me'asur 1t naxil milul Pressure It iiily, Calle'd c'rushetr

dlevices. This make's thlit tubeit useless for any otitier gages, anid (b) thoste wh:ich mitasure thie prt'ssure
st'rvc(' ando such inistruimetnutationi cannoitt lit used as a funict ion of timiet. G ages of class (Ii) au'e tif two
for roultinet testinig. Somie iit'asuiriieiits cani be miade types, those wvhiich Illakv itst' of tlit', liiit'chal i ial
biy apparatus designe'd to look down the tubie fromi straiii Prodhuced( by thit p~ressure'(, aild thitse which
the miuzzle and oth ers by placing in~strumen l'lts inl detptend onl the pie'zoelt'ctric effetct. TLhe' earlliest, gages
tile pr-ojectile and~ biringinig the signal ouit oui wires of class (b) werte of thet mechanical type. T1het st rain
or by tt'lt'nett'riig; that is, liy mi odulating anl tlectro- eltemuent wvas uisually3 a ti aphirag:ii subhjtect to tlit'-
uinagietic wave wvithI thit' signial fromi the device ill gas prtessur'e Oil thle inisitde, and hav'ing t lie tiuitsidt'
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FioUMi: 4-I. Quartz Piczoch'ctric Ilesr Gage.

-eonllled Iinechlanijally' to a small miirror to formn an and the forces must beC applied to the crystal by3
optical lever to deflect a spot of light onto a mov01ing mecans of a piston or anvil. Tourmalinc crystals of
filmn. These gages are quite accurate and reliable sufficiently high quality arc not readily available,
hut cannot. be used oni guns b~ecause of the recoil, however, and, as they are considerab~ly more fragile

Tivhave b~eeni muchi used on closed chiambers, than quartz, they havc been infrequeNtly used in the
For1.use oi: gunsM, straini type gages have a iesistane' fUnted States. Quartz is readily available and has
strjain wire coupled to the strain element so that the highest breaking stress of all the more commonly

hle strain appears as an electrical signal which can Used piezoelectric crystals. The use of the piston
he (lisplayedI on a cathode ray oscilloscope. comuplicates the gage b~ut it has the advantage that

The p~iezoelectric gages depend on the fact that the range of the gage can he adljusted by varying
certain crystals develop a surface charge whieit sub- the ratio of the piston area to the area of the crystal
jected to an external pressure. Quartz crystals have plates.
b~eeni used most frequently. G;ages have also elwe -.iTeQarzPezeetrcGg
M~ade using- touirmialinie. Tourmlalinie has the advani- 4-2ThQarzPeeecicGg
tage that it res4ponds to hydrostatic pressures s0 The~ piezoelectric elemenet of one miodel of t his
that the crystal need only be immuersed in a medium gage is a stack of X cut* crystal plates in thle form
such as a grease to protect it fromu the hiot gases, of (lises. The plates are stacked so that contiguous
andI the pressure applied directly to thic surface faces will generate charges of the samec sigii when
of the grease. The response of qutartz, on tIwe other pressure is applied. \Ietal foil charge-collectors are
huiad, depends oit the direction of the stress with ______
re-spect to the crystal stNuct tire. F0or optilmum1 effect, An X cuit er 'vstal pl!ate lIs tit(! normal~i to its face
the crystal plates mutst he cut with their faces, palralllel to the ('lectriv axis of 0hyw crYst~u an Ii the I oputi :iv

Intralhil to its face. F'or at given imr(sumr( on its hiiev, stich a
lproperlyv orienitedI with respect to the crystal axes plate produces;: a inMxinutl1u charge.
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Cathode Rotating

. Gage Ballast Capacitor Ray Tube2

S.... .V Gage Leads

igh Gain DC
Amplifier Photographic

Paper or Film
I( ;"1E -t-2. J)iayrau o!" n Recordiny Sysl.'m fo," l';ezocljch1ric o's.'s,'r Ga •e.

p)laeed b)etween the plates and so connected that the pressure iii the chamber determined from the
the total charge of each sign appears at the electrodes piston area aid the weight lifted. The hydraulic

at opposite ends of the stack. The cud surfaces are chamber is provided with a quick release valvc which

in contact with electrodes of hemispherical shape. releases the pressure very rapidly. To make a

This shape, which fits into corresponding sockets calibration, the charge developed by tihe gage under
on the element through which the pressure is applied, pressure is first removed by shorting the gage and

tends to assure that the pressure will be uniformly then the pressure is suddenly released. An equal

distributed over the surface of the crystals to charge of opposite sign is generated by the gage.

minimize the possibility of cracking. To further This charge is immediately sent through a ballistic

assure that the pressure will be uniformly dis- galvanometer and its magnitude determined from

tributed the surfaces of the crystal plates and metal the deflection of the galvanometer. The recording

parts in contct with themn must be optically ground apparatus is calibrated by applying a known charge

an1(d lapped. The details of the construction and across the ballast capacitor and observing the deflec-

mloumting of the gage element are shown in Figure tion of the cathode ray spot.

•4-1 for a model munch use(d at Ballistic Research Quartz piezo gages are rugged and tend to hold

Laboratories, their calibration well. By 1 varying the number of

The recording circuit and apparatus are illustrated plates in the stack the sensitivity can be adjusted.

in Figure 4-2. The charge developed by the gage The crystals will not withstand stresses much above

is shared with a ballast capacitor in parallel with 15000 psi but the working stress on the crystals can

the gag(e and the voltage developed across the gage be varied by adjusting the piston area. The piston

and capacitor fed through a high gain direct current size has a practical lower limit, below which it will

amplifier to a cathode ray oscilloscope. The cathode deform and bind. This imposes an upper limit on

spot is then photographed oy a running filim or the pressures that can be measured. Practical gages

rotating drum camera.-.. time scale is simultaneously can be made to measure, pressures between 15,000

placed on the record by photographing an inter- and 70,000 psi. The gage has a high impedance
imittent light source. This can also be done by block- and problems of grounding and shieldiug have to be

iug the cathode spot intermittently to make breaks dealt with, especially in field use where the leads

in the record. A typical record is shown in Figure 4-:3. from the gage to the recording equipment may be

To determine the pressure from the record requires
that the gage and recording apparatus be calibrated. t
The gage is calibrated separately in the laboratory
because it is not practicable to calibrate the gage

when mounted in the guin. This is done using a

(lead weight hydraulic pressure apparatus, Figure Tie ---w
4--i. The gage is mounted in a hydraulic chamber - ý* miikec..
provided with a piston which is attached through

a mechanical linkage to a scale platform carrying 0,000 IGNITION POOR IGNITION

a series of weights. Oil is then pumped into the FI(G E-1-:1-3. Typical Pressure-Time l'crords from Quartz

limylrauilic chamber until the weights are Lifted and Piezoelect-ri Gage (!355uum Gun).
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loug, vvenl with mol0bile eqjuipment. Piezoelectric large to generate sufficient charge foi- ease of incas-
gages atre not suitablc foi- mcastiring lowv pressures urement.
of long duration such as exist in rocket motors 423Sri yePesr ae
because the gagc discharges- too rapidly, mainly 423Sri yePesr ae
through the input impedance of the amplifier. Also, T1he senrsitivc- element in these gages is a short
fo[, use at low pressures, the gage would have to lbe tube or ferrule closed at one end and so mounted as

- I

,So.

FIG;URE 4-4. IDead Wevight .1pporafii. for Calibration of )'re.-ure Gages.
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to be subjected to the gas pressure either on the outside of the ferrule has been referred to as a
inside or outside surface. In the earlier models the "hat" gage because of the shape of the ferrule.
pressure is exerted on the inner surface, the ferrule In this model the strain wire or patch is on the
being filled with a hydraulic medium such as grease inner surface. The operation of the gage is the same
or oil. A strain wire is wound on the outside of the as for the other models. Some typical models are
ferrule and cemented to the surface or applied in shown in Figures 4-5, 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8, which are
the form of a commercial stmriin patch cemented self-explanatory.
to the surface in the usual way. The strain wire or A typical recording circuit is shown in Figure 4-9.
patch formis one arm of a Wheatstone bridge circuit. The circuit is calibrated by a suitable variable
When the pressure is applied, the bridge is un- resistor in the gage arm of the bridge which estab-
balanced; the degree of unbalance being a measure lishes the relation between bridge output and resist-
of the pressure. The emf developed across the bridge ance change in the gage. The gage itself is calibrated
by the unbalance is fed to a suitable amplifier and in the laboratory on the dead weight calibrator to
then to a cathode ray oscilloscope. The deflection establish the relation between the resistance change
of the cathode spot is then photographed with a in the gage and the applied pressure.
running film or drum camera. Strain type gages can be used to measure lower

One model in which the pressure is applied to the pressures of long duration. The pressure range of the

ELECTRICAL LEADS
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gage cani be adjusted by design of tlhe ferrule. They promises must therefore l)C introduced. A high
cani also he made smaller thani piezoelectric gages natural frequency is desirable for rapid response.
of the samne pressure rsange and can be used ini The gage should be small and rigid. Thc hat gage

*locationis where space is restricted, shows uip wecll in this respect. Figure 4-10 shows

Ascll ptioiur gages possess natural frequencies of the responlse of the different types of gages when
osclltin.Thley will, therefore, overshoot and os- subjected to an almost instantaneous rise in pressure

ciliate whien subjected to rapid pressure changes. due to the impact on the gages of a shock wave
'A These oscillations will damp ouit mnore or less rapidly generated in a high pressure shock tube.
depeniding on the design of the gage and its mount. F'or further information on pressure-timec recording
if too mnuch danmlpinig is designed into the gage. gages and their use the reader is referred to Ref-
however, it will be sluggish in response and will not erences 3, 4, 5 and (i). Reference 4 gives a brief
ac(cirlatelyv follow rapid pressure changes. Coin- review of pressure gage development at Ballistic

Research Laboratories and is the source of the
Gage figures used in paragraphs 4-2.2 and 4-2.3.

( Leads 4-2.4 Crusher Gage7

trainIFor routine proof firing and most developmental
Gage 'kcalibt'ator Half firing, the pressure-timec relation is not needed, but

Bridge the mnaximumn pressure is desired. For this purpose,
alaAmplifier crusher gages arc used. A crusher gage consists of

a steel cap, a copper gas-chieckc cap, and a steel
houIsing that contains a steel piston aiid a copper
or lead cylinder. For recording very low pressures,
the lead cylinder is required. An illustration of the

WHEATSTONE BRIDGE crusher gage is given by Figure 4-11.

FU U(11 EI -1-9. Tyqpical Input Circuit of Strain Ty The copper gages are made in three sizes; their

I'm~pre. r y agrx. uses and the mneani dim ene sionis of their cylindersI 4-8
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11'1(; B1., 4-l -10. I'replucnni Rescponse Curves for Different '1'ypcs of Pressure Gages when, Subjected to a
Ste pirise Pressuere Signal in a High Pressure Shock 'J'ubc.

are tabulated below. The medium and major caliber taken from the table are recorded and corrected,
gages use the same copper cylinders but have dif- since they arc less than the dynamic pressures cor-
ferent size housings. responding to the same compression. Comparisons

with piezoelectric gage pressures show that copper
crusher gage pressures, when determined from copper

Size (bs I)iamt~ter Length crushers calibrated statically, should be multiplied
by 1.20 to obtain the true chamber pressure, which

Minor calilber Small :LriUs .226 .400 is used in interior ballistic calculations. l,'or the leadM.kdiitrn 'aliler Small "andnii('(litnlfl •Sll .2525a.0 crusher gages, used for low pressures, the static pres-Mj,,r ,:ihr Mdjur cannmn .2525 u re obtained is less thani half the dynamic pressure.
. - ..... .. Recent developments in dynamic calibration tech-

niques have made it possible to reduce the difference
I.'or work oil small arms, one minor caliber gage between tle maximum pressure as determined by

is inserted in the wall of a gun that is set aside for a crusher gage and l)y a piezoelectric or strain type
this purpose. For medium calibers, two medium gage. The crusher elements are calibrated under
caliber gages are placed in the chamber. Two major pressures applied at rates approximating those occur-
caliber gages are placed in depressions on the inner ring in guns. These techniques have been developed
side of the breeclhblock for recording pressures in to the point where, for the larger caliber guns,
separate loading, major caliber, weapons. crusher gages can be made to yield maximum pres-

The propellant gas pressure is exerted against the sures equivalent to those given by the pressure time
gas-check cap and transmitted to the piston, which measuring gages.
compresses the cylinder against the cap. The length
,If the cylinder is measured in ten thousandths of 4-3 MEASUREMENT OF MUZZLE VELOC-
ai, inch with micrometer calipers, both before and ITY
after firing. A tal)he, which r~lates the compression 4-3.1 General Principles
to the static pressure that produces it, is based
on values obtained by subjecting representative Before the invention of chronographs capable of
sa'mples of cylinders from a lot to various pressures recording very short i114ervals of time and of cameras
iII t hydraulic press for 15 seconds. The pressures capable of photographing projectiles in flight, there

4-9
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was IIo way of makiig direct meas'emein ts of muzzle meit. A discussion of these methods and the details
velocity by the simple method of measuring the time of some applications are given iii Refeirnce 8.
it took a p,'ojeetilC to ii-ave,'se a previously measted 4-3.2 Chronographs
distaice oi- thie distamee tiaverised in a previously grp
(heteiniiled time. There are two types of chironiograplhs in geimeal

After the inivention of modermi chronographs, use; those which display the time interval directly,
muzzle velocity determination no longer posed a knowni as counter chronographs, and those which
diflicuiltv. III the method iiow commonly used, the record the passage of the projectile as it enters
projectile is timed over a measured distance by and leaves the measured distance, knowmi as camera
recoridiiig its passage as it enters and leaves the chronographs. The former type makes use of clec-
nealired course. A device wvhich determines the tronic cycle counters which are started and stopped

time between these two events is called a chrono- by the passage of the projectile and arranged to
graph. display the elapsed time on an indicating panel

In the other method, the projectile is photo- which is read directly. In the camera type of chrono-
"graphe(d agaiinst, a distance scale by meamis of a high graphs the output of the detecting device is fed to
speed motion picture camera whose fr-ame rate is an oscilloscope and the face of the scope photo-
kinowni or- by taking two or more photographs of graphed with a drum or fruming film camera. The
the projectile again~st a distance scale using a series emapsed time, therefore, is determined from the
of fixed film cameras and a set of flash lamps wvith distance on the film between the indications of the
fixed time delays between them. Photographic passage of the projectile by the detecting devices.
,eithods are usually used wvhcn observations on the This requires that a time scale be simultaneously
behavior of the projectile are desired, as well as recorded on the filml. Figure 4-12 is a photograph
determining its velocity. They cannot be classed of a standard model of camera chronograph using'
as stanldar'd methods of muzzle velocity measure- a drum camera.

Closing

Obturating
Washer

Copper Crusher Rubber or
Cylinder Neoprene Washer

Obturating
Cup

Pressure

F1(; t'i E 4-I . ('roSS Section of Infhr,11l (Copper' (,'uh,1 Pres.sture Gotie I 'sing C(lth1b'icid ( oppr ('rusher,
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TII( (diiiria hilloiiograp)I proid)i(es a pernuinenlt -

lphotognllahic record, whichi cant be cl'ikoI ait aniy
timie: 1)111 abou~it 20 niintites is requiredl to develop,
fix, aiill (it.% the( filiti before it call be read. With ~
lie( couniter cliroiiowrapli, ab)out ola' minuiite is r-e-
j11liedl to coii iptite tile velocity and report it : buIt
lie ireadlinig is erased after t ie( t ime ii tvrval is n oted.

A permnenai it r'ecord call be provided b~y photograph- FI(TE lit 1 -13:. Irimii (wmerti Chronograph Piccord
iig t ie( (display pantel or the( process call be simplified o(f Siyw#il (soi Velocity (oil-I.
by Iiaviiig, the elapsed timne prinitedl ott autoimatically.

Som ie of thle earlier imodels of (oliiiter clroiiograplis sign and~ fol lows a course similar to t ie( approach
were rat her- critical ill operationi and dlifficulty arose but reversed iii dlirectioni. Tihe coil shold0i( be so
bvecause thevy could be( activated by noise oil tile designed that the signal reversal is shiarp so that
hueis. III iiewei nmodels, the operatinig cond~itionis are the record crosses thle axis steeply. The film distance
less critical and(' these dlifficullties have beeni largely betwveen the crossing poinits is then accurately de-
v'iiiininatedl. The present tendency is to increasing terinined and serves to determinite the( time accurately.
ilse of thle counter chronograph b~ecause of its speed Figure 4-13 shows, a drum camera chronograph re-

lzid portalbility. For field utse it has the great ad- cord fronm coil detectors.
vantage that it (does not reqfuiire photographic There are two types of photoelectric detectors,
processing facilities. lumil ine screents and sky screens. Luntili ne scrveens
43.3 DtcigDvesuse. a light source incorporated inl the apparatus

Detetin Devcesand sky screens u-se the( light from the sky. Ilii the
C 'ominiouillv used dlevices to detect thle passage latter the photocell is screened so that it is il-

(if the( projectile are of two types. O ne depends oil luininated by the( light fronm a iiarrowv region of the(
tlie iIi(II~ctive effect as the( projectile, which hias sky transverse to thle trajectory. When the pro-
h eein previously miagnetized, passes through a coil jvctile crosses this region of the( sky, the illuimination
of wire, and~ tt(- oilher by the( v'ariationi iii the( of the celil is reduced sufficiently to induce a voltage
in tenisi ty of the( light falling onl a photoelectric celil change inl the cell circuit which defle'cts a cathode
caused by the( passage of the projectile. The coil ray oscilloscope and~ the deflection is photographed
is, the( simpler device." It requires little care and onl a mioving film camera oi- the signal canl start
eani be used ili the open without special protection or stop a couiiter chronograph. Sky screens have
or atteintion. Two coils canl be easily inouitted at beeni developed for field use and arc fully described
opposite endls of a frame and the assembly elevated together with the associated counter chronograph
oil a tower at anl angle so that the guim canl be fired inl Reference 10.
,It its n oriial operatiiig elevation. This is morev Thle light source inl thle luan1iliiie scrveen is a long
(lficticlt, to do with the more elaborate and fragile filament electric lamp mounted inl a metal frame
ph~otoek'.ctr-ic dlevices. Th'le coils, however, cannot bev behind a narrow slit transverse to the( trajectory.
utsed with noninagnet izalble projectiles, such as small A photocell is mounted behind aniothter slit onl the(
ari-als bujllets amnd the( other devices must be uised. opposite side of the( frame. A projectile passing
Nomii agnetizable, developmenemtal projectiles uised inl through the frame reduces the( il luminat ion onl the
niterior ballistic research have been provided with eil inl a manner simiflar to that of the( sky screen.
smiall imbedded permanent magiiets to permit the( Inniline screens are utsed mainly inl indoor ranges
use of coil detectors. for mieasurinig the velocity of small caliber pro-

Thle design of the( cOil dletector is important." As jectiles suich as bullets from small arms. Screens
tlie pr-ojectile approaches the coil the increasing iii ulse are shown inl Figure 4-14.
ii1agnct ic flulx thirough the coil induces an ceiuf inl it 434TeCluaino h uzeVlct

* which inicreases and~ reaches a maxiniumi valule whlen 434TeCluaino h uzeVlct
thle pr-ojectile! is iii such a position that the rate (Onmce the time of passage, t, of the projectile over
of change of flux is at maximum. The einf then begins tlie( measuied distan ce, D, is kniowii, the( ratio, 1) 'I,

* to dleclinie as the rate of change of flux declines and~ gives the average velocity over the (distance, A.
becomes equal to Ze'ro, ait which tiime the( vimf is This average velocity will occurl ait thle mlidlpoinit.
zer~o. The flux then t end~s to (decrease ats thle pro- of I) provided the accelerationl of tilhe projectile isL jeetile starts to leave the( coil and the( viluf reverses conlstanit. Th'le latter. (oiilit ionl will hold if thle aih.
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resistance to thc motion of the projectile does not decreases between the muzzle and thIemipitf
change appreciably over the distanco- D. This is the detecting devices. The small correction required
closely the case so that the velocity furnished by to give the velocity at the muzzle is proportional
the instrumentation can he assumed to occur at to the ratio
the midpoint of D.

On account of the air resistance, the velocity z X/C (4-1)

-&A ý ............................

FIGUIRE, .- 14. bim~iline &-rcens in Use in an Inidoor Ranuie.
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where tial of the contacts is too high the current may start

X is the distanice from the muzzle to the midpoint before mechanical contact is made. This is especially

and likely if the gas ahead of the projectile becomes
aC ih lionized. This call happen if hot gas leaks past the
Sis the lballist ic coefticient projectile or if the air in the tul)e is compressed by

C is a function of the weight, caliber and shape tile motion of tile projectile itself.

of the projectile, the density of the atmosphere, Barrel contacts are extensively used in interior

and the ralnge wind. The correction factor, which ballistic research, thý, exact form varying with the

depends oil the velocity and the drag function, has user, often as check points against other methods

been tabulated by the Instrument Laboratory of of measuring projectile displacement. '"
the l)evelopment and Proof Services at Aberdeen When it is desired to derive from the measure*-

Proving Ground.'".' ments all accurate travel-time relation, a rather

For a short distance in front of the muzzle, the large number of contacts must be used. This involves
projectile is surrounded by propellant gas. Since the considerable damage to the barrel thus making it

ijiuzzle blast increases the projectile velocity, another useless for other purposes. Considerable time and

correctionl must I1w subtracted from the apparent expense is involved in doing the necessary machine
iiuizzle velocity to ob)tain the true one. From the work.
I Icastre,,lleits of the spin of several projectiles by 4-4.2 Microwave Interferometer

a radiosondue, extrapolated to the muzzle, Hitchcock

found that the inlirease in velocity due to the muzzle The microwave interferometer is the microwave

[)last is about 1.2 percent of the apparent muzzle analog of the well known Mlichelson moving mirror
velocity for guls haviiig a normal expansion ratio.lu interferometer which is used to measure small dis-

tances using light of optical wave lengths. In b)oth

4-4 TRAVEL-TIME MEASUREMENTS instruments a beam of radiation is divided into two
beams. One beam is sent to a reflector at a fixed

4-4.1 Barrel Contacts distance and the other beam to a reflector which

"lh',e ;)ositioli of thle projectile in the barrel as a caii be moved. The reflectors return the radiation

flntiin orl timei ean be (lctermined by inserting to the point of separation where the beams are
insulate(d pro•bs throtugh holes bored in the barrel superimposed and combine to form a beam of radia-

wall which make contact with tl'v projectile as it tion whose intensity depends on the amplitudes of

passes. 1,ach probe is part of an electrical circuit the reflected beams and their phase difference. The

which is eollhpleted through the projectile and the phase difference depends on the difference in the

barrel. The projec.tile acts as a switch which closes distance traveled by the two beams from the point
the circuits momentarily. The current in the circuits of separation and back again according to the

cami be detected and displayed on a cathode ray relationi
oscilloscopt, and the face of the oscilloscope photo- 2r(
graphl!(l on a moving film or drum camera in the 6 - (4-2)

usual way amnd related to a time scale on the filh. X
The zero of time is usually indicated onl the film where 6 is the phase difference, ( the difference in

by (detecting the initiation of the primer or by a distance and X the wave length of the radiation.

conmtact at the muzzle. Now, if the movable reflector is displaced parallel

Barrel contacts have to be designed and used with to the direction of the reflected beam, t will be

care if the siginal is to occur when the projectile changed and 6 will be different. This will change

has the same position with] respect to the contact the intensity of the combined beam. If t is changed

at each location. This calI be assured in part by continuously 6 changes continuously and by one

lMachining a miotch in the forward part of the pro- cycle (2r radians) every time t changes l)y one wave

jectile. The shape of the notch is such that a vertical length. The intensity of the combined beam changes

surface is presented to the contact. If care is taken cyclically, going through one cycle every time 6 does.

to iisert the contacts only ini the rifling grooves Since t changes by one wave length when the

of tile gull, t hey will then establish contact with moval)le reflector moves one-half wave length, one

the rotating band only.' For smooth bore weapons cycle of intensity change indicates a displacement

and when firing jacketed bullets, tile notch ill tile of the reflector of one-half the wave length of tile

Pm rojcetih(' becomes iicessary. If the electrical potelm- radiation.

4-14
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FIG URE 4-!.5. Typical Microwrave Interferonieter Record of Projectile Travel versu~s Time (Caliber .50)

For the wave length range used in the microwave through suitable amplifiers. The face of the oscillo-
interferonieter, the radiation is propagated in a scope is then photographed on moving film along
wave guide. The source of the radiation is a Klystron with a time scale. A typical record is shown in
oscillator. The radiation is divided at a "magic tee". Figure 4-15 and a block diagram of the apparatus
One part is led by wave guide and directed downi in Figure 4-16. For further details of the construction
the barrel of the gun to the projectile which con- and use of the interferomecter the reader is referred
stitutes the moving reflector. The other part is led to References 14 and 15.
to the fixed reflector and in this arm of the circuit The microwave interferoineter has obvious ad-
there is provided an attenuator and a phase shifter vantages over the barrel contacts. It requires no
so that the intensity of the output signal can be modification of the tube and yields a continuous
adjusted to a convenient value initially and the record of the travel of the projectiie so that a more
phase difference adjusted to zero. accurate travel-timie curve can be derived. The

T~he combined output is detected by a crystal relative accuracy for the two methods is discussed
A (detector and fed to a cathode ray oscilloscope in Reference 13 where it is showvn that even with

PL*Y'C MOMM-OFF MAIN

{/

• _[• ~ ......F.. i ,1"-

IN~~~*4AO 6*11lilllll _J GNERAORATONt

1A4 It iF" --i'"ONA --SINKYTO IO AH0 A CA

-o I14"1=D

UNT MIUMcIR SIENRATOR
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FIGURE1 4-16. Tlock Diagram of the .1[irotr(rr Inte rferometer for f easuring Projectile Tv'raTei (ersus .5)e.
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FIG URE 4-18. Foil Con fartor Assemibly for Aleasuiring Travel During the Engraving Process, 105mmn Howitzer.

great care in thc design anid placement of thc tact is provided in thc projectile, arranged so that
contacts they exhibited soinC erratic behavior al- the projectile movement causes thc internal contact
though there was no systematic error in the results to touch the foil contactors in succession. The

derived from their use. There were no systematic arrangement is shown in Figure 4-18. Thle rod and
errors in the results for either system, however. contactor assembly are insulated from the barrel

-Travel Near the electrically and a- electrical circuit is completed

S-.tMasrementMoft roecil through the projectile arid the barrel when contact

is made with the foils. After a travel of about fouir
Neither the barrel contacts nor the interferomecter inches the base of the projectile comes in contact

gives a suifficiently detailed anid accurate account with the end of the rod and forces it out of the
of the motion of the projectile at the start of motion barrel. In the 105nmm Howitzer the rod comes out
anid during engraving to permit entirely satisfactory smoothly. It may not do this if used in higher
conclusions to be drawn about engraving forces anid velocity weapons where the accelerations are larger
starting pressures. and the force on the rod greater.

If extra tubes are available, for research purposes The results of the measurements were differ-
it is often permissible to cut the tube off so that the entiated twice to yield the acceleration, anid from
nose of the projectile is visible and then take a a simultaneous meiasure of the pressure the resistance
high speed motion picture of the projectile as it to the motion is determined from the relation
moves. Another method' is to machine two slits on
opposite sides of the tube so located that the nose PA - f = 31a (4-3)

* of thle projectile projects slightly beyond the breech weefi h eitnet h oin yia
end of the slits. Tle slits arc then backlighted and wresl iss the rstcentodthed otion.iAutypical

an image of the illuminated slits formed on the reut is shown in the nolidat ed p F 4-1t
thfilm of a moving film ca iera so that the film runs to tO RE VE AND occesinTh
perpendicular to the image. As the projectile moves TION-BORE VELSUoCI AnEN D A-Lera
the slits are progressively covered and the boundary Ton as UreMENt
between the illuminated anid unilluniinated part of 4-5.1 Differentiation of the Travel-Time Data
the film is the locus of the travel-time curve, Figure
4-17. Tle tube must be cut off just beyond the end The velocity and acceleration in the bore can be
of the slits since the slits relieve the pressure when determined by differentiating thle travel-time data
the projectile base passes and the projectile may provided by the interferomecter or barrel contacts.
stop int thle tube. To do this requires a complicated data reduction

If damage to the tube is not permissible other process and if the differentiations are to yield ac-
methods must be used. One of these which has been curate results, not only must the records be read
used for measurements ono a 105im Howitzer is with great accuracy but the records must be very
described in Reference 16. In this method, a rod precise to begin with. In no case is the original
is inserted down the barrel anid fixed at the muzzle, data obtained from the records sufficiently accurate
At the other end, the rod holds a set of foil contactors to be used directly. It must be first smoothed ancd
inside thle hollowed out projectile. An internal con- the smoothed data differentiated. The result of the
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(l-s iffei-eitiatioil must alsobesmohdbfie teiee-nesgaungnloe yt-oiso

the second differentiation, and thc final r-esult will lead par-t of the signal fr-om the Klystr-on out arid
uisually rcequire some final sotig i(,aon hf t ieuny hstkn i( lc ftl
Of wor-k requir-ed to r-educe thc data arid nmake the signal firom thle second Klystiron. If now the( pi'o-
calculations for- a single round is considcr-ablce'' anid jectilc starts to move, thc r-efer-ence signal will be
the r-esults mmay be subject to unknown error-s. It is inciCeascd in frcequency anid the co'mtr-ol voltage will
deshrahlc to mevasur-e the velocity anid acceler-ationi incr-easc or- decrease depending upon whether- thle

difJ2rencZ to th eqenhw cy bewe 7ietoKyt-

henc tothechange in velocity. Thle contr-ol voltage
A sandt-dmetod f mastt-ig te vlocty f i recorded as a mneasure of the ve!ocity. It has

inoectlesmaes se f te opper-effct tht i, benfound that the contr-olled Klystr-on has a
. tie change in fr-equency which occur-s when a radar- locking range of about 200 kc which corresponds
lwan is r-eflected from the pr-ojectile. There arc a to projectile velocities of about 5000 feet per- second.
i mnuber- of ways, differ-ing in detail, which thle- These methods for measurting the velocity dir-ectly
oiretically can be used to measure the Doppler- shift. simplify the determination of displaceimenit anid ac-

()ne( method is to use two stabilized Klystrons celer-ation. Not only will thre tedious smoothing anid
liffei-ing inl fr-equency by a few miegacycles. The differ-entiating pr-ocesses lbe r-educed but the accuracy

i-adiatiou firoimi one( is led down the barriel of the of the final r-esults should be impr-oved. TIhe (lirect
~i ni anid reflected fr-om the pr-ojectile. Thle secondl measuremlent of the velocity by thle ])oppletr effect
.klysti-om is provided with a contrel system which 33; simple in pr-inciple anid from anr accurate mevasur-e-
locks its fircquemucy to the( signal from the( fir-st after- iment, the displacement can be deter-mined by integr-a-

r eflectioni which ser-ves as a refer-ence signal. When tion, which is a mor-e accur-ate pr-ocess than (hf-
file pr-ojectile is not moving, the con~ol voltage fer-entiation, anid the( acceler-ation determiined by it

rujquiired to lock the( second Klystr-on to the( radiation si mnglc differ-entiation which wvill elimini ate the( ('-i-tOIs

of the fir-st is constant. Aimother- mnethodI of pr-oviding due to the second differ-entiation.
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SA Cup supporting disk

C pD S E Q K

Insulating wax Projectile body

A (;ag(! boldy K Wire-collector cup
C Copper rotating band with obturation skirts L Bore wire terminal screw
I) Ball contactor () Quartz crystal
E Lucite bushing P Retaining screw
G Signal conductor Q Brass contact button
H Lock nut R Weight
J Cup retainer S Set screw

FI(;URE, 4-20. Diagram of Quartz Piezoelectric Acceleration Gage Assembled in the Projectile.

4-5.3 The Measurement of Acceleration completed by grounding the other terminal to the

To measure the acceleration directly requires in- projectile wall which makes contact with the barrel
strumentation in the projectile. The earliest accelera- through the rotating band. As the projectile moves
tion gages for mounting in projectiles depended upon the wire is gathered up in a cup-shaped receptacle
the pressure developed on a quartz crystal plate at the foCraard end of the projectile.
by the inertial reaction to thre acceleration of a Considerable difficulty is usually encountered with
weight bearing against the crysl:al plate. One model this system of measurement. It requires direct car-is shown in Figure 4-20.'e rent operation and it is difficult to eliminate the

To record the signal from the gage one must noise generated by the sliding contact at the rotating
transmit the signal out of the barrel. This is done band. In the process of gathering up the wire, it
by leading a wire down the barrel and connecting may shatter at the higher velocities which will
it to one terminal of the gage, the circuit being generate noise as will leakage of ionized gases past

the projectile.
ALUMINIZED SURFACE PYREX DISK In an attempt to circumvent these difficulties,

.002- /apparatus has been developed'0 using an acceleration
STEEL CAB-SAE6150 gage depending on the change in capacitance when

AIR SPACE subjected to acceleration. The design of one model
of the gage is shown in Figure 4-21. When the pro-
jectile is accelerated, the body of the gage is slightly
flattened which decreases the separation between

STEEL BA-E-SAE6150 the metal plated surfaces and hence increases the
capacitance. In use the gage is part of an oscillator

(SCOTCH CAST circuit. If the capacitance of the gage is changed
1/16" BRASS ROD POTTING COMPOUND) the frequency of the oscillator is shifted; the fre-

Fl(UItUE 4-21. Diagram of the Variable ('apacitanre quency shift being a measure of the acceleration.
.lccecration Gnge.I This scheme permits the use of alternating current
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FI UH E I 1-22. IWiyriom of Qiiark P'iezoe'lectric IBase-I're.'i41111 Ga:ge .Ilounb'd in the I'rvjerdil.

operationl So that ii webh of the tumwanted noise call fidentiy as the elleet of the acceleration ill the
beC blocked out of the recording circuits by proper crystal itself wvas considered negligible, the charge
filtering. It introduces other difficulties, however, developed therefore being entirely due to the inertial
iii that the inlstrumlenltation inl thle projectile is much pressure of thev weight.
1110111 Com1plicated, atid as it must functionl while 4-6 THE MEASUREMENT OF BASE PRES-

une arge acvrti oll, the design requirements SR
tire very strinlgenlt. One is also never quite certain SR
that tihe frequency of the oscillator will. be stable TIhe methods described to mueasure acceleration
mider the conditions of firing. Models have been canl be used to mueasutre base pressure."~ All that is
utsed successfully ill the lO5mini Howitzer where the nleeded is to modify the gages and their installation
conlditionls are nlot too drastic. There seems5 to be inl the projectile- to withstanid and be sub~jected to
no difficulty inl designinig apparatus rugged enough the pressure of the gases and to i ake the effects
to withlstand hlighI velocity gull accelerations. The of thle acceleration negligible withl respIect to those
qjuest ion of stability will remnainu. due to thle gas pressure. Thie designi of a piezoelectric

Trouble also arisjes withl the uncertainty of the base pressure gage is shown inl Figure 4-22. It is
calibration of the capacitance gage. It is obviously simiilar to thle acceleration gage except that thle
nlot possible to sub~ject the gage to a known accelera- crystal is now comlpressed by a pistoni subject to
tioll of the required mlagnlitude. Recourse has, there- the gas pressure thlrough all opening ill thle base,
fore, been mlade to subjecting the gage to a miechian- of the projectile. Because thle pistoni also has inlertia,
ical force applied externally with a press. Under the pressure oil thle gage, I'., is not equa! to thle base
acceleration, hlowever, thle force system acting oil Pressure, I',, but is givell by
the gage is niot the saine as that used in the calibra-
tionl. The gage has a complex shape and any distor-- =

tionl due to accelerationl cannot be predicted ac- A"(-I
curately by theory so that it could be allowed for'. where in is the miass of thle pistoni and1 ..I,, its area.
Trhe piezoelectric crystal gages, discussed ill para- A variable capacitance base pressure gage dle-
graphl 4-2.2, could bv~ calibrated much more conl- signed for al terniat ing cuirren t operatio llill a mannl ter
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84fWRENCH 1.200

Lm@ FIT

ýý -4 PROJECTILE
4ASSAY "6- 32 1/16 HOLE

6150 STEEL

*MAKE WRENCH TO FIT.

FIGURE -1-23. I 1:riable ("tpaciitire Ii,.ce-Pressure Gaye D~iagjram of I'tarls rnd .1ssembly.

sim~ilar to the variabl)e capacitance acceleration gage 4-7 THE MEASUREMENT OF BORE FRIC-
is illustrated in Figure 4-23~. It does not make use TION
of a piston; the gas pressure being applied directly If the acceleration and the base pressure are known
to the outside of the pressure element which serves one can derive the b~ore friction, f, from the relation,
also as thc outer electrode. The pressure reduces
the inner diameter of the pressure clement and hence f =pIA - Ia(4-5)

reduces the clearance from the inner electrode. This w~here P, is the basc pressure, a the acceleration,
increases the capacitance of the gage. If the mass of the projectile, and A the bore area.

lomm

*0 5 ' is 2 40 4.6 1

?3WL 1OOU8 SM4 NOW$

l'1; UIlt 4-24. lecroid I'roditwed by flee A itoniatic-1lecording Biore Gayr'.
Three ('orplete,5can.s in Both Direct iorzs to Tedt Repeatability.
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FIG UR El -1-25. Diagram of (The- Mlodel of the A nto?)latwc-Jcorduiny Bore Gage

Alk (xallinatio)i of Eqluationls 4-4 and 4-5 shows indication of the diameter, and is read on a scale
that if the mass of the piston, m, is so chosen that at the operating end of the staff.
mi -1,, = .11, A, thien f = JPA so that under these 4-8.3 The Pullover Gage
circumstances the output of the gage is proportional
to the b~ore friction. By use of this property, a base This gage functions in a manner similar to a
p)re.ssure gage cati be designed to yield a simultaneous telescoping inside micromicter. The head which is

eareof the bore friction, constructed so that it will telescope and retain its
minimum size is initially set larger than the bore

4-8 THE MEASUREMENT OF BARREL ERO- diameter and inserted with its staff into the barrel
SION to the distance at which the measurement is to

be made. This requires that it be set at an angle
4-8.1 General with respect to the staff. It is then "pulled over"

The standard (lvcsused to meiasure changes which forces it to telescope until its length is equal
in brv ianete ar th str gge nd he ullver to the inner diameter of the tub~e. A vernier scale

grage. They are bo0th itiechanical micrometers de- is provided on the head so that the diameter cami
sigiied especially to measure both the diameter of b edoiwe h aei ihrwi
the tube at a ceritain location and the distance to
the pojint of mIIasm511enlit. The mleasuring head is
attached to a long staftf. The staff serves to manip-NCKLWE
uilat e th lhe 1(ad to m .ake the d ian ucter measurement INSULATOR
and1( is al.-o provided with a scale to measure the TEMCUL
distanice to the poinit of imeasuremenit. B~oth gages THEROOUSIGSELE

are mlade iii a inumiber of sizes for use with the
van is cadlwibes. The d etailIs of theiri construction

anid use are givei hin IRefereince 20.

SAUREISEN
4-8.2 The Star Gage 

INSULATING CEMENT-N,
There are several types of star gages but the

prinicipalI ones are the ie~'aiid smnall bore gage-;LUIN
used for large and simall calibers. TIhey (10 not differ INSULATION
inl pr~iiciple, the d iffereiice bei hg onIly ini the mecd- TEMCUL

4nims uised to iImanipulate the mieasuriniig head. Iiie BODY

1b0th types, the head is provided with contactorsW 
THROUK

which are forced out r'adiallv to make contact with LOCKNUT--*

the surface (if the h~ore by adlvanicing a cone shaped11 J
uomi~vhki tie o comntacorsTWO MICRONp~ieceuo hc he iiier ends ofthe cnatisLAYER Of EVAPORATED

ride. Wheni the cone is retracted the contactors NICKEL

disengage from the sm i face. The position of the cone F,'I(; L'R E; *-1-2. Diujram of Bore Sarfarc 'I/ernuvwou ie
whien con tact is imIadieI wit h thle bor-e su rface is an (file/1 Ilousill'y, 11/1U. Model.
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Ijl• *w 9j' 131 16' 22 1 27' 37-- 78 (INCHES)

(ARMIAEhWNT OF SCINTILLATION COUNTERS ALONG THE GUN BARREL)

PULSE PULSE PULSE TO BREECH PRESSURE GAGE

POSITION OF PROJECTILE

STO MUZZLE VELOCITY COILS

AMPUTUDE AMPLITUDE AMPLITUDE

DISCRIM. DISCRIM. DISCRIM.

INTEGRATOR INTEGRATOR INTEGRATOR

FOUR CHANNEL RECORDING CR. 1O
F1( ;iIE 4-27. Block Diayram of .Ipparalus for Oh.serving M1otion Duringr, Firing Qf

a Radioactive Source Imbedded Initially in a Propellant Grain.

4-8.4 The Automatic Recording Bore Gage placed on the record by pulling the gage through

Bore gages have been constructed which depend a calibration tube provided with stepwise diameter

on the strain produced at the surface of a cantilever changes or by a micrometer calibrator which can

bealn. The beam is mounted in a frame which fits be varied continuously by a micrometer screw.

into the barrel and carries one or more contactors These gages have been found to be consistent
which bear on the bore surface. When the frame in operation and to give reproducible results. The
is forced into the bore, the beam is bent from its records can be read to .0005 inch and the precision
initial position by the force on the contactors. The is about of this order. By reducing the radius of

strain produced in the beam is recorded by a system curvature of the tip of the contactor they can be

of two strain gages cemented to opposite surfaces made to record the major roughnesses of the surface

of the beam and forming two arms of a Wheatstolle and yield knowledge of the condition of the surface.

bridge so arranged as to maximize the bridge output. The type of record produced is shown in Figure 4-24

When calibrated by applying known deflections to and a diagram of one model of the gage in Figure 4-25.

the beam the imbalance of the bridge is a measure
of the bore diameter. 4-9 BARREL TEMPERATURE MEASURE-

A gage of this type was developed' to record MENTS
automatically a continuous measurement of the bore
diameter (or radius, depending on the model) when
it was pulled through the barrel by a motor driven A variety of thermocouples have been used for
mechanism. The gage is provided with supports barrel temperature measurement. On the outside
which engage the rifling so that the contact stays surface where the temperature variations are low,
on the same land throughout the travel. The output no special difficulty is encountered; all that is nee-
of the gage is fed to an automatic recorder which essary is a good bond to the surface which can be
traces on a moving paper a record of the bore obtained by soldering or welding.
diameter as a function of distance. A calibration is To make measurements withini the wall, holes must
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be bored to the desired depth arid anl insulated incited. This usually requires air automatically con-
thermo11coLupic wire inserted to make good thermal trolled switching mechanism arid the time to just
a11d electrical contact with the bottom of tilc hole. make the weld is determnined by trial iii a separate
T]his usually requires wvelding although mechanical test sample.
pressure can be made to work. Such contact may be Thle hole anid wire should be small arid the thermal
unreliable, howevver, in a gun during firing. Electric diffusivity of the wire anid weld should be as close
welding of the contact requires care. If too much to that of the barrel material as possible. This is
mnetal is melted, the exact location of the contact to minimize the disturbance to the hecat distribution
is; uncertain. *Just enough arid no more should be brought about by the presence of the hole and

IU It H .1.28. Photo~raph of A pp, .(I un~for the Study of Propellatit Motion D~uring Firiig I "sing
1½1,ioact iii Tracerr Jr Tcn ietti. 37,' ,n Gwi tv-h Pour Sraie hll~a ion Coun aters on Eacha Side ol' thec Thu ad
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90~~t~~ T hethri 1.tple consists essentially of alt in-
sulated nfickel wire inserted through a hole in tlce

-0 gun steel mounting plug. True wire and plug arc-
80 -- - - -thten faced off and ground and polished. A thin

/ layer of knowni thickness (2 -5),) of nickel is thent
/ ~deposited onl the polished surface. Th'le deposited

70------------ nickel bridges the( thin layer of insulation onl the
wire andl a therinojunction is fornned between the(
nickel and tOe steel. T1he enif generated is that for

.... L. - - - nickel and ironi. Tit the( original model the( nickel
w/6 wire was insulated1 by heating in air to forimi a layer

W) of nickel oxide. Later models use- aluminum oxide
I.- - -.- -- - (All) 3,) as anl insulatinig material be-cause it stands
W 50 ~tip better at higher temperatures. TIhe-se thenno-

11-/ couples reqjuire care inl fabrication. Tfhey arc- fragile
2. and last only a few rounds inl high performance guns.

-L 40-. . - - Inl utse the( thermocouple is so mounted that the(
/ surface of the nickel plate formis part of thc hare

/ surface. It has becun found not to be neTes~sary to
/ match the( surface of the nickel layer exactly to

Z 30 - -- - - - the surface. It is all advantage to withdraw the

W therimocouple surface somewhat to protect it and
this call be done uip to a millimeter or so without

1 20 - - - - - - - -apparenily reducing the indlicated temperature. The(
0 ~~temperatures inmd icated b~y these thermocouples show

/ large round to round variations"'. Trhis may he
10---------------------------- -patly due to the deposition of variable layers of

* ./& - SCREEN CONTACTS contamtination from the( propellant which is ob-
0 / - SCINTILLATION COUNTERS served to occur. Mluch of the variation is, however,

0 - - -real. Thie temperature of the( propellant gase~s is not

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 'T 8 9 10 un. iformi. Gas produced early inl the cycle has ex-
TIM (MLLIECODS)pamided more than gas produced later anmd is cooler.

FI~UR --21. ~dbrTIME (ILSECONDSY )(1l-i 'I'll(- reading of the thermocouple will record this
IC *l-2¶I. ( airrio-s( usi TSionCu If.WUII fact by random round-to-round variations inl re-

sponlse. It has beenl Shown experiunenitally"' that if
thieniocouiple wire. Th'le thiermiojuitetion formed by rotin(s are fired with charges of mnixed hot and cool

a Single Nvire i nsertedl ill this mann1iler inl a Steel Propellantts the repmssof the thermlocouples are
I alrrel is that 1 etweeit ir011 andI~ the miaterial of the inuch m1ore Variable. J11 a gill), the firing cycle is So
wviie. Nickel is a goodl itmaterial for the wvire since brief that thevre is not time for parts of the gals
its thernIal properties at-e similar to those of iroll. ait differenit temperatuires to mix and comei to a

T%%.o wire th~ermocouple s can be used for, ini-wall uniform average temperature.
temiperaturves buit these require a larger hole and 4-.ReitneTp TmerueMasig
wouldI be expected, inl general, to dlisturb the tein- 4-92 gesitneTp Te erue Masig
perajtju re(- distrib~ution imiore than the single w~ire.Gae
For very rapidly varying temnperatures they would These gages mevastire surface temperature changes
also be vxpectedl to follow the( temperature chanlges by noting the change ill electrical resistanlce of a
JIss accurately then the welded single wvire. finle wire inl contact with thev suirface. 0(1 )ne odel,

Th'lermlocoulples have beenl devvlopev especially for which is available commercially, resemlbles inl ap-
b ore suirface tem iperatture n('vstmrenmemt ts, The orig- pearancev an ordl mary ceniemivted-onl st rain gage. They

i~~~in,,, model wa1s deeoe n(;rriy.Xiolis atre very convenienvt for- measuring externall barrel
other iei odels have beeul (evelopevl mll (ifyverent lab- temperanturevs. Thley are moun1tedI inl at mlanmier
orat~ories but lt thy (1o not (Iiffer inl priniciple froml sinmi lar to at stra-fin galge anld forml anl a1rml of at Whe\at-
tio 01('igi irl. Figu re -1-26 is at d iagramn of one model .- ' stoii(' bridge circtimt. Whenvi the( gage is hevated the
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citif aippearinig across the( lbridge is ani indication The itiethod is to incorporate ini one of the grains
of the teniperature rise if imult iplied by the proper of the charge a gammna radioactive source of sufli-
Calib~rationi factor. cient strength that a mecasurablc amiount of the

gamma radiation from the source will penetrate the

4-10 MOTION OF THE PROPELLANT DUR- barr-el Wall and activate gamma ray detectors placed

IYG BURNING along the outside of the b)arrel. The detectors are(
shielded with lead shielding except for- a narrow

Ini any theory of interior ballistics some asswnp- opening on the side toward the barrel. Wheni the

tioi imust be made about the distribution of the source passes in front of the opening the detector

iIIblurtt propellant. It is usual to assume either one is activated and the fact recorded as a displacement
of two limiiting situationsm, namuely ; that the pro- of the spot on the screen of a cathode ray oscillo-

pellant remains in the chamber (during burning and scope. The iiiotion of *thie! spot is recorded with a
buIrns at the chamber pressure; or is uniformly dis- moving film camiera and related to a timei scale! so

tributevd in the gas columin behind the projectile and that one derives from the observations a displace-
hurtis, on the average, at the average pressure in ment-tinie curve for the activated graini. By repeated

lhe gas. The actual situation is neither of these firings, with the activated grain initially at differenit

('Ntiremes but tunt il recently there, was no way of distances from the( breech (eld of the chiambier, a

measuring eveni approximately the actual motion coluiposite picture of the motion of thev charge Cali

(of the grains of propellant. This difficulty has been be derived.
overcomie, ait least 'to a large extent, lby the avail- T1hie sources usedl were either T1a'" or Co'"", 50-100)

abhilityv of rad ioact ivv tracer tech ni(Iues.L vai Imure mus emtI.Teywr etle in iti -

6 5 3211a

FIG'(UR H 1-30. Ty'pical Thcnt-d or *Smilre I'W'jijoni ond, hxlars t.e rcIsus~ Vnifi.,
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F [U U-tE 4-:32. C'onsolidated P'lot of Radioactive Source and Projectile Motion

Compared with Gas Motion as Predicted by the Lagrange A pproximation.
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less steel and imbedded in a small hol, drilled in
the center of the grain. The activated grain was 3-

about :30 percent heavier than the normal grain
because of the higher density of the source.

The motion of the grain was followed by eight 25

collimated scintillation counters placed along the 25 -

barrel. The individual scintillation pulses from the/'.8
scintillation counters have a time duration of ap- Legrnge /

Disttibutio
proximately 0.1 microsecond. The possible counting 20---

rate is, therefore, several milliou per second. The
counting rate must b)e high to obtain the necessary -
statistical accuracy because the time interval over • . l
which the measurements are made is of the order -/

of a few milliseconds. The individual pulses are / /
amplified and fed to pulse heiglht discriminator+ .o i.2 millisec
circuits. The uniform output pulses of these circuits / / _, LrProp.,nt approx.

* 10~ - - - I burned)
are then fed to integrator circuits with time con- /
stunts small compared to tile time intervals to be
measured and large compared to the individual
pulse widths. A block diagram of the apparatus is s- - - _°` _

showmi in Figure 4-27 and a photograph of the
apparatus and the gun in Figure 4-28.

The apparatus was checked by firing a metal
pellet containing the source through the barrel with 2 - 4 5 6 7 - 9

all air gun. Screen contacts were placed at the breech Initial Position
and muzzle to detect the passage of the pellet. Data inches from breach

from the screens and the counters are shown in A - Projectile

F'igure 4-29 which shows that the counters record O- Propellant

faithfully the position of the source. FIGURE 4-33. Distance Traveled by Radioactive Source as a

Figure 4-30 is a typical record. The upper and Function of Initial Position Compared with the Displacement

lower parts were recorded on different oscilloscopes of the Gas Given by the Lagrange .tpproximation.

on a common time scale. The numbers 1-6 indicate
the times of the maxima of the detector pulses, of the lag probably occurs early when the velocity
starting at the breech. The letter a indicates firing of the gas is low and the gas density also low. The
pin contact, b the time whelel the projectile had Lagrange approximation does not hold in the early
moved one-half an inch., c the time when the pro- stages when the charge is still burning. The results
jectile had moved 9A inches and d the time when show in general that the propellant grains follow
the projectile was at the muzzle. The trace D in- the gas motion as predicted by the Lagrange ap-
dicates the pressure. proximation more closely the farther forward they

Figure 4-31 is a consolidated plot of the data are initially and tend to approach it more closely
for four different initial positions of the activated in the later stages of the burning.
grain. The early motion of the source could not
be followed because of the excessive thickness of 4-11 ROTATING MIRROR CAMERA
the walls of the chamber.

Figures 4-32, 4-33 and 4-34 derived from Figure When using the microwave interferometer to Incas-
4-31 exhibit the relation between the motion of the ure projectile displacement, a long continuous record
activated grain as compared with the motion of the is usually desired, and for higher projectile velocities
gas as predicted by the Lagrange approximation. the film speed must be large to resolve the oscilla-
The grains will always lag behind the gas because tions sufficiently. This can be done with the com-
of the higher density of the grain. The activated mercially available running film cameras uip to about
grain will lag even more because of its still higher 2000 fps at which velocity the oscillation frequency
density and this effect will be enhanced as the grain is 100 kc per second.
burns away leaving the source itself. A great deal For use at higher velocities a specially designed
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rotating- mirror camera w~as b)Uilt.25 Itotatinlg liiiirror. surfaces, the focal curve is niot a circle. Also the
cameras sweep the imiage over at stationary filmu by iniage of anl extemu-d object Is not everywhere ill
means of a rotating mirror. They are availab~le exact focus onl th'Ž film so that as the spot changes
commercially b~ut thle designi is not advantageous position onl thc screen the sharpness of focus of thce
for- use with the imuterferonwiter. Ilii most miodels spot image onl the fihiui will change. These effects
the image is onl the filimi for only a fraction of the are not large inl the present model where the distance
time of one revolution of thle nmirror and~ the lengthi from the lens to the filmn is albout 40 inches. Thel(
of thle filml is too short for a long record. instrument works at approximately one to one

Ini the Ballistic Research Laboratories model use magnification so that the image of the spot is the
is made of a four-sided mirror which, as it rotates, same size as the spot itself and anmy fuzziness is
divides the incident beami of light from the lens reproduced inl the imiage. Thel( instrument uses all
of the camera so as to form two immiages, at least one ordinary ballopticon projection lens. Thle mirror is
of which is alwars onl thle film. Thme record, therefore, mmmade of stainiless steel and is driven by a onle-half
is continuous, hiorse power motor. Th'le faces of the mirror are 3 by

Figure 4-35 shows thev design of the basic optical 4 inchies. The filmn is hlvd onl thle focal curve by being
system. Thle two imiages are always 1800 apart, and wrTapped onl a plexiglass surface, emulsion sidle to-
as the film is carried around the focal surface more wardI thle mirror, the plexiglass surface being formled
than 1800, one( iimage always comes onl thme film to the focal curve. The film is loaded inl daylight
before the other leav-es it. Whmen photographing the from a built-ini film supply and loading arrangement.
spot of a cathode ray oscilloscope the spot canl be A photograph of the camera wvith the cover, r~eioved
stepped across the screen and a record several timmes is shown inl Figure 4-36. This is a prototype model
the( length of the filim canl be recorded. Since the inl which no attempt was made to optimize the
axis of rotation of the( mirror is nlot at thle reflecting design either mechanically or- optically.

0.9 millisec.

100-Le~bet

2501

01

250

initial Position Projectile
I Inchiis frory bretch) G o Propellent

FIGUREi i 4-:11. Velfwify .tItnince by Rladioactive Source as a Funtction, of Initiial Pos'ition ('ompipned writ/i the Velocity of
the Gas Giren by the l.a yrunge A1pproxrimation.
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FIGURE 4-3(;. I'hotograph of BRL, Four-Surface Rotating Mirror Camera for Recording Interior Ballistic Trajectories
(Cover Removed).

The intensity of the image changes with position sensitive film, interferoemeter frequencies up to 1200
on the film because of the way the mirror divides ke per second have been resolved and recorded.
the light between the two images but this has been Projectile velocity for this frequency would be about
found not to be serious. Under the best of conditions 20,000 fps for the wave length used in the present
of spot intensity, color and focus, and using the most interferometer.
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CHAPTER 5

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a,, I'arameter characteristic of the I'idduck-Kent ,, Ileating time
solution I Reduced temperature variable

C( Mass of charge V Velocity of the projectile
ct A function of e and i .r Distance from gas-solid interface

1' lat capacity of the propellant per unit a Initial slope of (2n + 3)/'6 versus n
volume j3 Ratio (final slope/initial slope) of (2n - 3)/5

E Activation energy for the reactiou versus it
c Base of natural logarithm -y Effective ratio of specific heats
f Frequency factor 6 Pidduck- Kent constant
h Hleat transfer coefficient f Ratio: C.!M
K Thermal conductivity of the propellant D l)ummy variable
K. Kinetic energy of the gas and unburnt • Reduced distance variable

propellant T Reduced time variable
K, Kinetic energy of the projectile Subscrips
.11 Effective mass of the projectile
n Polytropic index: l1(-y - 1) g Gas phase
1) Average pressure i Ignition
PC Breech pressure ia Adiabatic ignition
P. Base pressure im Minimum ignition
Q Heat evolution per unit volume 0 Shut-off or end of heating
q Heat of reaction per init volume Oc Critical heating
I? Universal gas constant
F Temperature at any point in the propellant Superscripts

7'0 Gas temperature (0) Initial value
t Titw= (1) A subsequent value

I
I

)
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CHAPTER 5

SPECIAL TOPICS

5-1 THE HYDRODYNAMIC PROBLEMS OF of tiie the pr(jectilh; is rCleasCd. Tihe problem theii

INTERIOR BALLISTICS is to find the distribution of pressure, density and

5-1.1 Pressure Distribution and Kinetic Energy of velocity of the gas between the breech and the pro-
the Propellant Gases jectile at all subsequent times during the travel of

the projectile to the muzzle.

In most formulations of the theory of interior The problem was first solved completely using

ballistics, it is customary to account for the effects analytical methods by Love and Pidduck.' The

of the motion of the gas and the unburnt propellant treatment assumes that the flow is one-dimensional

by means of certain simple formulas. These purport and adiabatic, that is there is no heat loss to the

to define (a) the relations between the different wall, and that gas friction at the wall is negligible.

pressures occurring in the basic equations of the A general discussion of the Love and Pidduck

theory; namely, the breech pressure, 1',, the pressure solution as applied to guns is given in Corner.2 The
on the base of the projectile, P., and the average rigorous solution is characterized by rarefaction

space pressure, P, consistent with the equation of waves traveling back and forth between the breech

state of the gas, and (b) the amount of kinetic energy and projectile base and the ratios P,/P. and K,/K,
to be attributed to the gas and unburnt propellant, oscillate and approach certain limiting values cor-

(Cf. paragraphs 2-2.2 and 2-2.3). If e denotes the responding to a certain special solution of the equa-

ratio of the mass of the charge, C, to that of the tion of motion of the gas. This special solution was

projectilh, .11, where .1! may be an effective mass worked out by Pidduck" and by Kent' and is called
as in (Chapter 2, these relations can I. stated as: the l'idduck-Kent special solution of the lagrange

problem. It has not been proved that the rigorous
1= I +2) (5-1) solution approaches the special solution in the limit

of large travel, but it is usually assumed that it does.
l{ + " (5-2) The Pidduck-Kent solution does not satisfy the
P\ /initial conditions of the Lagrange problem but cor-

e (responds to an initially nonuniform distribution of

2= . & (5-3) pressure and density.The Pidduck-Kent solutions for the pressure and

where K, is the kinetic energy of the gas and unburnt kinetic energy ratios can be expanded in powers of

propellant and K,, the kinetic energy of the projectile. e and are given in Corner.! When all the terms in

These relations are very approximate and relate the expansions beyond those in the first power of e

rather remotely to the actual situation in a gun. are dropped, Equations 54-, 5-2 and 5-3 result. These

They can be justified under certain conditions by equations are, therefore, only valid, even as approx-

appeal to solutions of what is called the Lagrange imations, for small values of e; that is, for relatively

Ballistic Problem. low velocity guns.

This problem was first formulated by Lagrange The complete Pidduck-Kent solutions for the

in 1793 and is based on the following simple model, pressure and kinetic energy ratios can be stated in

The propellant is all burnt instantaneously so that the form

one deals only with the gas. For the black powder

used as a propellant in Lagrange's day this is not P, P,( -

too bad an assumption. The gas is then initially
at uniform pressure, density, and temperature, and P = P.1I + (5-5)

at rest. It is assumed also that the bore and chamber
are of uniform cross section so that they are parts K, K,
of a uniform tube closed at one end. At the origin
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here 56, thie 'idduck-Keunt constaut, is given b)y for calculating numerical values of 1/6 for different

[ W +- 1] values of e and n and these are reproduced in
6 1 2 ( 1) (5-7) Tables 5-1, 5-2, 5-3 and 5-4 and Figures 5-1 and 5-2.

lI these tables 11/6 is expressed in terms of new
where a, is a parameter characteristic of the lPidduck- variables a, 0 anl c, in the form
Kent solution, n = I (y - 1) and -y cau be ant
effective value of -y a(ljusted as in paragraph 2-2.1 + 6 I 1 + C,(5n
of Chapter 2. 2n + 3 L . + cn

Vinti and Kravitz: prepared tables and graphs and the tables and graphs are for a, 0, aiid c, ii

termis of e amd n. These tables and graphs permit
TABLE 5-1. theoretical values of the ratios to be calculated over

TABLE FOR THE PIDDUCK-KENT SOLUTION the range of practical values of C and -y.

In the follwing tlidle a iq givn as function of e for the E(quations 5-4, 5-5 and 5-6 assert that the pressure
following vailles: e = 0(.05) I (.) 4 (.2) 10. It is found from _
the following forinila: TABLE 5-2.

a = 2,'e[%/I + 2/tlhI (1 + +eV/ + 2/ee) -2] TABLE FOR THE PIDDUCK-KENT SOLUTION
'I'he first forward differences of the funtetion are given in the
third huinn marke.d An . Linear intterpolation is term issil t,. In thie ftolho%%-wiig tabte 0 is given as a fuanet ion of e ftr tie

following vaLltues: e i(. I.)2.6(.2)5(.25)110.

S a• Aa , A e a A = I/a[ll/k - 2/1]
-...... -- -where 4. is the sl tution of

.00 .66647 -66 1.0 .5 621 -81 4.0 .4038 -67 e = 2kc4 f I' c-Im' ,1

.05 .6601 -- 64 1.1 .5540 -78 .1.2 .3971 --65 The first forward diti(r(n-'t.s of t6e fun'iton are given in ilie

.10 .6537 -- 62 1.2 .5462 -75 -1.4 .39106 -- 62 eolumn marked A,. Linear intvrht lation is pernissilte.
.15 .64175- -61 1.3 .5387 -73 4.6 .:3844 -59!
.20 .6-114 -- 59 1.4 .5314- --70 4.8 .3785-- - 57 At E / AI

.25 .6355 + -- 57 1.5 .5244 --67 5.0 .3728 -- 56 0.0 I.{XX)0 67 2.5 1.1686 63 5.(X) 1.31(10 136

.:0 .6298 -54 1.6 .5177 -65 5.2 .3672 -53 0.1 1.0XA;7 69 2.6 1.1749 125 5.25 1.3296 135
.35 .6242 -55 1.7 .5112 -63 5.4 .36119 -51 0.2 1.0136 69 5.150 1.3431 1:14
.- 0 .6187 -- 53 1.8 .5049 -61 5.6 .3568 -491 0.3 1.0205-- 69) 2.8 I.T87I 12-1 5.75 1.3565-+ 132
.45 .6134 -52 1.9 .4988 -59 5.8 .3519 -48 0.4 1.0:274 71)

.50) .6082 -51 2.0 .4929 -57 6.0 .3471 -- 46 0.5 1.0,44 69 3.0 1.1!0.8 122 6.00 1.3697 131

.55 .6031 -50) 2.1 .4872 -54i 6.2 .3425+ -44 0.6 1.0413 70 3.2 1.2120 121 6.25 1.3828 129

.60 .5981 -48 2.2 .4816 -53 6.4 .3381 -43 0.7 1.0483 70 3.4 1.2241 119 6.50) 1.3957 128

.65 .5933 -48 2.3 .4763 --53 6.6 .3338 -42 0.8 1.0553 69 3.6 1.2360 118 6.75 1.4085- 126

.70 .5885+ -46 2.4 .4710 -50 6.8 .3296 -41 0.9 1.0622 69 3.8 1.2478 117

.75 .5839 -46 2.5 .4660 -50 7.0 .3255-+ --39 1.0 1.0691 69 4.0 1.2595-- 115 7.400 1.4211 126

.80 .5793 -44 2.6 .4610 -48 7.2 .3216 -38 1.1 1.0760 69 4.2 1.2714) 114 7.25 1.4337 124

.85 .5741) -44 2.7 .4562 -46 7.4 .3178 -37 1.2 1.08211 68 4.4 1.2824 113 7.50) 1.4461 123

.90 .5705-+ -42 2.8 .4516 -46 7.6 .3141 -36 1.3 1.0897 68 4.6 1.2937 112 7.75 1.458-1 121

.95 .5663 -42 2.9 .4470 -44 7.8 .3105+ -35 1.4 1.01J65+ 68 4.8 1.3049 111

3.0 .4426 -43 8.0 .3070 -. 34 1.5 1.1033 67 8.04) 1.4705+ 121
3.1 .4383 -42 8.2 .3036 -33 1.6 1.1100 67 8.25 1.4826 120
3.2 .4341 -41 8.4 .3003 -32 1.7 1.1167 (W6 8.50 1.4946 118
3.3 .4300 -40 8.6 .2971 -31 1.8 1.1233 66 8.75 1.506.1 118
3.4 .4260 -339 8.8 .2940 --31 1.9 1.1•219 65

3.5 .4221 -39 9.0 .290M -30 2.0 1.1364 (C; 0.00 1.5182 116
3.6 .4182 -37 9.2 .2879 -29 2.1 1.1430 64 9.25 1.5298 116
3.7 .4145+ -36 9.4 .2850+ -28 2.2 1.141)4 65 91.50 1.5414 115
3.8 .4109 -36 9.6 .2822 -27 2.3 1.1551) 64 9.75 1.5529 113
3.9 .4073 -35 9.8 .2795- -27 2.4 1.1623 63

10.0 .2768 10.00 1.5642
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TABLE 5-3. Reference 10 in connection with a study of light

TABLE FOR THE PIDDUCK-KENT SOLUTION gas gun perforinance.

In the following table e' is given as a function of e anId 5-1.2 The Emptying of the Gun
n for all combinations of the following values: e = 0(.2)1(1)10; The emptying of the gun after thc projectile
n Y ?, 1(1)5. Teepyn ftl uatrtepoetl

_-.. .. ... ___ leaves is a problem of some interest in interior

ballistics. Tile gas flowing from the tube continues
to impart recoil momentum to the barrel which can

1 2 3 4 5 be estimated by integrating the breech pressure over

. - the time of emptying. This contribution to the recoil
0.0 l.(XX) 1.(XX) 1.0(X) 1.0(0) L.(0 l.(X) miomentuuil can be appreciable especially for the

.2 1.016 1.016 1.01 (; 1.0116 1.011 1.016h

.-t i.029 1.029 1 .029 1.029 1.029 1.030 higher velocity gUuis.

.6 1.038 I 039 L.039 1.039u 1.039 !.039 Theoretical treatments of the flow of tile gas from

.9 I .0)15 I.1)46 1.0-46 1.047 1.0-17 1.0-17 the gun have been given by several authors. In
1 1.051 1.051 1.052 1.052 1.053 1.053 general, they assume that the initial conditions for
2 1.059 1.001 I.063 I.(064 1.I15 1 .0(6 5 the probhlm are those given l)y the solution of the
3 1.053 I .057 10.I(1 .81X3 1 .0(- I w.0r th5

.I 1.0-12 1.0-17 1.053 1.055 1.057 1.058 Lagrange problm when the projectile is at the
* 55 1.(21) 1.036 1.042 1.04C, 1.1-I8 1.049 muzzle. Such a treatment is given by Cornier,: who

1 1.015 1.023 1.031 1.035 1.037 1.039 also gives references to other work on the subject

7 I.0A) 1.010 1.019 IL.Q21 1.027 1.029 as well as a general discussion of the problem.

8 .986 .997 I.(X)8 1.013 L.O16 1.018 The gas flowing from the muzzle can be made to
9 .973 .985 .997 1.002 1.0(06 1.008
o .•.960 .973 .986 .992 .996 .998 reduce the recoil forces by attaching a system of

baflles just beyond the muzzle. These baffles are

designed so as to deflect the muzzle gases sideways

and kinetic energy ratios are constant for fixed values and to the rear. The gases, therefore, tend to force

of -y and i and are independent of the velocity of the barrel forward and so reduce the recoil forces.

tile projectile. As was mentioned earlier, the general

AJ solution predicts that the ratios are initially oscilla- TABLE 5-4.
tory but the oscillations tend to die out. Love and TABLE FOR THE PIDDUCK-KENT SOLUTION

lPiddllck appled their formulas to the case of a gunl Values of e as a function of cr and i.
for which e = 0.24 having a muzzle velocity of ........

about 2500 feet per second. These results are repro- n

duced in Corner" and show that, for this case, the

theory predicts that the pressure and energy ratios, /2 1 2 :3 4 5

apart from the oscillations, are nearly constant . 1 .(4) M .W(0) 00() 0.00 00.() 0.0()
up to exit of thle projectile. 1.010 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11

Recent interest ill the development of high veloc- .020 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

ity guns, especially the so-called light gas guns, has 1.030 0.43 0.42 0.42 0.41 0.40 0.40

stimnulated a revived interest ill the hydrodynamic 1.04(0 0.65 0.65 0.64 0.64 0.6,' 0.60
pro~lens of iiterior ballistics. The recent practice 1.050) 0.97 0.97 0.94 0.92 0.91 0.9(0

1.0(6 1.69 1.50 L-14 1.40 1.35
is to solve the problems numerically by the method 1.063 1.98 1.75 1.63 1.60

of characteristics rather than analytically as was 1.0(65 ...... 2.0) 1.92

done by Love and lPidduck. With modern coin- 1.0115 2.73 .298

puters, it is probably less work to solve the in- l.(X13 - 2.45 2.95 3.18 3.35
dividual problem numerically fr'om the lgilliiig 1.060 - 2.54) 3.12 3.43 3.62 3.75

p1.054) 3.29 3.73 4.28 4.55 4.75 -1.87

than ito use tihe analytical formulas which are coin- !.0.10 .I.15 .1.6110 5.20 5.52 5.73 5.89

plicated. Recent treatments of the problem by the 1.030 -..92 5.4.4 6.0(; 6..45 6(.70 6.85

method of characteristics for different assumed forms 1.020 5.65 6.23 6.90 7.37 7.65 7.85

S of the equation of state of the gas are given in L.(M) 6.34 6.98 7.80 8.30 8.60 8.83
lReferences (1), 7 aiid 8. A experimental ivestigatioi 1.l(M) 7.(X) 7.75 8.70 9.22 9.58 9.80

.990 7.72 8.57 9.65 - -- -

of the problem is described in Reference 9. 9.180 8.45 9.40 -

A treatment of the problem taking account of .970 9.20 ..

(.hamllrage and chamber geometry is given ill
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A\ devie~ of thins type is cal!led I it tuzzle brIake. For oti the( ambi~ent pre'ssuiire; the( bIase of t It( flaime Iliov-
a getiMciul (liscuissiotl of the( (lesigil featuitres and itUse it g closetr to tite sutrface its the amibictit pressur(!
of 1ti i1zzl' bralkes, tile- reader is zigatili r-cfel-TCe to inicreases. At pressuIIres of abloult 1000 p)si, tit( separa-
C'ornier. t jot of' the flaimeI fromn tite surface becomews too smtall

Thie em ptyin g of thI e gull is also of imiportantce iii to hei easily observable.
t ank applicat ions antd automtic~i we~eap~ons. If thte At piesslitev around~ atil atitospitere or less, it is
I teceli is op~enied before tlte, breechi pre~ssure hais possiblle for tite Propel lan t to uri)I1 WithIout thle
I xcoltile itegl igible, gases will flow froml tihe lirecelt. occur renice of thIe flat ie. This would( inidicate that
Tltis cant bv ser~ious (specially whltetilte gutll i~s the gas phalse reaict ion doe1s niot go to c~tl"Pletioil,
o1)elI-tteI itl .11, elICI-losef titriet , where the gases call leavinig conilhlst ible prodlucts. '1'his contditioni can be
accueit iiilate. Thea gases eaii loriti ai Colmbuistible mitix- blroughit abIouit by genitle ignititn So115 that t It( igntiter
tute witi ai 1 atid are also init tiating as \%ell as toxic itself (does not start the flamte react ion which thien
to pei~silliltid sitce they conitaini atmititta utnme-s atid would be self-sustainintg. For pressutres below aboutt
Cliti)(li Illioltlo~idl. 100 attmospheres, the ptesetnce of the flaitti does tiot

1;V~l whentie( brteveli pressurte has falleti to appreciab~ly altet the tate (If i~egrvssioli (If thet surface.
lit tl(Islilt ( p ýiessut somte propellanit gas will re- Th'le solid phase reactioni call, therefore, proceed witht-

laiall ill tlie( ialarrel. This gas catl enietge fromt the (lilt the receptiont of lielit fromt aniy ou~tsidle soulrce.
(41(11 b ieiht. hI' p~etrmit eartly opellitig anid to presenit It will lbe acceleraited, however, bly heating frotm the
rga1S flow ftromi the bteee Ii. a dlevice lmtowit. as a bore etivitontuett, and~ this accounits for the effect of
evactiator ltias beleet itiVeited. It cotisists, essetitiallY pressure Oiltit( the lutlnint rate, Which forcees tlte hot.
(If a chamtiter located nteari ti( lie utzzle, slit-rouli1dhitig flamie zone closer tol the( surface and l hette itteteases:
the( t nile attil op~etting inito it. so that whentilte pro- the rate of heat. trantsfer back toI thle surface.
ject ile passes tilie opetliitgs, g-as flows into thle clin'inber. When a propellatit lnittis without the presetice of

-tdfil it to ai presue ~l'itear that :1n the( tube. Whet-i flame it is saidl to fizz buri.hluiaeaper
the( pioject ile leaves the tmuizzle atnd thle pressitre1 toI Ioil aiid bubble and a fizzintg sounldi is auidible.
Itl tlie tithe( fills be(low thtat iii the evýNa(,iatot cltatitblet, '1w natiatre of the prodlucts produced whetn a pro-
the( gas iii thle chamtber flows back ilito thle tulbe. pellatit fizz brsis tiot completely ktiowtt. 'rite
The (Ipettitigs aIre so dlesignted that the( reverse flow ab~sorptioni spectrum of the (lark zone e'xhib~its the
has a cottpotetit t(Iwlid thle intiuzzle. T'e effect is absorpt ion bantds of nitrous oxide. The produicts of

to ~ r drvh ae illtitlie tulle toward thle tt1iuzzle the thermial decotmposition of nitrocellulose have
a111( So Prevetnt t heit ettietlgettce ftotm the hbteveh. beeni studied by W'olfram .12 T'lie ptoducts of the fizz

burtiing of propellants probably conitaitn similar frac-
5-2 IGNITION OF PROPELLANTS tiouts but iti greater vatiety atid in dlifferenit pro-

5-2.1 General Discussion poit i0ti5.

Whien a solid p~ropellanit is buttied, thle preponlder- 5-2.2 Laboratory Investigations of Ignition

alttC oIf epetittIIlet itall evidetice sutpports the( coclitil- Igtiition is brought about bky the applicat ion of
sioti that tile bu,,littitg pr-oceedls iii two stages."' The hevat to thle surface of thle propellant. A great deal
fit-st stage takes place iti aI thin layer of thle solid of research oti a lablotatoty scale has beeni (dotne ill
lit till' surface, and~ is el aitarcteti zed by a chemical attctiPts to study the process iii detail. In tIlost
reactiotn ill tte soIlidl ttaterial. The teactiotn cotnverts cases, the procedure has beeti to apply heat suddenly
thle solid pr-opehlatit intot gaseous products which to a selected sample of propellant and then to)

strea awa fiot the surface ill a perpendicular observe by photographic and phioto-electric tuceatis
ditectiotn. These prodlucts cotitinueI to react inl the the( behavior of the( suirface atid thle initiation of the
gas phase which cotistituites the( second stage of the flatuc as a futlictionl of thle time. Apart fromn qualita-
process. If tile attbietnt pressure is sufficietitly high, tive description, the experimetnts yield quanititative
thle gas phlase te(actiotis cotititie utitil thc fitnal me1asurlemen~lts of the( titmes tiecess'ary to initiate thle
pt~odiltct5 ate.( proto~ic(' atnd, utidet these cir-Cutn1- solid phase and gas phase reactions. The former is
.5taticrs3, the temperature of the produict, gases be- assutmedl to begin when ev'idenice of surface dis-
cottie,, ligi, ..,olugll soiliewltere along the streatm that ititegrationi appears, atnd the latter When the gases
thle gals;:.; twecottie lumitious and a flame appears. bccome sufficiently huitnitous for the luminilosity to
The(, base of the flame is quite shiarply dlefitied and be detected by the mteasutring apparatus. These
its positioti with, respect, to thle skitface is (lepetndetnt limits are obvioitslyN somuewhat arbitrlary ais is tile
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S11,11-1 di vision of the( totali coljlt 3 iius ot reactitot ini to param eters. Althtough tiltes(- correlat ions often lead
two plttseS sltaplyI separated inlt tine and~ space. to (f1.1altit iaierltoshteeittiit ue n
'iThe fla ie zonev willI appear whlere antd whotettthe such quantitit es as., liat in put rates or total heat
total react ion lias. proceecded to thle point at input, it cannot be saidl, as yet, that any complete
Wlichi the tettpetat irt, of' tile prtoducts is high enlough and generally agreed itpoti in lerstanding of the
to st imuilate( t livem(tission of' olbservalble radliat jolt. ignitioni process has bietn arrtived at. The (maul ita-
Ill studt~ies of' ignt tion, it is usually assu med that. t ye restults are specific to the experime tntal met thod
when ob servabl e radiatijon appears, effectiwe igntitjot and procedures adopted and to thI e nat ure of the
has takeii place. lit some e (xperim en ts, t bert 31- propellan t sample itnwest igated.
coulples have I eeti inmbedded ill tilie propellatnt lit general, it is 01bserved that if lieat is applIied
--am ple close to thle surf'ace an d tneasut'e: i etits tnade to the surface of' a prtopel latnt at a fixed r'at(e and~
oif thle way thle tetuperat tit'e itt the sut'f'ace laver utnder' steady coniditiotis of' pr'essure atid other cotn-
(bhtt igs duintti igntiit 03 and( eatly buttnitg of' the( tt'ollable experitmetntal patratmeter's, thle pr'opel lantt

propellatit .will evetittually igtnite atnd the satmple will be coni-
To apply t lie heat sev'eral methods hav'e beentiused. sutmed. If' the pre'ssure'( is low etnough anid the ignititont

lheV (liftcr itt (letail but cati be classified as (a) is niot too vigorous otr if' the hevat is supplied by a
conttaet, with a hot solid such as a hevated wir'e,"' fast muovinig hiot gas, the samiple mtay fizz btitrt ottly.
(b) cotntact withI ot- itmmiersiotn itt a qutiiescetnt hot. If' the pressuire is ati attmosphete or' tmote anid the
g~tas.' (c) inmmtersionin itt sttreanm of' hot gas"' atnd igniitiotn is tnot too brief' or- getntle, the flanie will
(d) irradiat iott of' the surtface by a source of' heat appeair atnd what is cotnsidered to be effective igniit ion
radliat iotn." Methd 11(b5() atid (c) have beeni wtost atnd tnortmal cotmbust ion is observed. Itt mtany- expet'i-
comniotilv tused. Itt these cases, it is foutid that the tuietits, it is possib~le to obser've the onset of' thle fizz
obsetrvedl timte delays depend tnot otly ott the tetu- reactiotn atid the flatne treaction as sepatrate anid toio-
pet'at tie atnd velocity of' the igntititng gas but also simnultanteous evenits."
upoti its chiemiical cotnstitution, pairticular'ly ott the If thle timie initer'val ovetr w~hichi the hecat is supplied
atnotitt of' oxygetn it cotntainis. Tile, presettce of is shortetned sufficiently, the igtnition tmay or' tmay tnot
oxgett1 shortens the titne to ignitiotn as evideticed go to coumpletion. There seemts to be a thireshold
by ti pertivo uinst.Gl propellanits condition, determined b~y the itianner of hieatinig the

aire uisually oxygetn deficient anid oxygen inl the surface, belowv which the ptropellatnt wvill not igtnite
ignitetr gases should promiote the cotnbustioni reac- or' above which it always igniites. lin the thr'eshiold
tiotis. Otte wvould expect differences inl ignitioni titme r'egion, the igntition is unstable and effective ignitiotn
also wheitt difkei'ett itneirt gases aire used because thle may or may niot take place. If it does take place,
hecat tratnsf'er coefficietnts foir both conductive and it does so after' a vatriable titme delay.
convective trtatnsfer are futnctiotns of' the chemical 5-. hoisof Into

c-onsTherieutiotno
M\ uchi of' tile trecetnt w~orOi'lct igtnitiotn, both the(- Attcempts have beetn made to fot'tnulate getieral

ot'etical atid experittetntal, has beetn done ott cotm- thieotries of' ignition based ott thiermal and~ chetmical
posite propellatnts desigtned foi- use itt rockets. lit cotnsidetratiotis. Although thle resuilt of thlese the'ories
r'ocket propellatits, the fuel and oxidizer' are usually caul be btroutght itnto trough cotrielationt w~ith certaitt
separate sutbstatnces tmixed motre oir less iuntitmately. aspects of' the igtnition pirocess as revealed by observ~a-
lItt gunt ptropellatnts, the constituents catnnot be tion, they at'e by no ineatis complete or adetuate for'
classified sepatrately as fuel atnd oxygetn supplyinig (quantitative ptredictiotn of the igtnitiotn chiaracter'istics
elemnetts. Each cotnstituent car'ries its own oxygett of a givetn ptopellanit or' as guides fotr the develop-
which fortms part of' the umolecular' structuure. TIhe muetit, of' igtiit ion systetms for gtutls, Ill formuntlatinig
pi'esettt discussiotn is concertned ptrimar'ily w~ith gun a theor'y of' igtnitioni, otie tnlust of tnecessity assutnle
pr'opellatnts. Repor'ts of' furthier wor'k onl comlposite a tnu1ch simplified unlodel of thle pr'ocess.
pr'opellatnts aire to be founid ill the publication citedI The puttely thiertmal theoury dtue to hficks"' w~ill
ill Ref'etretnce 16). ser've to illustt'ate one apptroach. It is assumed that.

lIn tmost of the labotratory inivestigations, cot'- the igntition anid bmt'ting of the pr'opellant. is de-
r'elatiotns have beett made between the observed petndetnt it thle flowv of heat itn it anid is a fuicti103
igtnitiotn delay timnes and the hecat tr'ansfer', for' dif- onily of its tetmper'atur'e. The pr'opellatnt is assutmed
f'e'ettt ptropellatnt satmples, igniiter' gas composition to occupy tlte hialf space defitned by the coordiniate p
atnd temtpetratture, heating t itlies attil othetr pet'ttiletit for' x > 0. It is hevated uttifortmly over its sttrface
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ait . = 0 by gas at teniperature, T,, and heat is drops to a much lower constant value 7'1" or

generated withiun it by a chemical reaction at a rate

dependent oil the temperature. < < / - ', (5-i )

The partial differential e(Iuatioln describing the T'u = >'J,"; t>10

heat flow in such a model is Thie i(mathematical prob)lemn is now ldefined. The

C I (2+ . solution yields values of the tempcrature as a func-
.t + 0, 1 > 0, (5-8) tion of .x and t. The assumption is then made that

if the temperature reaches a certain value, T7, called
wvhlere the ignition temperature, the propellant will ignite.

7' ks the temler'tu'v at any point iii the propellait It is further assumed that when the surface reaches
1 the till pnr the ignition temperature eflective ig,,ition occurs.

x the Space coordimate as defined above Because of the exponential form assumed for the

c' the heat capacity of the propellant per unit dependence of Q on T' (Equation 5-9), the tempera-
%'OhuMe ture Iin a sample of propellant obeying E1quation

K till(' therl coniductiviiy of the propellant and 5-8 will always eventually reach the ignition tem-

Q the heat evolution per unit vohuume perature at sonic value of x. hite time taken for
this to happen when no heat is supplied to the

'T'lme evolution of heiat due to the reaction is surface is called by Hicks the adiab)atic ignition

:mssmmiimed to bw of the forimm time. This time will, obviously, be dependent omi

the initial temperature of the propellant. When heat
(5-9) is supplied from the outside, the propellant will,

Wvere according to the theory, ignite sooner.
The equations are such that the solution can only

q is the heat of reaction per unit voluiume be given numerically. Hlicks solved the problem in

j the frequency factor the dimensionless variables U, -r and ý, defined by
P'' the activation energy for the reaction an"d

R' the gas constant l" = 1)

.\t the surface, the b oundary condition is l"

-K 07 = h(T -T) .r = 0, 1> 0, (5-10) c.5I

where th is the hcat transfer coefficient. E = . (5-1()

At an infinite distan'ce, it is assumed that the heat
(low vanishes so that the second boundary condi- ie also expressed h in the reduced fort

tion is / U t'( )

... . 0: .1•¢o > 0 (5-11I)d 00 The approximate range of the different parameters

occurring in the theory is given in Table 5-5.
Initially, the temperature of the propellant is The nature of the solution at the surface (• 0)

,issulned to he , constant and independent, of .: is shown in lFigure 5-: for the indicated values of
so that U"', U"') and_(I2' . The graph shows that under

7' = 7..' ; ._> 0, / = 0. (5-12) the influence of external heating the temperature

of the surface rises monotonically. If the external

It is assmmed also that at i 0 the hot igniter heating is continmed long enough, the surface reaches

gas at temperature, 7',, is suddenly brought in the ignition temperature (Uj = 0.046) at a time
conltact with the propellant surface and continues r,ý,, the milnimnun ignition time. If the heating is

to transfer heat to the surface at a constant rate stopped at a heating time r,, which is less than rT.
intil t = I,, (the heatiog time) when the heiat transfer the surface temperature will then decline at first
effectively ceases. This is taken account of in the but will reach a minimum and then increase again

mathematical solution l)y assuming that T, has a and continue to rise until the ignition temperature
-omstinit value T," until 1 I,, when it suddenly is reached at an ignition time ri greater than ri..
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TABLE 5-5. APPROX&MATE RANGE OF VALUES OF THE VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS USED IN
HICKS' THERMAL THEORY OF IGNITION."'

D~imensional Dimensionless

D epthi to which rec:,tioin pe(ltr:Ltcs Ax 10-6 - 10, em Al - 102 - 1010
Tini in'jterval,; At - 07 sec AT - 103 - 1020
I [e:.Ltillg ti[1te to 1-) TO~ -0 101' 1016
lcIT1jtiratttire TI'- 2000 - 6CO0K U - 0.010 - 0.0150
( :ts tiniperntt ir (hont) 711)- 15WX0  3(XX0 IK (7,0' - 0.18, 0.20

(;:Ls tclnljXrZattir( (cooled )+ 7,J,(L)* -31000 (6(X)K 1',,/ - 0.021
Initial ,iropix11ant teiojeraitifl7"0 - 2(X000 4000K 10 - 0.010 - 0.0314
Ignititon teiinpenitiirc T - 6i75' - 12500K (i- 0.0-15, 0.059)
IlIe:t transf~er cocffcicllt, - 10)-G - :j X 10-2 (Ct1/i12  0  if - 10-10 - 2 x 10
I Ic:bt ca:i;:it * 'tlilijt vollutuc c, - 0.5 - 0.8 ("tl/ernil 0 C
Thclir,,u, vouiultctivitv K - 10-5 - 10)2eL/lUS-

0

I Icat of rcaletioni/iltint voltiiine q - 10'2 - 102 eal1/viOi

Frvqmpiviiv factor .f - j(013 - 1016 ((-

* Aciivaj'im viiicrgy E - :1.0 - 5.0 X 101 val./miohc

(:sconit alit R - I .989 cal/mi le- 0K

'lie vult is ill tie Second voclit ionI are, for the mo ,st part. thouse enemiuntered in praCtice. riie valutes in the third coltimin are thuose used in the numnerical
%% isr fiur the jor-eset report.

i Ci. (1talil er 2- f. r signifticneiit of I,~
* ~~~Il ittir treat uncut. q an ut) do liit enter svi~inrattelv anti only the producttt, jf appears. whichk has the range 10O, - 10O11cal,einu-see.

fIlu- graph)l alsot shows the adliab~atic igniition tinle 7j,, for certain and also because the model. assumed by
aLid~ h feto ltslfc etn ndcesn the theory is too simple. The theory, however, does

the ignuitioin timie fromi the adiabatic value is evident, in a rough way, account for the critical naturc of
As T1i iiierettst'(, T,, and T~, become eqlual to one the ignition process leading to the existence of var-

apOtluer aid alSO to T,,,,. ialble time delays when the ignition is not sufficiently
r"~, is (I levivsed below r,,,,, -r, int-crases v(try vigorous and extenided in time.

rap~idly. If U,~ ('_ý (0, r), r > r,, (that is, at r = To Hicks later extended his theoretical work to in-
tlie igniter gras teiipeiature falls to or- below the elude cheuinical effects associate'd with the production
surlfaiie teinper-atutre) thenl foi- a sufficienttly short of nitrous oxide."8

hieating time r,,' r, defined as the time for the 524Into nGn
surifaee to reach thle igi itioli temuperature, becomes
"greateir thait thle adiabatic ignition tunle. Under ftnese Ilit gunts the charge is a bed of propellant grainis
eitidm~it jims thle maizxiimumi ti pelature is ntot at thle contained in a tightly sealed chamber. Initially the
still-ace and thle inint ion tellmperature is reached first spaces betweent the grains are filled with air at
Soiiiewl~ieirv iniside the solid propellant. nie heating atmospheric pressure. As soon as ainy gas is generated
timhle for whichl rj r_, is callod by HIicks the either lby the igniter itself or' by Coinl) ustion of the
ei~it ical hevat ii g time and desig-nated as r,.It is propellant, the pressure will rise. Iginitiont ill gunls,

si towli iiiligti ilre 5-3 to be close to ri '- therefore, is always accomtpanied by an increasing
If ('Ž U(0, r), T > 7o. the MiaXtiiuiui teuin- pressure.

lperatuile reiaians at tlut surface andt there is nto Ilit its usual form the igniter produces htot gas
critical heating t inn. T, is theut less thaltrj T,,.'1is which possibly contains hiot solid particle~s. The
sitlat iont wouild be imost likely to occur in practice igniter gas flows muore oi- less freely through the
because hlot gases evolved fromt the propellant would propellaint bed andltivhats the surface of the grains
tend1( to be! ho(tterI thtait the surface itself and tend( by contdutctive and contvective heat transfer. The
to m~aiintaini the lieatiig after the iginiter ceasedl to igniter gases do not reach all parts of the charge
operate. at the same time and may niever reach some parts

It is difficult to chieck a theory, such as that of at all. T he1(y also cool as they flow through the charge.
I licks, by detailed quantitative correlationt with the T1hue grainis near the igniter wvill ignite first. Th'lese
results of experinivieits. One would not expect anty will produce hlot gas which will combinte with thett
Close agreeienet, quantitatively, botht because utuier- igntiter gas and aid ini the ignitiont of more remote
ical values of thme pertinent parameters are not knownt parts of the charge. The ignition, therefore, will
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si)i('U( thI rouigh th e (' liar?,4 ('veit after t lie origi Iiial e~ect neal iN' oi. iiy l)(!Ptisi.50. nivc blaUck p)owder(
ign iter I ias cCaediC to fiiif eit ol . TIlc r-ise ill pi'('sstire eliarge, caillled tel~ii, primer chiarge, is enIcloised ill a

whlichl acc iiipalines t his lpioiC('5 teti(I5 to pri~iiot( imetatl tidw ale d -.1I( pr ~imei(r tulie 02. ill oine o1' iii''r

I. ciiilisti(121 a1i~l to i21.ik( thic' igiiitioti spread1( Ililon.c' o ( I~th hug. Tle iiietal tiube is used~ inI casedl am2-

* (ff('tiv('lv. inhiiitioli and1 the clothi bags in .separatelIy loadIed

Tlo stalt te(lliiihiiibistioil prnoes'.s e'ffectively. the miic-ased ainiiiiiiitioii. lin eased amiitilititiouil te gas
igniiter gases Iinust inlitialte tlic' sohl Jpiias(' rea~ction12 ellierges froiiii tlie priliviie 1h iilwIlmroiigli I systeiii of

an 12(1 i*C2211 efi Tht nve tizit ii thl(, vcibiitihiiix 1(21I)ovc'" hioles mr veiits (list ribiiited alonig the lemtgtl (if tue

ha~s beeii ('Stabllislic(I. fIllux requiries tilint the ;iwiliter tu~be in1 various way's. 'lw( lioles ate( cloised( by a

shol i b~ e soi (iesigile i as to5 oin2itiate ('oiilritio 01l )lP(2 pae l~in1e1r i tli( Plb. 'I'lie paper ililler nilpfilires

sill otiltttli('(Ii2ly over* as iluiel oif the( surface of the( Nvhueil suihicitilt l)2'e5511e develIops inlside t liv tuhie,
i'iil ire p h a sg poss(15ible. If tile ilitiitjl tegioi11 oi' to periiiit, tile efrilix oif t~wpile ivii(' gase(s.

igtitioiil is too localiized, it is p)ossible' fl. thle illon.( Factors affecting the de-signt of airtiliery priitlivrs

i-ei i oto' parts oft tile vilarge to bvlie iati(1 but ]lo(t are dliscuissed1 ini I efervi ie 21 . Al th ough a geneal121

C1(fl((t ivc'lv igtiited soi thudt the( Solidl pilase react ionl gulide foi. dv .,lli .1 priiviii call lhe devdiiced froml

jr)('0CV~dS 11,1iiiV g(1V'aii'lliig ga1ses jcit c'ciiii I'Ceyt- c'IXj)(i('I('e HIi~ l111)01-100iy xi t(.iciS Of ig~litijl 1 Of

acted(. 'f'liese gases call accuiliiiilitc' and bie situ- proip('iialts, thi( details of ai1 e'ffective designl for ally
sec uenI t lv igi iitedc c'xplosively, leadi 2ig to Sporadic part icutiar i~case are( oftenoi speific to c~ aeiii 2'C1 ( II(il('5-

sulrges cof high lpncssillr(. ( )ellsiotialiy, thle jptesstills ticiti. A clesigit1 featture which c'1imiiitates it certajit
So1 gele'af''Lt'i exceed tIl le prSSIle 1*0ir WviliCh theP titlic difficullty II il(Il-CS case 13 lli nt (1o So ill aniothietr.

is clsignied, alitc it wiay' le periii1atieiitly (Iistelidedl 'I'lie dletalils oif the biehiavioir oif a p'iinvic-prpI)ilalt,

(Wi cVVI 1 ilipt iir 2(1 Ni Iiphet(ly. TI uls sort (if b(11(ivioin systei ii are tuslially iiot ki iowni. '1' icont ly crit ('21(12

is; iujir l)roiLl)Ile het the ammuniititiont is used at. is whetheri satisfactory uimifciniiity iln pressiine atici

VeV] low tciliperat itto I ec'alisc' tlie igi iitc'r gases anc In1izle~c %veicir'it\v is cii t il ied. LabrcalitoryV tivcst iga-

coo led lillore rapidly ill t lle cold proipelhlant bed and t iciis cif the fuiict iclling cif stat~andar art illery prili ie~s.
Iveciiii 1(55(fdti' ill igiiitilig the gruilis fult'tlivi. as5 \\.(.]I Ise e115 'X viiltitl lh odeis (lesi,.tlid to hil-

awayt frolni tIice igi iitcr. v'estigllt( tiile effect, of cc'rta l Specific clesigi iev

I '(1c ignition ill gullis also results ill less ltii- tures hiave lx'c'i cot t(iteted. '1'll( results oIf thleso

I f ortulity ill liiii'izlc velocity, pressure waves inti th experiimienits c.ati lbe foutid iii llefereitees 22 anid 23.

cliaiiber xbich getierate variationis in blritiliig rate Vurthecr inifoirmiationt onl the (develoIpmen'tt a111( evailti-

aiid conisecunl 1-012(1itl i'Pig l prsi~n'V tili i cli'Ves. P00"r Ptio (If guni primer is at 2( igi iitet's for separate loading

igtiit 1(12 also resiilts inl variationt itn the lceigthi of ammiutiit iont may be found ini I Iferetievs 24, 25, 20,
the( fir~ing cycle (If tli(* gliti. fit rapid fire( automiatic 27 aitd 28.
WV('Ioiis12, this c at t cause chiffictilt1( iesbcaulse the firini g

rate (If the gunt slhould be utniformt anid propvirly 5-3 FLASH AND SMOKE
re-lated to the inatural vibriation2 rate of t lie itoutiuit. 1 -. ls
In the dleveloipmient oif atny particular guiji ando am i-
Ilitui iition systcemi, therefore, the developmniit, oif thev Thel gases issuting front iithe int izzic' oif a gutil are

ignitint02 systemt is a t natter of the greatest imipor- usuially hot einoughi to ]w lumini iciis. 'Ihi lutmiinosity

taiice. Althouigh general design prnitciples have been is frequetntly very ititenlse anid catl be obhviouts evoti

fortiulated, the application oif these priuiciples 25 1i1 broad daylighit, andc althiough it exists onily tuo-

often comlpicate'd bly the other aspects oif the colin- tieiitarily as ati itntenise flash of light, it is v'ery

plete romid utinder conisiderationi, so that a certaitn effective ini revealinig tilt locatiotn of the weapon.
aint iolut of etinpinicisiti and experimeneutationt is It also miay imnpair the vision of t he gunnler.

req( uired. A study of thle phic'iioineiton rceveals thiat therev

5-2.5Igniion ystem forGunsare t~ii ev regions of hu inillositY;'-" *:. (a) it rathe'r
5-2.5Igniion ystem forGunssmtall hecnmisphienical regiotn cif low~ hluiunosity ait the

Vhe substatice ,iiost co; itinouily used to getnerate' nmuzzle sotin cttimes called the miiuzzle glow, (b) at

thie igniter gas in gunts is black powýder.,2 although regiont of Itigih intelltsity, julst beyond the mu1lzzle and1(

other materials have been aiid arc being developed separated frion the inuzzle glow by a dlank region,

in all attemlpt to produce niore effective ignitiotn usually called the primiatry flash, and (c) a rathier

systemins. TIhe black powder is ignited by gases from ill-definied region of high initetisity, bceyond but uts-

a silnahl charge of hlighI explosive, Which is itiitiatecl iinally uiot Well separ'atedl fromi the primary flash,
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(a) Still Picturc of M1!uzzle Flash.

(b) Motiojn, I'icl,,, o~f .lluizzle Flu,.xh, 1800 IFramoile/&cond.

( P 5-4. .bllu:l Flah.1,from .5i,:pj Gun.
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S'InN2

In Air

InAir

1:1UI t E3-5. St ill Ph/iotoyiaph of Ca (liber .30 Raifc wirth ,h odr n d Bairrel lFirr'd itt . I ir ts1 .V(IA*ilroyrn.
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called tihe secondary flash.* The three luniniious zones is the m .)urce of the yellow tint of the flash. Sodimn,
are most easily observed in small weapons. Inl potassaim and calcium will be present as they are
medium and large artillery weapons the secondary always present in the materials used ill propellant
flash can be very large and extend niany feet beyond manufacture. Copper comes predominantly from the
the muzzle and persist for relatively long times of rotating bands.

the order of 0.1 second or more so that the primary
flash is not obvious, Figure 5-4. If a small weapon
such as a caliber .30 rifle is fired into an atmosphere

of an inert gas such as nitrogen the secondary flash
is suppressed and the appearance of the primary
flash is clearly evident, Figure 5-5. The muzzle glow
and primary flash, for a 37min gun is showvn in
Figure 5-6.

While the phenomenon of muzzle flash is not
understood in detail, the general view is that the
gases as they leave the muzzle are hot enough to
bce self-luminous. Immediately after exit, they expand
rapidly and cool so that the luminosity disappears
forinng the dark zone. At this point they are over
expanded and subsequently are recompressed ad-
iabatically through a shock. This recompression
raises the temperature again almost to the muzzle
temperature and the gases are again luminous and
form the primary flash. In the meantime the gases
have entrained air and a combustible mixture has
been formed of the unburned hydrogen and carbon
monoxide in the muzzle gases; and if the recompres-
siomi has raised the temperature above the ignition
temperature of this mixture, it will ignite and burn
as a diffusion flame forming the secondary flash.
Some invest igators-have also postulated that excited

chemical species play a part in the ignlitioln of the
secondary flash. The primary flash is smnal and
persists for a very short time (a few milliseconds)
and is not visible at great distances. The secondary
flash because of its extent and longer duration has
a high visibility especially for the larger weapons.
A phenomenon similar to muzzle flash occurs in the
gases issuing from the nozzles of recoilless guns.

An examination of the spectra of muzzle flashes
reveals that most of the luminosity is due to the
presence of metallic impurities in the propellant
gas',s. The gases produced by pure propellant con-
stituents are mainly H,O, H,, CO and CO, along
with NX and NO. These gases are poor emitters of
visible radiation. Except for a weak background of
continuous radiation, the spectrum of the muzzle
gases in the visible region reveals strong radiation
from sodium, potassium and calcium and the oxides
of calcium and copper. The rvdiation from sodium

. The nomenclature is not standardized. The three re-
gions are also called primary, intermediate and secondary FIGURE 5-6. PriGumry Flash an.d .1!tzle Glow
flash. Other nonvenelature also e xists in the literature. Fron 37ram Gun.
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5-3.2 Flash Suppression the same zone. The temperature of the gas at the

The tendency of a weapon to flash depends in a muzzle is highest with the multiperforated grains in
complicated way on the design of the weapon and Zone 5. This combination of high pressure and tern-
its interior ballistics as well as on the chemistry of perature at the muzzle was probably the cause of
the propellant. One would expect that anything the flash and blast.
which reduced the temperature and probably the Pressure-time traces of the standard charges
pressure of the gases issuing from the muzzle would showed that the base-ignited Zone 7 charge did not
tend to reduce the tendency to flash. This is il- ignite properly, and that the point of burnout was

hefollowing example. closer to the muzzle than the calculations indicate.
After the troops had complained of bright flashes To improve the ignition, a long, thin, segmented

accompanied by loud noise and strong blast in the igniter bag was inclosed in a tube located longi-
8-inch Howitzer, the High Explosive Projectile M106 tudinally through the center of the charge and an
was fired with experimental charges. Single per- igniter pad assembled to the base of the charge.
forated M1 propellant with a web thickness of Also, dual granulation was adopted in order to

S 0.0161 inch was used for Zones 1 to 5, producing increase the maximum pressure in the intermediate
muzzle velocities from 820 to 1380 feet per second. zones and thus reduce the distance to burnout. This
Multiperforated M I propellant with a web thickness eliminated most of the flash.
of 0.0414 inch was used for Zones 5 to 7, producing Although it has been proposed and investigated
muzzle velocities from 1380 to 1950 feet per second. experimentally, it does not seem possible to eliminate
With the single perforated grains, there was little flash by eliminating the impurities responsible for
flash and blast; but with the multiperforated grains, the luminosity. It has been discovered, largely by
there was considerably more flash and blast, espec- trial and error, that the secondary flash can be
ially in Zone 5. Although a combination of black greatly reduced and often practically eliminated by
powder and potassium sulfate reduced the flash ill two methods, namely; by adding certain chemicalZones anid ptitsproduced an intolerable amount substances to the propellant, or by attaching aof sm auoke., mechanical device to the muzzle. It is not knownIn order to explain these phenome.a, interior exactly in any particular case why either of these
ballistic calculations were made for Zones 5 and 6 methods wvork.
of the 8-inch Howitzer. The results are summarized a. Chemical Flash Suppresso's. Nunmrous chem-
in Table 5-6. The distance to bunout is greatest ical compounds when added to the propellant will
and the pressure at burnout lowest for the multi- tend to reduce the tendency to flash. The most
perforated propellant in Zone 5. The muzzle pressure studied have been salts of the alkali ivetals. Re-
with the mtmultiperforated propellant is 50 percent search done in Japan during World War II showed
higher than with the single perforated prepellant, inl that, foi- the alkali halides, the effectiveness ill terins

of the relative amount of material necessary to

TABLE 5-". INTERIOR BALLISTIC DATA FOR suppress the flash increased with both the atomic
8-INCH HOWITZER FIRING HE PROJECTILE M106 number of the alkali and the halide so that cesium

iodide was the most effective compound. The tests
Zone 5 5 6 were made in small weapons, a 601m1 mortar, a

25ra111m rifle and a 7.7ram rifle. The results might not
Web, in .0161" .04-14t .0414t hold in larger or different weapons.
Charge weight, lb 13.0 16.6 21.8 Most commonly used in practice are the salts ofVelocity, fps 1380 1380 1640 potassium. The .Japanese workers found that someLength of Travel, in 173.83 173.83 173.83Apprngmth o 1)istalf('( of the imost effective comnpounds wvere:
Approximate Dsac

to Burnout, in 10 120 90 Potassium iodide (KI)
Copper Pressure, psi 27,000 12,900 19,800 Potassium bromide (KBr)
Approximate Pressure

at Point of Burnout, Potassium oxalate (h 2C204 . H2O)
psi 21,600 6,400 1,600 mPotassium acid oxalate (KHCO,. I1/22H,O)

Muzzle Pressure, psi 2700 4100 5500 Potassium sulfate (K2SO).
Temperature of Gases

at Muzzle, *F 1340 1580 1505 The number of potassium atoms in the molecule
had no appreciable effect on the effectiveness of the

Singler compound. In Am-erican practice the most comn-
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iiioiily lised comipound~ is potassiuimii illfate. ( liviii- shape) Couild lbe elimiiiiitet('l itirdly and~ aI 1i101(c elfec-
ical i5pprevsson, (10 lint supprl~ess the primiary flash: t we suppre'ssor (Iesigiied by usin1g aI system of rodls
ft(e primaryN flash, being (un'e to the( adliab~atic rv- or bars arrangevd ar-oiiiil thec mluzzle and parallehll to
comii pivs~sioi of thle gavsi,~ is in )t inifluientced 1by rela- t lie tubl htii such a way t hat they forimedl effectively
tivel .1yiSall chianges ill tlicir chieii(iic O lsttitioii. a cYliiider with walde lonigituidinal slots cut. in it.

1P. .1echamnical FlashI Stipprcs.sws. Th e earl lest It ik not. kinowni ii detail wh-Iy this device is
iv echaliiial flash suippiecsso r was ill thle fo rm of a effect iv 1but it is 1believed that thle ga"is expa ads
vooiu- or. hiliiii-sliaped de~vice attaclied to the' thlrolugh the slots which breaks lip the( coiutililiitN
muzzle. therevi seemls to bv' soiii dloubt as to whet her. of the flow aind so p reveiits shock formiatioin. M\e-

this (leviev was or-igiiiallv iinteinled to Ilihie the( flash chlmaiical suppressors. thierefori, suppress 1i1v p~rimiary'
froiii the ('lecilly or. to shield the ey*%e(s of the gulilivii flash Us wvell ais thle secondary flash.
so that his vision was not impaired. fit aily ease it Mechanical flash suppressors are niot used ont
appearedi to redunce tlie flashi. This is pronibxl bvle- larger caliber Nvveaioits. For the larger weapons dec-
caluse it redliced the Uiiioulit. of over-eXpaiisioii of' peiideiice is onl cli'iliical iiiethodls. lPotassniiul salt,
the gas by Causing it to expand~ more slowly and added to the propvlhiiit greatly iiicreases the aiiouint
swoothly % aiid so eliminiiated or. reduced the teiideiiey of siuokc produced. .\n excessive aiiouiit will reduce
for a hOk ol formIl inl the flo\iilllv 4IS With L the efhicieiicYo (tw theao and~ chaingc its initerio
enilsequclilt suiloleiii increase iii luinioh sity. ballistics. The( itse of a cheimiical suippressor willI also

Ill ilve~st igat lug t his, form of suippressor. slits, were result iii. changecs in the interior ballistics of the
cut in the cow, to permiut observat ioui of th leum iios- wveaponi and miay require cliaiuges in thle chemical
ity ins-ide. It was found t hat these sfits not only coiupositioin of the pr'opellant. An extviisi-v treat-
Pt run itte I ohbservathion bu t also had a favorable effect inieit of the problem i of gui flash and~ its suppressioin
onl the flash. liirtlier study revealevl that the coinical is given iii the classified Referenuce :31.
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ENGINEERING DESIGN HANDBOOK SERIES
Listed below arc the Handbooks which have been published or submitted for publication. Handbooks with publica-

iion dates prior to I August 1962 were published as 20-series Ordnance Corps pamphlets. AMC Circular 310-38, 19
July 1963, redesignated those publications as 706-series AMC pamphlets (i.e., ORDP 20-138 was redesignated AMCP
706-138). All new, reprinted, or revised Handbooks are being published as 706-series AMC pamphlets.

General and Miscellaneous Subjects Ballistic Missile Series

Number Title Number Title
106 Elements of Armament Engineering, Part One, 281(S-RD) Weapon System Effectiveness (U)

Sources of Energy 282 Propulsion and Propellants
107 Elements of Armament Engineering, Part Two, 284(C) Trajectories (U)

Ballistics 286 Structures
108 Elements of Armament Engineering, Part Three,

Weapon Systems and Components Ballistics Series
1i0 Experimental Statistics, Section 1, Basic Con- 140 Trajectories, Differential Effects, and

cepts and Analysis of Measurement Data Data for Projectiles
1il Experimental Statistics, Section 2. Analysis of 150 Interior Ballistics of Guns

Enumerative and Classificatory Data 160(S) Elements of Terminal Ballistics, Part
11z Experimental Statistics. Section 3,Planning One, Introduction, Kill Mechanisms,

andAnalysis of Comparative Experiments and Vulnerability (U)
113 Experimental Statistics, Section 4, Special 161(S) Elements of Terminal Ballistics, Part

Topics Two, Collection and Analysis of Data
114 Experimental Statistics, Section 5, Tables Concerning Targets (U)
1Z1 Packaging and Pack Engineering 16Z(S-RD) Elements of Terminal Ballistics, Part
134 Maintenance Engineering Guide for Ordnance Three, Application to Missile and

Design Space Targets (U)
135 Inventions, Patents, and Related Matters

(Revised) Carriages and Mounts Series
136 Servomecharisms, Section 1, Theory 340 Carriages and Mounts--General
,37 Servomechanisms, Section 2, Measurement 341 Cradles

and Signal Converters 342 Recoil Systems
138 Servomechanisms, Section 3. Amplification 343 Top Carriages
139 Servomechanisms. Section 4, Power Elements 344 Bottom Carriages

and System Design 345 Equilibrators
170(C) Armor and Its Application to Vehicles (U) 346 Elevating Mechanismt,
250 Guns--General (Guns Series) 347 Traversing Mechanisms
252 Gun Tubes (Guns Series)
270 Propellant Actuated Devices Materials Handbooks
290(C) Warheads -- Generai (U) 301 Aluminam and Aluminum Alloys
331 Compensating Elements (Fire Control Series) 302 Copper and Copper Alloys
355 The Automotive Assembly (Automotive Series) 303 Magnesium and Magnesium Alloys

305 Titanium and Titanium Alloys
Ammunition and Explosives Series 308 Glass

175 Solid Propellants, Part One 309 Plastics
176(C) Solid Propellants, Part Two (U) 310 Rubber and Rubber-Like Materials
177 Properties of Explosives of Military Interest,

Section 1 Military, Pyrotechnics Series
178(C) Properties of Explosives of Military Interest, 186 Part Two, Safety, Procedures and

Section 2 (U) Glossary
210 Fuzes, General and Mechanical 187 Part Three, Properties of Materials
211(C) Fuzes, Proximity, Electrical, Part One (U) Used in Pyrotechnic Compositions
•12(S) Fuzes, Proximity. Electrical, Part Two (U)
dI3(S) Fuzes, Proximity, Electrical, Part Three (U) Surface-to-Air Missile Series
214(S) Fuzes, Proximity, Electrical, Part Four (U) 291 Part One, System Integration
215(C) Fuzes, Proximity, Electrical, Part Five (U) 292 Part Two, Weapon Control
244 Section 1, Artillery Ammunition--General, 293 Part Three, Computers

with Table of Contents, Glossary and 294(S) Part Four. Missile Armament (U)
Index for Series 295(S) Part Five, Countermeasures (U)

245(C) Section Z, Design for Terminal Effects (U) 296 Part Six, Structures and Power Sources
246 Section 3, Design for Control of Flight 297(S) Part Seven, Sample Problem (U)

Characteristics
247 Section 4, Design for Projection
248 Section 5, Inspection Aspects of Artillery

Ammunition Design
249 Section 6, Manufacture of Metallic Components

of Artillery Ammunition
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